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PREFACE

This monograph was originally put together as the
basis for talks given at the 1971 Linguistic Society
of America Summer Institute at the State University
of New York, Buffalo. Many revisions and additions
have altered the form in which it was first circulated
among colleagues. It may avert misunderstanding if I
here distinguish the role of the historian of ideas
from that of the advocate of ideas. Both ought to
credit the sources of ideas which have been advocated
in such a manner as to have been influential. The
historian has two additional tasks which do not seem
to me to belong to the job of the advocate of ideas.
He needs to record items that went unnoticed and lacked
influence, especially if later they should have turned
out to have been significant for the present. And the
historian also needs to ascertain what a scholar (such
as Saussure) really intended to convey. The advocate
of ideas, on the other hand, may limit his attention
to the effects which in actual fact eventuated out of a
man's teachings, whether through infelicitous changes
of mind or through distortions caused by his editors,
This present study definitely belongs to the advocate
of ideas category and not to the historical one. It is
the writer's hope, not that the principles and other
proposals included in this writing will necessarily
prove correct; rather that they will show the feasi-
bility of dynamic grammars and stir up discussions
which -- whether they prove these proposals right or
wrong -- will advance our discipline on the road toward
a more realistic and adequate linguistic theory.

In preparing this volume, the writer has had the
aid of both colleagues and students. The interest and
help of William Labov is gratefully acknowledged, al-
though nothing in the following pages should necessarily
be assumed to be in agreement with his present views,
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given the differences in emphasis between us. A gen-
eral acknowledgement here, and the references in the
text itself, will have to suffice for those other col-
leagues and students who have 'made me aware of errors
and weaknesses in my positions. A detailed listing,
if at all possible, would be too long and too prone to
invidious, if accidental, omissions. But the writer's
students have been a constant help in exposing flaws
in his attempts to arrive at working models for formu-
lating Polylectal grammar, and have also helped in
providing illustrative analyses for the following pages.

Thanks are due Allene Guss Grognet who edited this
volume and Freda Ahearn who typed the manuscript for
publication. Finally, grateful acknowledgement is made
to the National Science Foundation for funds given to
the School of Languages and Linguistics, Georgetown
University, for its Sociolinguistics Program, which in
turn made time for revising this work possible.

C.-J.N.B.

Washington, D.C.

June 1973
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1 PROBLEMS WITH OLD ASSUMPTIONS

1.0 Introduction. During the past few years, lin-
guists working in different branches of the dis-
cipline have increasingly shown discontent with the
framework of axioms for descriptive work which have
been widely accepted for almost half a century. Their
frustrations have led to attempts to escape from the
procrustean framework of idealized oppositions by de-
vising models that handle variation and continuums in
linguistic data, whether semantic or phonological.
While it would carry the present writing far beyond
its necessary limits to fully document such develop-
ments,1 a proper perspective for following the remainder
of this book does seem to require mentioning in summary
fashion the main lines of these developments. First in
time has been the work of those variationists or lec-
tologists, mostly with backgrounds in historical lin-
guistics or creole studies, whose work so far has mostly
concentrated on the social variation of language in
speech communities. Then there are the massive re-
searches of the generative semanticists, whose investi-
gations have led them to an awareness of the role of
communicative competence in the use of language and to
a new understanding of fuzziness in semantic continuums
which goes .s,e..l beyond previous assumptions. At least
two schools of natural phonology, as well as the gener-
ative semanticists, have been increasingly taking notice
of implicational patterns, already familiar in recent
years to variationists.

Clear convergences among these groups, whose mem-
bers have often overlapped, has been taking place on
several fronts. The theoretical importance of fine
(low-level) variation in empirical data is rapidly be-
ing acknowledged by the parties just mentioned. Con-
tinuums are replacing discrete breaks in implicational
series or squishes, fuzziness in logic, etc. The role

0



VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC THEORY

of force (intention or attitude) and presupposition
is now apparent in both phonology and syntax. Dis-
course analysis is replacing sentence analysis. The
use of language in its social contexts is now recog-
nized to haVe importult effects on the grammar. This
is beginning to change old beliefs about idiolects
and dialects. The role ..)f time in 'synchronic'' lan-
guage patterning is gaining some recognition, although
this has hardly begun, or at least not gone very far,
in various quarters. These developments are.having
far-reaching effects on historical linguistics (cf.
Bailey 1973a) and on transcriptional phonetics
(cf. Bailey MS). And even those who espouse the
assumptions of the old framework have begun to question
previously accepted views (e.g. those concerning rule
ordering and prosodic analysis) and are taking increas-
ing interest in formerly disdained topics (e.g. syl-
lable-sensitive phonological markings).

The contribution to the new developments embodied
in the present treatment of variation in English pho-
nology will .consist of a discussion of the problems
inherent in widely held Saussurian doctrines and the
developing and illustrating of dynamic models for des-
cribing the patterning of variation within a framework
that is not purely synchronic, but which includes a
temporal dimension.a

1.1 The homogeneity paradox. At the beginning of the
second decade of this century, Ferdinand de Saussure
(1962:30 = 1959:14) proposed a distinction that was
destined to have ominous consequences.

In separating langue from parole, we
simultaneously separate: (1) what is social
from what is individual; (2) what is essen-
tial from what is accessory and more or
less accidental..-

Saussure often spoke of parole as equivalent to indi-
vidual execution, or production., For him, the object
of linguistic study was langue, which he likened to the
score of a symphony, not parole, which he likened to
the performance of that symphony by an orchestra--with
all its unintended mistakes. It is clear that the dis-
tinction between langue and parole entails a concentra-
tion on the essential and a disregard for what is

9
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conceived to be accidental.3 While linguists could
hardly demur to such sentiments,4 there are serious
disagreements among them over where the line is to be
drawn between lanque and parole, or rather between
what is viewed as essential and what is viewed as
accidental.

Saussure (1962:37 = 1959:18) himself was clear
that the study of parole belongs to "an ensemble of
disciplines whose place in linguistics is due only to
their relation to lanque":

The study of language therefore com-
prises two divisions: the essential one has
as its object lanque, which is social in its
essence and independent of the individual;
this study is purely psychological; the other,
secondary [study) has as its object the indi-
vidual aspect of language, that is, parole,
including phonation; it is psychophysical.

He goes on to add that his definition of lanque "sup-
poses our setting aside all that is foreign to its
organism, its system, in a word, everything that is
referred to by the term 'external linguistics'"
(1962:40 = 1949:20). He allows that external linguis-
tics includes many important things, especially lin-
guistic matters that have to do with ethnology. He
also mentions issues that today might be referred to
under the heading of the sociology of language. And
then he lists everything that has to do with "the
geographical extension of languages and dialectal
splitting" (1962:41 = 1959:21); in short, what has
traditionally been called dialectology. While con-
ceding the merits of the study of "external linguistic
phenomena" (1962:42 = 1959:22), Saussure firmly denies
the validity of the view that the internal linguistic
organism cannot be known without studying such external
phenomena,.

It is easy to discern the contradicti,:n between
this point of view and Saussure's social view of lanque
quoted earlier. His acceptance of the view that lin-
guistics should pursue the study of transpersonal phe-
nomena (those which are "independent of the individual")
does not harmonize with his refusal (see §1.2) to grant
the legitimacy of studying transpersonal patterns in
which a time factor intervenes, e.g. the varieties of a

10



4 VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC THEORY

language spoken by father and grandson in the same
household. As will be seen in the next section,
Saussure makes a radical distinction between the-
diachronic and the synchronic. His four-way split-
ting up of descriptive, historical, dialectological,
and ethnographic linguistics has been accepted with
few demurrers (most notably by Roman Jakobson): This
has resulted in a degree of theoretical isolation
among the workers in each sub - discipline from the ad-
vances in the others. The fission of linguistics into
so many different methods and theoretical outlooks for
the respective pursuits has been deleterious to the
entire discipline and has been acutely felt by the few
linguists who have pursued/ nvestigations in several
of the sub-disciplines. This has been exacerbated by
specializations within a given sub-discipline, e.g.
phonology or syntax.

One who took seriously Saussure's social char-
acterization of lanque, or at least of language, was
Edward Sapir. After comments full of insight on the
differences between individual and communal variation
in English (1921:157), he went on to speak (150 of
"something like an ideal linguistic entity dominating
the speech habits of the members of each group". But
such a sentiment, more or less isolated in America,
was not destined to have the influence that Leonard
Bloomfield's point of view was to wield. Despite a
cautious attitude toward the variation which he recog-
nized to be omnipresent even in individuals' speech,
Bloomfield's understanding of science induced him
'provisionally' to abstract from the 'inessential dif-
ferences' between the speech of Midwesterners and
Englishmen or Southerners (1933:45). This being so,
why then did he not attempt a descriptive formulation
of English as a whole, rather than simply of one kind
of Chicago English? The answer to this question leads
us to a slightly broader survey of the development'of
contemporary linguistic theory.

For the past half century, the linguists that have
had the most influence on'the discipline have regarded
it as feasible and worthwhile to limit their attention
to invariant samples of language. Although the limita-
tions of linguistic theory in their day can account fcr
same of this attitude, there have been those who, so
far from fearing that this procedure would vitiate their
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work, have insisted that it will lead to an adequate
theory of human language. At .ssue is the extent to
which a linguistic description should abstract from
variation in a language beyond the level of systematic
phonetics, a level of abstraction excluding the random
deviations which may be called performance variations.

It is something of a paradox that the greatest
degree of abstracting away from data variation has been
advocated by the empiricists. Linguistic thought in
the thirties and forties in the United States was dom-
inated by a positivist philosophy of science and be-
haviorist methodology. The empiricist-positivist ori-
entation (derived from medimval nominalism through
RoManticism) stressed the reality of the individual
datum and was loath to admit the reality of abstract
relations among data. This outlook generally brings
in its train cautions against reifying 'natures'.
Bloomfield's way of having his orientational cake and
eating it too was to attend to a particular set of
homogeneous data as a means of abstracting away from
the variation that he admitted to be inherent in all
linguistic data.s

His thought was developed by his followers in such
a way as to insist on abstracting not only from inter-
personal differences, but even from the stylistic dif-
ferences of a single speaker-hearer. Abstracting from
variation (and I omit discussion of the fallacy dis-
cussed by Postal (1968;12-18)) was carried to such
lengths by Bloomfield's followers that no patterned
variation was taken to be relevant to grammars except
the distribution in mutually exclusive tcomplementary)
surficial environments of phones and morphs in a single
style of a given speaker. The classic example of this
doctrine is the following passage from Bernard Bloch
(1948:7-8):

Definition. The totality of the possible
utterances of one speaker at one time in using
a language to interact with one other speaker
is an idiolect... As for the words 'at one
time',...they are included in the definition
only because we must provide for the fact that
a speaker's manner of speaking changes during
his lifetime. The phrase 'with one other
speaker' is intended to exclude the possibility

12



6 VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC THEORY

that an idiolect p..4ht embrace more than
one style of r.peakirg....

Definition. The process of dis-
covering [sic] different auditory fractions
of an idiolect and their different arrange-
ments is phonological analysis.

Definition. A class of idiolects with
the same phonological system is a dialect.

Recent researches, however, have undermined the
utility of the concept of an idiolect. In Labov's
(1966:6-7) words:

It is generally considered that the
most consistent and coherent system is that
of an idiolect... According to this view, as
we consider the speech of [any] individual
over longer periods, or the combined dialects
of a neighborhood, a town, or a region, the
system becomes progressively more inconsis-
tent....

The present study adopts an entirely
opposite view...in New York City, most idio-
lects do not form a simple, coherent system:
on the contrary, they are studded with oscil-
lations and contradictions....

Traditional dialect studies have shown
that isolation leads to linguistic diversity,
while the mixing of populations leads to
linguistic uniformity. Yet in the present
study of a single speech community, we will
see a new and different situation: groups
living in close contact are participating
in rapid linguistic changes which lead to
increased diversity, rather than uniformity.

Our understanding of this apparent
paradox stems from the recognition that the
most coherent linguistic system is that which
includes the...speech community as a whole.

(Cf. also Labov 1972b:109.)
While there have been scholars working in the

same general framework as Bloomfield and Bloch, e.g.
Gleason (1961:392), who have conceded the worth of
what Saussure called secondary studies of external

1,;0
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linguistic phenomena, the lack of an impressive pro-
ject in this direction argues for the limitations,of
their orientation. Less than twenty years ago Hockett
(1955:14) was once willing to relegate semantics and
phonetics, the two poles which grammars are supposed
to link, to the subsidiary roles of "peripheral sub-
systems".6

The positivist rejection of universals and the
empiricist rejection of abstract explanations in the
pre-transformational orientation are uncompromisingly
stated by Joos (1966:96).

...in the long run [Praguean] ideas
were not found to add up to an adequate
methodology [sic]. Trubetzkoy phonology
tried to explain everything from articu-
latory acoustics [sic] and a minimum set
of phonological' laws taken, as essentially
valid for all languages alike, flatly
contradicting the American (Boas) tra-
dition that languages could differ from
each other without limit and in unpre-
dictable ways, and offering too much of
a phonological explanation where a sober
taxonomy would serve as well.

Children want explanations, and there
is a child in each of us; descripti'vism
makes a virtue of not pampering that child.

The advent of Noam Chomsky signaled a swing of the
pendulum to the opposite extreme of idealism or ration-
alism, a climate favorable to universals and unfavor-
able to unpredictability. Chomsky not only countered
the positivist position with a seeking for universals,
which had already been mooted by Roman Jakobson and
Joseph Greenberg, but also checked taxonomy with an
insistence on explanation. He countered behaviorism
with mentalism, and empiricism with abstract underlying
representations. And a newer, conceptualist orientation
is now accepting naturalness as the basis of both ex-
planation and prediction.'

Following Jakobson, Chomsky and Morris Halle pro-
moted a broadening of the restrictions on the analysis
of variation which went at least one degree beyond mere
phonic and morphic complementarity. For they made
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morphophonic relationships the underlying representa-
tions of phonological analysis, paralleling abstract
representations in syntactic analysis. But those in
the transformational school were not willing to endorse
further broadening to provide abstract underlying repre-
sentations for transtylistic and transpersonal variants
in whole language systems. This was so even though it
is part of speakers' knowledge of their language to use
different styles and part of hearers' knowledge to com-
municate with speakers employing different variants of
the language system from their own. Although for op-
posite reasons, Chomsky endorsed the Blochian view of
interstylistic and interpersonal variation. His
strongly Saussurian attitude is clear in this state-
ment by him of the doctrine of homogeneity (1965:3-4):

Linguistic theory is concerned pri-
marily with an ideal speaker-listener, in a
completely homogeneous speech-community, who
knows its language perfectly and is unaf-
fected by such grammatically irrelevant con-
ditions as [performance variations]. This
seems to me to have been the position of the
founders of modern general linguistics, and
no cogent reason for modifying it has been
offered.

Whatever mental property enables children to interna-
lize grammars can be just as adequately and more easily
discovered from homogeneous data as it can from complex
heterogeneous data. What language-users know about the
function of their language, including their ability
competently to communicate with speakers having differ-
ent grammars, is to be investigated in secondary studies
of performance. Formal grammatical competence is in-
adequate to account for anything but the imaginary
desert-island situation.'

While the simplifying idealization advocated by
Chomsky has probably been a necessary step in the
development toward an adequate theory of language,
sociolinguists, variationists, and generative seman-
ticists maintain that even formal grammatical competence
has to include the functional knowledge of how to com-
municate. Their Platonic abstraction of idealized es-
sences from the fluctuation of phenomena has not
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prevented Chomsky and Halle (1968:49,54) from be-
lieving that different varieties of a language have
many ,'early' rules in common. The idealistiC ori-
entation thus permits a degree of abstraction which
paradoxically embraces more empirical variants than
what linguists of the empiricist persuasion allow.

The interests of some linguists who appear to
subscribe to the homogeneity doctrine have led them
to a concern with how understanding occurs among dif-
ferent varieties of a language. The early attempt of
Klima 1964 discussed rules and different orderings of
rules for converting one grammar to another. Such
grammars could represent different styles of a single
speaker. Rules like Klima's, variously known as
extension, linking, shifting, and conversion rules,
have been defended in Butters 1971, where they are
accorded status in competence, and in Agard 1971.
Troike's (1969) generative diaphonemic rules are not
thought of as part of language-users' competence.
In a study of Black Vernacular English (hereafter
BVE), Loflin 1971 (the relevant paragraph is absent
in earlier versions of this writing) proposed that
language varieties with similar deep structures are
related by means of low-level rules belonging to a
special 'component'. Houston (1970:11) speaks in
favor of contingency rules, which belong to syste-
matic _performance, "are quantificational in the
sense that they are marked for general probability
of occurrence in a particular way", and convert a
"basic competence" into "dialect forms, into regis-
tral forms, and into the regular patterns of idio-
lect...."

The issue that has been the concern of these
writers and the variationists revolves around the
inevitable differences among even speakers of the
same sdialect1.9 The Chomskian teaching that that
universal mental property, the faculte de langege,
can be sufficiently discovered with restricted and
invariant data is the basis for obviating the other-
wise contradictory character of these two observa-
tions: (1) the non-universal character of an idiolec.t
within a language system; (2) the futility and unre-
warding nature of investigating all the idiolects of
a language. Elliott, Legum, and Thompson (1969:52)
have justly scored the attitude towards data

13



10 VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC THEORY

differences that has prevailed, which they have summed
up in the words, "You describe your dialect, I'll des-

cribe mine." This procedure has not prevented such
linguists from basing universal conclusions on data
that are not even universal for the population of a
single classroom. Finally, it falls something short
of professionalism to refer to isolated differences as
'dialectal', in view of the traditional notion of dia-
lects as mutually intelligible varieties of a language
separated by bundles of covaryinq phenomena, even if
this notion is hardly a useful or serviceable one.

It will be worth reflecting that, if an inter-
personal dialect is as simple an abstraction as this
procedure and Bloch's previously mentioned definition
imply, it poses fewer analytical problems than an
internalized interstylistic grammar that generates all
the (competence) variants in an individual language-
user's language. There are amply attested languages
in which allegro-tempo neutralizations result in fewer
vowels or consonants in rapid tempos and informal
styles than in slower tempos and formal styles1.° In
actual fact, interstylistic and interpersonal differ-

ences are quite comparable in terms of writing gram-
mars that generate both, as linguists must do if they

are to account for language-users' knowledge of their

language. Labov 1966 and much subsequent work have
provided evidence that some class differences among
different speakers covary with and are equiValent to
style differences in the usage of the members of a

single class. This being so, Loflin's suggestion al-
ready referred to would require a special 'component'
for shifting from the grammar used in one style to
that used in another.

It should also be clear that the same difficulties

are posed by abstracting from idiolects" to dialects

as by abstracting from dialects to languages; so why
not formulate grammars of entire languages that gener-
ate all their subvarieties and be more comprehensive?12

This rather obvious point was made more than
eighty-live years ago by Hugo Schuchardt (1971:M-14),
who happens to have been a creolist as well as dia-

lectologist: "...therefore everything which is valid
of the relationship between dialects of any level has

to be valid also of that between idiolects...:" Schu-

chardt was clear that every form of speech is a tran-
sitional sort of thing, and he knew that the closer you

17
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get to the individual, the more you will find devi-
ations from the regularity of the overall system.
Both points have been amply confirmed in recent re-
search.

If one has read the writings of the pioneers of
Romance dialect geography or taken a look, for example,
at the data of the North of England (cf. Kolb 1966 and
see Fig. 10, pg. 87, or if one has considered the fail-
ure of structuralist attempts to make the term dialect
meaningful, one will have difficulty accepting the tra-
ditional characterization of a dialect, as set forth
Above. Isogiosses do not usually bundle in a neat man-
ner without a great deal of fudging, including the
ignoring of overlaps at the boundaries of phenomena
which are mostly located in different parfs of the map;
everyone speaks transitional dialects (cf. Weinreich et
al.,184), to use traditional terminology without imply-
ing the existence of varieties of language which are
not transitional in the sense being considered. Lin-
guistically adjacent varieties of a language are fre-
quently dispersed in spatial mappings, which detracts
from the utility of such maps for formulating grammars
of entire languages. If cross-hatchings of class, sex,
age, and other social differences are superimposed on
mans of regional variation (for some given combination
of social parameters), the traditional notion of dia-
lect becomes hopelessly inadequate and at war with
reality13 And the criterion of mutual intelligibility,
long known to be of little use, loses all pretenses to
validity if (Bailey 1972) speakers of marked phenomena
are able to understand speakers of unmarked phenomena

with greater readiness than conversely. An alterna-
to dialects will be proposed later in §2.1.
In what follows, the terms lect and isolect will

be employed in place of dialect. Lect is a completely
non-commital term for any bundling together of linguis-
tic phenomenai4 Isolects are varieties of a language
that differ only in a minimal way, say by the presence
or weighting (see §3.1) of a single feature in a rule,

or by a minimal difference in rule ordering. A single
isogloss stands between two isolects of a language.

In view of what has been said, it should be clear
that the time has come to abandon the previously ortho-
dox view that language-users have competence only in
their own 'dialect'. The view stated several years ago

by Becker (1968:7) was:
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Whenever a rule is found in more
than one dialect, it must be remembered
that its presence is motivated entirely
by the requirements placed on the form of
a generative phonology and the data of the
dialect in question. No attempt has been
made to set up common underlying forms for
the three dialects. The independence of
the three phonologies presented here cannot
be over-emphasized, for without it this
[writing] could be construed to be not a
synchronic phonological study, but rather
a kind of exercise in the application of
the comparative method of historical lin-
guistics to some closely related German
dialects.

The object of the following sections is precisely
to demonstrate that the dichotomy between the dia-
chronic and synchronic approaches just suggested is a
misguided one, and that children do indeed possess the
reconstructive and comparative methods of internalizing
what they know of their language and its variations- -
knowledge that extends beyond their own lidiolects'.
While I am not contending that diachronic and synchronic
studies are the same thing, I am contending, and have
given reasons (in Bailey 1972) for believing, that
their essential methods are the same. We need no longer
feel guilty, as Bloomfield may have when he realized
that his avowedly descriptive analysis of Menomini
[1939(1964):106] looked like a historical analysis.

As the Saussurian point of view won acceptance,
fewer dissentient voices were raised, and the Saussurian
paradox prevailed. Labov (1972b:105) expresses this
paradox as follows:

The social aspect [lanque] of language
can be studied through the intuitions of any
one individual, while the individual aspect
[parole] can be studied only by sampling
the behavior of an entire population.

But perhaps a discerning reader will suppose that
the writer has fallen into a paradox of his own. On
the one hand, I have maintained that the structuralists
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and transformationalists, in their insistence on the
homogeneity of their descriptions, have abstracted
too far away from the data; on the other hand, I have
implied that grammars ought to abstract beyond the
idiolectal level to a much higher and more abstract
transpersonal level. The apparent paradox evaporates
when it is seen that my position is one in which it is
maintained that, whatever the level of abstraction
represented by a grammar may be, it should contain
underlying representations and rules which will gener-
ate all the systematic variation in the data at the
systematic phonetic level of every lect abstracted
from. Thus the abstract and empirical issues are re-
solved without slighting either.

1.2 The temporal paradox. One of Saussure's most
memorable statements asserted that it is the "time
factor" that causes linguistic differentiation
(Saussure 1962:271 = 1959:198). Continuing, he says:
"Geographical diversity ought to be thought of as
temporal diversity." One could go further and say
that diversity in social space ought to be thought of
as a function of the time factor. Social space is
divided by the barriers of space, age, sex, and
classes (whether based on birth, occupation, economic
status, educational attainment, ethnic or religious
background, future aspiration, etc.) and whatever
social factors determine different styles of speaking,
whether the status of the interlocutors or the lofti-
ness of the subject. New phenom.na begin--at first
variably and in limited linguistic environments--in
some corner of social space defined by the conjunction
of values for each sociological parameter. In the
manner prescribed by the wave model and accompanying
sociolinguistic algorithms (see §§4.l,4), the change
spreads in time from one adjacent set of social char-
acteristics to the next and from more restricted to
more general linguistic environments. The effects of
time are seen in the order of change and in the re-
sulting patterns. (Cf. also Weinreich et al., 155.)

Saussure, an Indo-Europeanist of the very first
calibre, began with the good intention of ridding lan-
guage descriptiohs of an atomistic approach and of
historically valid, but psychologically invalid, analy-
ses. If his notion of langue counteracted 1133 social
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14 VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC THEORY

view of language, his good intentions for arriving at
psychologically valid formulations also issued in
what I hope to show in the following section is a psy-
chologically invalid result. The attempt artificially
to freeze language data and ignore the on-going nature
of linguistic change has forced linguists into strait-
jacketed descriptions which exclude a vast amount of
linguistic knowledge or language -user competence, in-
cluding the elemental facts of a grandchild's communi-
cating with his grandparent. Erecting walls between
descriptive, historical, and dialectological pursuits.
has proved a cure worse than the disease. Aside from
the untoward effects on linguistic description, there
has been an unfortunate trichotomization of the dis-
cipline into pursuits which have been theoretically
more or less isolated from one another, while logic
and the study of the use of language have keen dele-
teriously excluded altogether. Bloomfieldian behav-
iorism went further and excluded the study of pre-
supposition and force (or intention) from syntax.

Since Saussure's view of synchronic analysis led
him to refer to that pursuit as static linguistics,
this term will be retained in what follows. But
dynamic linguistics will be preferred to his term for
the pursuit of diachronic analysis--evolutive lin-
guistics. To quote Saussure:

It is therefore an (inner] necessity
that compels us to split up linguistics into
two parts, each having its own, principle.
[1962:115 = 1959:79]

The opposition between the two view-
points--synchronic and diachronic--is absolute
and allows of no compromise. [1962:119 =

1959:83]
...diachronic facts quite obviously

have no relationship to the static fact that
they have produced; they are of a different

order. [1962:120 = 1959:83]
So a diachronic fact is an event that

has its raison d'etre in itself: the particu-
lar synchronic results that may devolve from
it are entirely separate from it. [1962:121 =

1959:84]
This essential difference between suc-

cessive terms and co-existent terms, between
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partial facts and facts affecting the sys-
tem, precludes making [both] the ones and
the others the matter of a single science.
[1962:124= 1959:87]

...despite certain contrary appear-
ances, diachronic events always have an
accidental and particular character.
[1962:131 = 1959:93]

The radical antinomy between dynamic
[evolutif] and static fact has the result
that all the notions relating to the one or
the other are equally irreducible to one
another...So it is that the synchronic
'phenomenon' has nothing in common with the
diachronic...the one is a relation among
simultaneous elements; the other, the sub-
stitution of one element for another in
time--a [metalinguistic?] event.
[1962:129 = 1959:91]

The thought world of his time forced Saussure
into thinking of change as a succession of states16
His view that only states matter presupposes a con-
trariety between descriptive science and time. Since
Saussure's death, new outlooks have made the absence
of a relationship between past cause and present re-
sult anything but the obvious thing it seemed to that
scholar. Even on such terms, ignoring historicism and
the work of Einstein, how can linguists overlook the
manner in which language-users competently communicate
across temporally caused differences? It was already
obvious to Schuchardt in 1885 that "the old and the
new appear distributed within a dialect, however, not
only according to age, but also according to sex, edu-
cation, temper--in short, in most diverse ways" (4-15).
Indeed, this is the basis for saying that "every stage
of a language is a transitional stage, each as normal
as any other..." (M-18). Schuchardt also refers to
Karl Brugmann's assumption that mother and daughter
forms could exist side by side not only in a given dia-
lect, but even within one and the same individual. If

what was obvious to Schuchardt eighty-five years ago
is even more palpable today, there should be no doubt
that a Newtonian or non-temporal linguistic framework
is as inadequate for linguistics as pre-Einsteinian
frameworks are for physics. So, however much one may

Of)
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16 VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC THEORY

fault the Neo-Grammarians for their view of change
and for their family-tree model, one must acknowledge
that they worked within a temporal framework.

Occasional dissent from the Saussurian dichotomy
between static and dynamic linguistics was lost in the
prevailing climate, sometimes because appropriate
models for implementing a different theory were not
provided by the dissenters, sometimes because of fail-
ures to motivate other points of view ,with adequate
justification on the metatheoretical level against
Saussurianism, and sometimes because of simple mis-
understandings. In his Oslo Report, Jakobson (1958)
denied that 'statics' and synchrony coincide in lin-
guistics any more than in physics. Jakobson (24)
phrased the matter as follows:

Permanence, statics in time, becomes a
pertinent problem of diachronic linguistics,
while dynamics, the interplay of subcodes
within the whole of a language, grows into a
crucial question of linguistic synchrony.

Jakobson's ideas pn these topics had more influence on
his followers in the social sciences than on linguists.
Linguistics did not develop the necessary models for
carrying out analysis within a dynamic framework within
the decade following Jacobson's statement. Despite
interesting suggestions, the situation in linguistics
up to a couple of, years ago had been accurately des-
cribed in the following words of LePage (1966:vi-vii):

It is now being recognized that this
division [sc. between synchronic and diachronic
studies] helps to falsify the picture. The
descriptive analysis of an idiolect at any
given moment may reveal a great many over-
lapping systems, some of which are coming to
the end of a period of change, others just
beginning. The descriptive analyst freezes
for a mor,ent what is in fact a highly dynamic
system, and describes it in static terms. The
'quantum mechanics' era in linguistics has not
yet arrived, but I believe that the study of
Creole languages will help it forward....

Many of the world's languages have prob-
ably undergone some degree of creolization at
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one time or another; by studying what is
happening under our noses at the present
day we should get a much better idea of
what has happened...in the past. Until we
have evolved descriptive techniques some-
what analogous to those of quantum mechanics,
however, the best we can do is to describe
the two ends of the linguistic spectrum...
and give some indication of the continuum in
between.

The aim of the present undertaking is to show that
LePage's words are no longer true, that the future
framework he envisioned in 1966 is in fact now being
realized.

In the vast community of all who communicate
fluently and competently with one another in English,
changes will be more advanced among younger speakers
than among older ones. Men lag almost a generation
behind women of the same sociological description
in some instances (Labov 1972b:118). Changes begin-
ning in informal styles and in the lower classes will
reach the upper class formal style much later, etc.

Describing the competence of such speakers in
formulations representing the internalized grammars
which generate all the differences with which they
deal competently is impossible with static models.
The artificially idealized data which they handle
represent but fragments of language-users' competence,
which is distorted when forced into such procrustean
moulds. At the very least (Bailey 1972), we must
attribute to language-users an internalized comparative
method.

Saussure himself admitted (1962:113 = 1959:78)
that "if time is excluded, the reality of language is
not complete...". Unlike Chomsky, he realized that
his methodological simplification was something of a
distortion. This makes even more perplexing his con-
tention that the synchronic viewpoint is the only
reality for the community of speakers. Indeed, Saus-
sure himself had the insight at one point to state the
temporal paradox (1962:113 = 1959:7B) as fo]lows:

If you took lanque in time, apart from the
mass of speakers--suppose an isolated individual
living through several centuries--you would
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perhaps not establish any change; time
would produce no result in it. Conversely,

if you considered the mass of speakers apart
from time, you would not see the effect of
the social forces that operate on lanque.

It was the fear of time that led to antipathy
toward processes in structuralism, and eventually to
a baffling preference for lists of allomorphs over
ge,eralized rules for morphophonic relationships.
While operating fully within the static framework,
Chomsky & Halle (331) at least admit that the notion
of instantaneous acquisition of language by children
is a counterfactual simplification143 Now that dy-
namic models which were not available to them in the
sixties have become available, their statement that a
non-instantaneous model of acquisition would be too
complex is no longer relevant. In more general terms,
it is worth stressing that there is no reason what-.
ever to suppose that simplified static models would
ever prove adequate for the real-life situation in
which language is used, although, on the other hand,
a more complex time-based theory would work as well
for the imaginary desert-island situation as for the
real-life one.

Static models are also inadequate for dealing
with diachronic linguistics. Some transformation-
alists. (e.g. Kiparsky MS) have sought to bring unity
into their work by testing synchronic models with
attested historical changes, although there is still a
reluctance to allow performance to influence competence
(notwithstanding the admission that one purpose of
transformations is to make abstract underlying repre-
sentations performable)17 And yet the gradual (vari-
able) initiation of changes, well-documented (e.g.
Labov 1966) among variationists, has generally not been
incorporated into the transformationalists' overall
theory of change1.6 The doctrine that grammars are
monolectal is seen within the perspective of the grad-
ual initiation of change to contradict the doctrine
that linguistic changes are changes of rules, i.e. of
significant linguistic generalizations. (See Kiparsky
1971, which provides a popular summary of more tech-
nical writings by Halle, Paul Postal, and himself.)
This can be shown with a simple example.

Fief
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In the Western States, the sound which is [o]
in many other varieties of English began to be heard
as [a], first in paroxytones like naughty, where an
apical followed the nucleus; then in oxytones like
caught and dawn, where an apical also follows the
nucleus; and finally, speakers are now introducing
[a] (or failing to change underlying /0 to [o])
before velars, as in hawk. The result of the changes
is to make the words cited sound like notty, cot, don,
and hock, respectively. Younger speakers are of course
more advanced in the change than older speakers. We
may further assume, on the basis of what is known of
other examples of change, that the oldest speakers have
[a] in the oldest environment, an alternation between
formal [o] and allegro [a] in the next-oldest environ-
ment, and only unchanged [o] in the prevel-4r one; and
that the youngest speakers have only [ri] in the two
oldest environments, but an alternation between formal
[3] and allegro [a] in the newest one. A monolectal
phonology can show only one of the vowels in single-
style grammars; where both vowels appear in a single
style, if they should do so, the most that can be shown
is an equipollent (unweighted and non-directional)
optionality hetween them. When the new pronunciation
of naughty (1 ike notty) is first introduced (borrowed)
into a speaker's language, it is not of course a rule
generalization, but only a relexification, since the
new [a] cannot be 'compared' with older Co] in some

other style or in the language of some other group in
the speech community without contradicting the premises
of the monolectal doctrine. Unless a sizable number of
new [a] pronunciations are introduced on the same day,
the likelihood of a new generalization's being interna-
lized is vanishingly small. Hence, the two fundamental
doctrines of change in transformationalism combine to
make change impossible. The paradox is obviated in the
polylectal grammars of the variationist framework, since
the vector-like models employed there formalize language-
users' knowledge both of new and old forms in their own
different styles and in the different class and other
lects with which they communicate competently.

Note that whatever relations language-users may in-
fer about the variants that they become familiar with
will no doubt tell them something (and something that
is correct in many instances) about the history of their

C)



20 VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC THEORY

language. Given 'natural' effects of natural de-
velopments in history, the uniformitarian principle
which is accepted in historical sciences like geology
should also apply in such instances (Labov 1972b:
101,MS). There will, nevertheless, be differences
in historical and descriptive analysis. As noted in
Bailey 1972, what may be only exceptions in the latter
may prove to be valuable relics in the former.

The effects of current studies of creolization on
historical analysis have already been alluded to above
and outlined in-Bailey 1973a. The prevalence of cre-
olization, especially as an important means of intro-
ducing 'unnatural' or 'marked' phenomena into a lan-
guage system, is becoming more widel: recognizedk9
Since creolization may be the only means by which new
language systems can arise, it seems more than probable
that every system or node in a family tree should have
at least two parents. Even so, the family-tree model
will have a more doubtful status future analyses
than in former ones.

There is are additional static paradox, but dis-
cussion of it will have to be postponed to §4.1.

2t



2 THE NEW FRAMEWORK

2.0 General observations. To review the substance
of Bailey 1971, the new framework advocated by the
writer has two aspects, corresponding to 01.1,2
which have just preceded. Its ideological orienta-
tion contrasts with the homogeneity doctrine of both
positivism and rationalism. My orientation is the
traditional and perennial one of conceptualism, which
accepts, as real and worthy of study both the flux of
variation in data (in contrast with Platonism, ideal-
ism, and rationalism) and also the reality and suit-
ability for study of abstract relations among data
variants (as opposed to positivism and empiricism).
The second aspect of the new framework is the dynamic
paradigm, which, in contrast with the static paradigm
of both structuralism and transformationalism, in-
cludes time as a fundamental dimension of all analysis.

To allay any misunderstandings about conceptual
bias, it should be stressed that my orientation is not
the essentialist conceptualism of western scholasticism,
but the vitalist conceptualism of post-Hellenistic
scholasticism. The former concentrates on essences
and ignores life and function, which the Greek scho-
lasticism emphasizes above all. But all scholastic
argumentation involves tightly-knit logical arguments
which begin and end in data--empirical data, if the
question is an empirical one. It is important to
stress this, in order to characterize the position.be-
ing taken here vis -a -vis the new empiricism cropping up
in sociolinguistic and glottometric circles, where
scholastic is a term of opprobrium. The acceptance of
abstract hypotheses and formalized arguments does not
commit me to any acceptance of Platonic views on innate
'knowledge' or the role of intuition as more than a
sometimes useful discovery tool. On the other hand, the
acceptance of naturalness in linguistics (cf. fn. 7)
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22 VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC THEORY

does not commit me to the acceptance of statistics as
more than a sometimes useful discovery procedure. And
if it can be shown that theory is underdetermined by
data (as it car.), it can also be shown that (inadequate)
theories of language exclude from the status of factu-
ality data that are as theoretically important to ac-
count for as the data which such theories do accept,
and therefore that data cannot be easily overincluded
in a theoretical framework.

I do not find it credible or useful to suppose
that children can internalize relative quantities as
such (cf. also Bickerton 1971), especially where cross
products like those found in most treatments of vari-
able rules (cf. Labov 1969) are concerned. Nor do I
limit linguistic reality to the measurable. Like
probably most linguists, I have been convinced (e.g.
by Labov 1966) that relative quantities do exist, in
language data, are systematic, and can be predicted.
Like other variationists, I reject the idea that lan-
guage-users' demonstrated ability to interpret and pro-
duce the statistics is a matter of 'performance' rather
than of basic linguistic competence. But I disagree
with glottometrists in that it is not the statistics
which are acquired, learned, or internalized, but
rather a psychologically credible implicational pattern
generated by the wave model (§4.1).

Scholasticism at its best maintained a psychoso-
matic view of man and his nature. Man is not simply
the mind endowed with innate knowledge of the last ori-
entation in linguistics, but also a body whose physio-
logical characteristics define the limits of 'natural-
ness' in language. Man is Aristotle's communal animate
being whose 'life' is social. As the object of linguis-
tic study, this conception of man demands the inclusion
of the function of language in its social context as an
essential part of linguistics. The scholastic balance
in these matters is further seen in the balance between
what is variable and what is constant (the emphasis of
the rationalist orientation): water : fish = air : bird.

Since linguistics, like the sciences, is an es-
thetic pursuit for all but its drudges, it must seek to
preserve an esthetic balance as well as a balance of
all sides of what is truth. One cannot overstress the
dangers of a new and doctrinaire empiricism, possibly
striving to emerge in some circles, which would denigrate
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explanatory hypotheses as 'thought experiments' and
elevate methodology above theory. This will prove no
more adequate a remedy for the doctrinaire rationalism
just past than that in turn was for the older doctrin-
aire empiricism.

It should also be said that my position is not
that of SOMQ 'sociolinguists'--viz. that the study of
variation is simply a valuable adjunct to linguistics- -
but rather that the study of patterned language vari-
ation in its communicative life cannot be omitted from
linguistic theory and _practice without invalidating
them. What is proposed below is not so much a new the-
ory as a new framework. This framework will of course
transform much that is taken over from generative the-
ory, e.g. the study of sound relationships in phonology
will now include the level of interpersonal and inter-
stylistic variation. Models will be provided for imple-
menting the new point of view in terms of concrete an-
alyses, for even good ideas remain barren without these.

2.1 Justification of polvlectal grammars. Given the
complexity of the data on variation that will be con-
sidered, it is incumbent on anyone who would claim that
language variation belongs to competence not only to
show that language-users do in fact competently deal
with variation in the very formulation of their inter-
nalized grammars, but also to put forward credible
hypotheses concerning how the attested patterns could
be acquired by children and stored within the brain
(cf. fn. 69). One should eschew theories for which
no plausible mode of acquisition and storage can be
suggested. Indeed, the patterns of variation -in- kan=-
guage could well provide psycholinguists with inter-
esting hypotheses concerning the structure of the brain
for profitable future investigations. What follows is
an account of the nature of children's acquisition of
language which is so basic that the writer hopes it
will be obvious and non-controversial to the reader.

Two main assumptions are being entertained in the
present account: (1) Speaking competence is a rela-
tively small subset of the much vaster competence re-
quired for understanding those one competently communi-
cates with; and (2) a child, in an on-going process, is
constantly revising his internalized grammar with every
new encounter with systematic variation in the speech

.-
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24 VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC THEORY

of others, and this is done in such a way as to create
an underlying grammar which will generate all the vari-
ants that he must competently cope with. Let us now
consider what happens during the first decade of lan-
guage-acquisition, say up to the age of twelve, which
is the crucial period for acquiring native competence
in a language.

Ordinarily, a child is mostly exposed to the speech
of females in his earliest years. The child is even-
tually confronted with the speech of his grandparents,
who may all be from other regions. Some of them may be
of different social classes from each other and from
the child's parents. The child, of course, meets neigh-
bors of different regional backgrounds and may travel
to neighboring and distant locales. He will communi-
cate with language-users of different classes at school,
delivering papers or mowing lawns, at shops and markets,
etc.; even in private schools children meet students
from more distant locales in compensation for the lack
of a variety of class lects, although school employees
may provide these. Since it is known that women are
about a generation ahead of men in some changes, the
language of one's mother will be different from that
of one's father, even if their age and class traits
are similar. Each of the interlocutors encountered
by a child has a multitude of styles which he or she
must competently deal with, and there is whispered
speech to cope with also in each instance. The spread
of radio and other communicational media in this cen-
tury has further extended the range of data that the
child copes with.

The result is that what the child produces gets
more and more restricted to the exemplar of his peers
(unless he is isolated from them), while what he has
in his understanding competence is constantly being
enlarged. That our 'active' vocabularies are only sub-
sets of our 'passive' ones is widely recognized. But

such considerations have not deterred educational psy-
chologists from equating competence with language pro-
duction (during interviews, especially with poor chil-
dren), nor linguists from trying to exhaust competence
by asking, 'Would you say...?' Klima & Beliugi 1966:
183 say: "Sentences the child understands describe the
scope of his grammar more accurately than those he pro-
duces, just as with the adulei° Against Chomsky's
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view of the symmetry between productive and under-
standing competence (cf. Shipley, Smith & Gleitman
1969:337 fn. 8), most linguists today accept the
asymmetry of the two. On children's competence, com-
pare again the opinion of Shipley et al. (1969:336-

337):

Our data show that children make dis-
criminations that are not reflected in their
speech....Thus a description of the child's
spontaneous utterances does not do justice
to his linguistic organization. In some
fairly clear sense, comprehension seems to
precede the production of well-formed sen-
tences....A description of natural speech
leaves this implicit system entirely out of
account. Therefore, in no sense can recent
descriptions of children's speech,..be taken
as grammars of child language.

The linguist can run around tape-recording every
utterance of his informants, but if their competence
is greater than what they produce, it follows that
such recordings, however thorough, will not exhaust,
even remotely, his informants' competence. This
does not mean that competence cannot be empirically
determined, as the work of Shipley et al. in fact
shows.

At this juncture, it may be of service to pro-
vide a simple illustration of the reconstructive and
comparative method in the acquisition of language by
children. There have to be at least three stages:
(1) The child relates the pronunciations of words he
hears in the mouths of different speakers and inter-
nalizes a reconstructed representation from which all
of them (aside from what were earlier called perfor-
mance variations) can be systematically generated in

his understanding. (2) He acquires different pro-
nunciations for different styles with respect to many
of his underlying representations, thus broadening
his production variation. This may coincide with the
beginning of (3) the child's learning to relate dif-
ferent forms of morphemes in different contexts. At
first perhaps the child learns to distinguish formal
[t] from informal [d] in a word like cheater, related
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to cheat with [t] only. Eventually this ability will
be extended to cope with more complex instances like
ignite : ignition.

It will not be doubted that variation is heard by
the child in the nucleus of came, game, save, way_,
rain, laid, cane, etc., and in the slightly shorter
one in late, wait, gate, hate, etc. Of course, no two
pronunciations of the same word, even by the same
speaker, are identical. But children descend from the
more general to the less general, e.g. calling all
animals doggie before learning to distinguish the dif-
ferent kinds of animals. By whatever method they may
use; they identify the common internal representation
of all the variants of a word like train uttered by
different speakers with whom they come into contact;
and presumably they learn to identify the nucleus in
this word with the one in came:game, save, etc., and
even with the one in late, wait, gate, etc. It could
hardly be open to question that the underlying repre-
sentation of their internalized grammars is eventually
revised to handle different pronunciations of the
nucleus which are more or less diphthongized in differ-
ent environments, in which the peak will be closer or
opener or more or less retracted, etc. Other nuclei
in English exhibit even greater variety than the one
chosen here for illustrative purposes, which is rela-
tively stable. The talents displayed in these efforts
are gradually extended to handle morphophonic variants
like sane : sanity, when the child progresses to the
stage that he must cope with these.

ChomSkian linguists obliquely grant that the
faculte de langage includes the ability to employ the
method of internal reconstruction in creating under-
lying representations like those of sane and sanity,
at least on the synchronic level. If we accept some
kind of naturalness condition that requires rules to be
of the sort that could evolve in real historical change,
then we must conclude that children have within them
the ability to 'reconstruct' history in some sense (cf.

Chafe 1970:7). For the dimension of history is spread
out synchronically on the other dimension of lectal
differentiation, just as a beam of white light which
has passed through a prism spreads out in a rainbow on
a surface perpendicular to the beam. Given the possible
restructurings, generalizations, and the like which can
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change the structures of past times to different ones
later on, the reconstructions of the child will not
exactly coincide with those the linguist reconstructs
with the help of earlier records. The child who has
never heard the Irish pronunciations of mean and meant
will hardly assign these and similar words the same
underlying vowel that he assigns to break : breakfast
and retain : retention. But, just as the historical
linguist_can reconstruct a parent tongue from the
residue in either a few unleveled21 scions or a larger
number of leveled ones, so the child can asymptotically
approach a panlectal competence in his language and a
grammar that resembles the same one that other users of
the language are also asymptotically approaching from
somewhat different data, or at least data encountered
in a somewhat different sequence. The ability of
language-users to do this argues for their possession
of the 'comparative method'. So far from agreeing with
Kiparsky (1971:310) that "the child is the synchronic
linguist par excellence", I would say: "The child is
the comparatist par excellence '."

What distinguishes the view of language being pre-
sented here from static, homogeneous views of language
is that the goal of acquiring a language to communicate
is taken seriously and treated as the fundamental con-
sideration in trying to understand language. The ac-
count just given clearly accepts the requirement of
justifying grammars on the basis of what is psycho-
logically plausible or provable22 Without this con-
straint, of course, there would be no bounds to combin-
ing the most diverse data into a single, supposedly
unified, putative 'system'. The grammar envisioned in
these pages is not located in some reified 'communal
mind', socially real though the grammar is claimed to
be. And it certainly does not presuppose two compe-
tences, one for speaking and one for understanding,
despite some asymmetry between the subset and the over-
all set. The naturalness criterion provides further
constraints (which are quite strong) on the kinds of
formulations that are tolerated.

It should be obvious that a polylectal grammar can
be a psychologically real one, even though no single
language-user has all of it internalized, if every pair
of adjacent subsystems which are attested are unified
in some language-user ' s internalized competence. In
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such a case, there is no risk in positing that the
whole grammar is potentially internalizable for a
given language-user exposed to all the subsystems of
the language.

Until now, the discussion has omitted an addi-
tional factor relating to competence, viz.,literacy.
That literacy greatly affects competence and one's
underlying representations can scarcely be doubted,
despite all the insistence by modern linguists on the
spoken form of a language, but psycholinguists have
been negligent in providing linguists with an adequate
account of these effects. Speakers who do not hesi-
tate to pronounce Einstinian (the adjective for
Einstind) with [1] in the second syllable balk at
Einsteinian, pronouncing it now with[a(e)], now with
[i]. When I first heard ['graesian], I thought the
adjective referred to the name Greis, not Grice. And
despite exceptions (which one may or may not be able
to account for, [g] seems to be more frequent for
underlying in& before orthographic 'k' and 'g' than
before 'c' or 'q' (as in Bancroft, Hancock, and ban-
quet; contrast Bankok and Bengali).

Since Decamp 1971 (delivered in 1968), Bailey
1972 (delivered in 1969), and Elliott, Legum, & Thomp-
son 1969, it has become increasingly obvious that a
great deal of linguistic variation patterns in an
implicational manner, i.e. item d implies c, which
implies b, which in turn implies a. This is true
both of different kinds of linguistic phenomena and
of different rules, as has been shown (cf. Bailey
1973b); it is inescapable for the suboutputs of vari-
able rules, as will be shown later in connection with
the wave model. And even though language-users may
greatly differ in their intuitive ratings of the ac-
ceptability of different examples, they will generally
agree in the relative acceptability of the examples.

Insofar as lects differ in terms of phenomena
which can be placed on an implicational scale, they
can be uniquely designated by the point at which they
occur on such scales. The phenomenon whose presence
or absence characterizes them implies the presence or
absence of other phenomena lower on the scale and is
implied by, but does not imply, phenomena located
higher up on the scale. On-going work indicates that
the different phonologies of English can be uniquely
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designated in this manner. If future work continues
to corroborate the surmise that all varieties of Eng-
lish can be designated in terms of a larger overall
scale including semantic and syntactic as well as phono-
logical materials, then linguistics will have a prac-
tical concept which will prove far more serviceable than
dialect22 On the other hand, if sets of rules operate
in blocs vis-a-vis the rest of the rules in an impli-
cational scaling, as suggested in Bailey 1972, perhaps
forming separate branches on an implicational
then the concept of a dialect may be amenable to being
rehabilitated, though on entirely new terms. To the
extent that implicational patterning obtains among the
lects of a language system, the polylectal system can
be formulated so as to include all the phenomena of the
system. The implicational ordering of the rules will
indicate which lects have which phenomena, while lexi-
cal features designating the lects (implicationallY)
will have to handle the listings of the lexicon. Rules

will have to be formulated in the least general form in
which they are found anywhere in the language system
(Bailey 1972), the formulation will employ the most
marked feature weighting found anywhere in the system,
and whatever marked orders are found in the system will
appear in the overall grammar. Other patterns in the
system due to more general rules or to less marked
weightings of features or orderings of rules will be
generated with the principles in later sections. These
will specify how waves spread through the system and
which feature in a rule will reweight or be deleted to
make the rule more general. They will also deal with
the hierarchy of markedness24 the hierarchy of unmarked
feature weightings and the rules or conventions25 that
unmark features.

2.2 Pragmatic competence. That the knowledge of how to
use one's grammar should be considered part and parcel
of one's linguistic competence, rather than performance,
has been proclaimed for a decade by Dell Hymes (cf. 1962)
Wand other scholars of language in the social disciplines.
The idea ran too much counter to the prevailing ethos in
linguistics, however, and for many years fell mostly on
deaf ears. But pioneering work represented by Gordon
and G. Lakoff 1971 and R. Lakoff 1972 made it clear
that competence in the use of language in social

3 6
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situations has direct and perceptible effects on gram-

mars. The leadership of these scholars and their col-
leagues has effected a reversal in the prevailing
attitude toward what Charles Morris (1946:219) called
pragmatics, viz. "that portion of semiotic which deals
with the origin, uses, and effects of signs within the
behavior in which they occur". Hymes' term for an
equally broad area of study, which extends beyond the
purely verbal, is the ethnography of communication.
Those who limit attention to verbal language may wish
to think of formal grammatical competence and praq-,
matic or functional competence as subsets of communi-
cative competence. Formal competence refers to the
substance of the grammar;26 pragmatic competence, to
the life and use of the grammar. Today there is no
need to refer studies of the function of the grammar
to Saussure's 'external linguistics', to studies of
performance, and the like. Just as semantics has re-
cently become the chief concern of current linguistic
research of the highest degree of sophistication, it
is only the natural consequence of this concern to
formulate the relationship between presupposition and
intention with syntactic form. Bloomfield himself
(1933:141-2) was aware of the connection when he ob-
served that a beggar and a child resisting an early
bedtime mean quite different things when they say,

"I'm hungry". But his approach to meaning left such

observations sterile. The orientational changes ef-
fected by Chomsky created a climate for studies of
such questions, but the relegation of the status and
other aspects of the social contexts of conversations
to performance, together with the concentration on
sentence grammar, prevented the burgeoning of such
studies until recently. Karttunen 1968 can now be

seen as a break with the prevailing orientation.
If empiricism concentrates on the matter, and

rationalism on the form, of data, conceptualism (at
least of the variety espoused here) focuses on the life
and functioning of its object of study. The words of

R. Lakoff (922) are quite at home in such a framework:

...we cannot stop our analysis at the
of superficial structure, or at the

oint of logical structure, in fact: we must
ask in every case what the extralinguistic

37
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context of a sentence is, what purpose it
is used for; only on that basis can we
establish whether or not sentences in two

/ languages are parallel.

In contrast with old-line linguists who still maintain
that social context is not relevant to 'grammar', it
is notable that Hoenigswald (1966) some time ago was
suggesting a variety of topics which belong to a
language-user's knowledge of his language. Besides
knowledge of conventional orthographies among the
literate, he mentioned cultural suppositions about
language itself, knowledge or beliefs about the
analysis of language, and a folk vocabulary referring
to speech activity. The use of puns, obscenities,
and the like differs vastly from culture to culture,
as does the role of silence in conversation and the
veneration of rhetoric and poetry. Hoenigswald men-
tions differing attitudes toward interpreters' skills, 47

the study of when and how corrections are performed
on children, and attitudes toward stuttering and
muteness.

The advocates of the new framework consider the
study of the use of language an idea whose time has
now come. This became very evident at the First Annual
Colloquium on Ne- Ways of Analyzing Variation in Eng-
lish at Georgetown University in October, 1972, and at
the Conference on Performances, Conversational Impli-
cature, and Presuppositions at the University of Texas
in March, 1973.

2.3 Paradigm characteristics and contrasts. While
there exist differences among those working in the new
framework, there are a number of more or less novel
assumptions being accepted hy various linguists toOx
which it may be helpful to list here

1. The introduction of directional vectors into
linguistic descriptions was proposed as long ago as
1949 by Fries and Pike (see the quotation in §3.0); and
later Labov (1966:10) envisioned grammars showing Air-
ectionality and rateie The following sections claim to
offer models for implementing such suggestions. The
models are dynamic or time-based and suitable for either
historical or descriptive analysis. They therefore
qualify as models for a view of linguistic analysis in

4") 0
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which historical, descriptive, and variational analysis
are integrated. They presuppose that the function of
time in defining synchronic language patterns cannot
be ignored in valid descriptions of language.

2. Although virtually every writer since Hermann
Paul except Saussure (1962:281,288 = 1959:205,210) has
correlated diversification of language with a reduction
in contact density and homogenization with an increase
in density, Labov's more informed view (quoted in §1.1)
is now accepted. Fishman's (1971:70) recent summariza-
tion of what has been learned on the matter concludes
that "both uniformation and differentiation are found
to go on simultaneously...".

3. The sufficiency of idiolectal data for syste-
matic analysis is not accepted; rather the grammar that
represents what speakers know about their language in-
cludes both all that they deal competently with in under-
standing the language of others and their ability to
vary the use of their grammar in different social con-
texts. A grammar of production competence and limited
to sentences is but a subset of language-users' overall
knowledge of their language, which includes what speak-
ers intend when they utter a sentence in an actual dis-
course. The goal of the new work is to formulate
psychologically valid polylectal grammars of language
systems.

4. One of Labov's most important contributions to
the data side of linguistic research has been ascer-
taining that unmonitored speech is vast17 more syste-
matic than monitored speech (Labov 1972b:112). The
commutation or minimal-pair test has been shown in some
instances to falsify the facts of competence (see Labov
1972b:101 fn. 3, 103). It of course goes against the
grain of long-standing (Fries & Pike 1949:35-6) assump-
tions to say that speakers are not consciously aware
of distinctions consistently made by the-A, or that
speakers lose these in monitored production, but such
is the case. The intuitive source of data which has
dominated the last orientation is obviously no longer
to be regarded per se as a reliable or valid source.

5. *Linguistic changes begin variably in relatively
restricted environments, being later extended--at first
variably--to more general environments if the vitality
of the rule continues long enough, and eventually be-
coming categorical in all the environments where vari-
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ableie Three stages are ddscribed in Weinreich et
al. (184): (1) a speaker learns an alternative form;
(2) old and new forms exist side by side within his
competence; and (3) the older form becomes obsolete.
Because most rules have long existed in any language
except a recent ex-pidgin, they will have had time to
become categorical (i.e. non-variable). Consequently,
few of the rules in a language will be variable at any
given time. Variable rules usually have sociolinguis-
tic significance for reasons that will become clear
later.

6. A description of pc.).1ylectal competence pre-
supposes internal reconstruction and some comparative
method. Given natural rules and natural modifications
of them, it should not surprise the descriptivist if
his polylectal formulation bears strong resemblances
to historical developments which in fact took place.
He will not be able to use information from the past,
however available to the philologist, when it is not
available to an illiterate child acquiring his or her
language; and he will have to treat as pure exceptions
relic relationships like that exhibited in draw : dray.

drag : draft.
7. The prevalence of creolization in the creation

of new systems (nodes in a genealogical tree) makes
vines more likely candidates as models of intersystem
relations. In short, creoles and the utility of the
wave model make family trees obsolete. While there
are some parallels between mixing of the sybsystems
of a system and the mixing of different systems--both
result in neutralisations - -much further study is neces-
sary to determine how the two kinds of mixing differ.
There is every reason to believe that mixing of sub-
systems will not destroy the character (e.g. the impli-
cational relations) of the overall system to any large
extent, while mixing systems creates new systems. The
new framework demands that the omnipresence of on-going
change be built into linguistic _ascriptions. In ad-
dition to the usual ways in which subsystems are differ-
entiated within a system--the natural developments of
rule generalization, feature reweighting, and changes
from marked to unmarked rule ordering--there is the
additional process occurring in Swahili. After Swahili,
itself a creole (like probably all languages, and cer-
tainly English) ,3O was further creolized with different

44:1 0
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forms of Bantu as it spread away from the coast to
inland villages, these local creoles began to de-
creolize31in the direction of coastal Swahili, cre-
ating new lects within the system of Swahili.

The following tabulation of contrasts between
the static (whether structuralist or transformation-
alist in orientation) and dynamic paradigms is added
here to help pinpoint the differences which justify
speaking of a new paradigm:

Static Paradigm: Dynamic Paradigm:

1. Variation other than
morphophonic variation is
to be relegated to the
category of performance and
excluded from the work of
the descriptivist.

2. Creole situations are
freak situations; creoles
are necessarily unstable
and rapidly changing.

3. Homogeneity is a neces-
sary and useful fiction
that will not vitiate lin-
guistic theory or analysis.

4. Relations among differ-
ent grammars can be ade-
quately portrayed with the
family tree model.

5. Equipollent optional
rules are sufficient to
handle all the variation
that needs to be described
in grammars that claim to
represent language-users'
competence.

1. If variation above
the level of systematic
phonetics is structured
and can reliably be
attributed to what lan-
guage-users know about
their language, it must
be formulated in an
adequate grammar.

2. Creolization is normal;
all languages have pro-
bably once been creoles.

3. Homogeneity would be
dysfunctional in language;
sweeping variation under
the rug is deleterious to
theory and analysis.

4. A wave model is re-
quired for explaining the
patterns of variation in
language data.

5. Rules generating impli-
cationally arranged outputs
are required to provide an
adequate account of lan-
guage-users' competence.
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6. Descriptions of lan-
guage should be instan-
taneous and exclude
temporal correlations.

7. Idiolects are more
systematic than higher
abstractions; commutation
tests adequately reflect
language-users' knowledge
of their language.

8. Understanding and pro-
duction are symmetrical.

9. The Saussurian paradox:
competence is looked for
exclusively in the indi-
vidual, but variety is
sought in society.

10. Intelligibility among
different varieties of a
language depends on good
guessing, which is in turn
based on similarities.

2
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6. Directionality and
relative rate of change
can and should be incor-
porated into the descrip-
tive apparatus of grammars.

7. Idiolects are not syste-
matic; unmonitored pro-
duction is more systematic.
than monitored production.

8. Understanding and pro-
duction are not symmetrical.
(But cf. fn. 20.)

9. Competence is polylectal;
what language-users know
about communicating with
others more nearly repre-
sents their language com-
petence than the subset of
this knowledge exhibited in
production.

10. Intelligibility among
different lects is predi-
cated either on their tauto-
systematicity or, in the
case of decreolizing gra-
datums, on one's internali-
zation of the algorithms
according to which related
systems are mixed.



3 DIRECTIONALITY AND RATE IN VARIATION

3.0 Directionality and markedness. While restruc-
turings can and sometimes do occur, it remains true
that the patterns of a language are the cumulative
result of natural, unidirectional changes, which begin
variably and spread across the social barriers of age,
sex, class, space, and the like in waves. Such is the
thesis of the present writing. It is time that differ-
entiates the patterns found at different points in
social space closer to or more remote from the origin
of a change. Since however the relative rate among
different aspects of a change may affect the resulting
pattern, descriptive rules must have rate factors as
well as directionality built into them. Such rate fac-
tors must be able to handle the acceleration of later
changes ahead of earlier ones.

What is new in the present undertaking is not the
idea, but the models, and even these are mostly adapta-
tions of Labov 1969, with the exception of the general
principles in §3.2 and §4.1. Fries & Pike (1949:42)
advocated the incorporation of directionality into lin-
guistic description more than two decades ago:

It is impossible to give a purely syn-
chronic description of a complex mixed system,
at one point of time, which shows the pertinent
facts of that system; direction of change is a
pertinent characteristic of the system and must
also be known if one wishes to have a complete
description of the language as it is structurally
constituted.

The prevailing assumptions of the static paradigm ob-
structed the hope of realizing descriptions of the sort
that were needed.

Even the revival of interest in marking theory among
A `...
Ve 0
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the transformationalists led merely to a more subtle
evaluation metric. They did not replace static
plusses and minuses in rules with dynamic markings
whose proneness to change endows them with direction-
ality in accordance with this fundamental premise of
the new paradigm:

(la) The directionality of natural change
is from what is more marked to what is
less marked;

(lb) when two changes conflict, unmarking on
a higher hierarchical level may over-
rule a lower-level feature-marking pro-
duced by the higher-level unmarking.

A few comments on several aspects of this prin-
ciple are in order. The first is that only natural
changes are concerned; see fn. 19 for other develop-
ments. The main [x natural] source of marked values
is borrowing. The borrower of a linguistic rule, at
least if from another language system, usually ac-
quires a more general form of the rule, as a result
of missing one of its features (cf. children).
Secondly, the changes specified by the principle do
not have to occur. The principle indicates a pro-
clivity, a directionality of change if it should
occur, not a necessity that things must change. The
need to keep words apart in communication may often
obstruct natural changes, especially those that yield
neutralizations, and prevent their occurring. Finally,
the manner in which higher-level unmarkings (cf. fn. 24)
can produce lower-level marked values of features can
be illustrated with two kinds of examples. Assimila-
tion often produces marked neutralizations, nasal vowels
in the environment of a nasal consonant and intervocalic
lenited (voiced and continuant) obstruents. Another
example comes from the reweighting of features to their
unmarked weights (see the Appendix), since a heavier-
weighted feature may unmark at the expense of marking a
lighter-weighted one. A simple example is the change
of u to U, where heavier-weighted [grave] changes from
a marked to an unmarked value, and lighter-weighted
[rounded] changes from an unmarked to a marked value.
The role of the formalism is important33 and an adequate
formalism would make it impossible to formulate un-
natural changes. (For the change of the vowel u to
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to i, a change formalized as [D grave] with [round)
remaining unmarked, gee on the implicational coef-
ficient D below.)

Given. the convention of writing heavier-weighted
variable features above lighter-weighted ones in the

same segment, the change of [(in Fil to [(u Fil(u )F3 (m )F3

results in an overall reduction of markedness, since
the single m in the output is lighter- weighted than
the single m in the input4 This is illustrated in
the change of u to il already discussed, and will be
further illustrated presently. It should also be
noted that the same result can be achieved by a change

m F.
that simply reweights [ J to the unmarked weightingu Fi

Cu

F.

m F.
1 . Where the value of a feature depends on the

value of that feature in an adjacent segment, the value
in the segment where it is dependently defined seems to
have unmarking priority over the segment in which it is
independently defined in cases where both are marked.
This can be illustrated with [continuant], where
[= cnt] (not-minus continuant) is more usual or unmarked
than [+ cnt] in the special position in the syllable
following the nucleus35 The expected or unmarked value
of [continuant] in the next segment (which is not in a
special position) will be minus if the preceding is not
minus, but plus if the preceding is minus. Therefore,
ft and xt following a tautosyllabic nucleus have a

[u cnt] t, where [continuant] is contingently de-
fined. The change from fb to ft in Old English and
some current lects is found in fift(h); cf. sixt(h).
This change reduces the markedness of [continuant] in
the segment where it is contingently defined. A
change of fb to pt would increase the markedness of
[continuant]. in the segment where it is independently
defined, but does not occur. The change of andand kt
to ft and xt reduces the markedness of the feature in
both segments and is well-known; cf. PIE *septil 'seven'
and *Okt5 'eight' with modern Greek eftA and okt6 and
with German acht. The change of pt, kt to fb, xb, which
would reduce the markedness of [continuant] only in the
segment in which it is independently defined, does not
seem to occur. But the feature may be unmarked where
contingently defined at the cost of increasing its

4 5
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markedness where independently defined as in the
change of Old English wmfs to wraps. (see below for
later Old English ymsp) 'wasp', from PIE *webhsa.

A more complicated example can now be discussed,
viz. the change of sk to ks (in the derivation of Old
English axian from Nscian 'ask' or of late West Saxon
English fixas from fiscas 'fishes'), in contrast with
the apparently opposite kind of change seen in the
change of wmfs or camps to wmsp, modern English wasp.
Since [lingual] is less marked for k than P in the
special position, but elsewhere [lingual] is more
marked for 2. than for k, we might expect some ex-
planation for the different directionality of the
changes to be found in this difference. The Appendix
shows that the values of the features which differ-
entiate [s], [p], and [k1 are as follows in the special
position:

[s]: [m cnt, m liq, u ul, u grv, m lngl
[10: cnt, M liq, M sul, u grv, u lng]
[p]: cnt, M liq, M sul, u grv, m lng]

Elsewhere these values are all unmarked for [sl, though
in the case of (*continuant], this is only true when a
preceding postnuclear segment (or a following pre-
nuclear one) is [- cntl, as in the cluster being con-
sidered here. And [k] and [p] are marked as follows
in the position following an immediately postnuclear
segment:

[k]: [u cnt, u liq, u sul, m grv, M lng]
[p]: [u cnt, u liq, u sul, m grv, m lng]

A calculation of the change of 22, to sp. in wasp results
in about the same amount of markedness in the output as
in the input, if all features were equally valued; but
the increase in the lighter features is offset by a de-
crease in the heavier ones, which is therefore greater
than the increase. In the change of sk to ks, what
reduction of markedness occurs is found in the lighter-
weighted features (assuming the same relative weight-
ings as before), but is more than the increase in mark-
ing in the heavier-weighted features. On the other
hand, a putative change of ks to sk would repregent a
large increase in markedness and would not be expected.
The change of sp. to Ps would similarly be unexpected
because it would involve at least as great an increase
of marking as decrease, and the increase would be in
the heavier, not the lighter, features. If this change

46
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is found, it will be necessary to assume a different,
presumably marked, weighting of the feature values.

The widely attested change of tk and IR to kt
and 2t, respectively, is an unmarking of [grave] in
both segments. The further change of kt, kt to tt
(e.g. Italian fatto, rotto) is an assimilatory change;
see Principle lb above. The simplification to Spanish
roto is a feature-unmarking. What of the opposite
changes of x to f and f to x in many languages? It is
easy to assume that x would become f before a nucleus
and that f would become x following a tautosyllabic
nucleus, if their values of [lingual] correspond to
those of k and R. A crazy rule (cf. Bach and Harms
1972) could then generalize the new segment to other
environments (see further fn. 38). Similarly, the
change of a;ical [r] to uvular [R] must have 'naturally
begun in an environment with lowered uvula (it seems
to begin, in fact, in languages having nasalized
vowels) and been generalized to other environments.
Of course, the change may occur in a different manner,
namely through the borrowing of [R], but this is a
relexification, not a new rule. For while the de-
velopment of [R] beside a nasalized vowel is natural
according to Principle lb, the natural denasalization
of the vowel leaves [R] henceforth without a rationale.
But now it-is merely a lexical entry, rather than the
result of some 'unnatural' rule in the language.

It has been seen that opposite changes can be
explained without abandoning Principle la by invoking
feature-reweighting, the special position, and crazy-
rule generalization, as well as other items involved
in Principle lb (under which are included the impli-
cational feature coefficients m and c discussed below,
which specify chain shifts; for others, see fn. 24).
Other ways for being true to data involving opposite
changes can be handled by distinguishing morphological
or morphophonic rules from phonological rules. Thus,

ablaut (though in pre-Indo-European doubtless a phono-
logical relationship) is morphological in English, while
the vowel shift is phonological, and some metatheses are
morphological, while many are phonological. The phe-
nomenon of rule-inversion (Vennemann MS) appears to be
amenable to this distinction. Another kind of opposite
changes or rules can of course be handled by the phe-
nomenon of rule-inhibition, which is discussed elsewhere;
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thus, an apparent unnatural change of ae to al is due
to the inhibition of the natural change of al to ae.
Yet another variety of opposite changes involves the
change of an unglided vowel to a rising or falling
diphthongal nucleus and the converse. These phenomena
seem to be related to the interdependence of prosodic
phenomena discussed in fn. 24. Thus a shift in syl-
labication--due, e.g. to anaptyxis, vowel epenthesis,
syncope, or apocope--may result in a preference for a
different type of diphthong (rising or falling) or un-
diphthongized nucleus. A falling diphthong is unde-
sirable in a language that prefers unmarked syllabi-
cation (open syllables). Further, a rising diphthong
may become a pure vowel when the palatal or labio-
velar glide at its beginning is absorbed into the pre-
ceding consonant as a palatalization or rounding
featw,e.

Linguistic analyses using marking feature coef-
ficients instead of static plusses and minuses have
directional change built into them. As for the natural
basis of unmarking and rule-generalization, it is to be
looked for in the acquisition of language by children.
Generalization is obvious: children perceive more
generally at first and only later with greater specif-
icity. Missing a feature makes a rule more general.
Assuming a correlation between markedness and relative
difficulty of acquiring, we may assume that when chil-
dren fail to acquire a marked aspect of adult language,
perhaps because the language has (through borrowing by
adults or some other cause) exceeded the threshold of
their ability to acquire markings, they simply end up
with the unmarked equivalente Their failure to ac-
quire a given mark results in a diachronic change of
marked to unmarked, which is only apparently paradox-
ical in the light of children's own acquisitional pro-
gress from unmarked to marked. It must be assumed that
children in some sense 'know' the directionality of
change, or at least of such changes as are 'natural',
i.e. due-to the manner in which children acquire lan-
guages. The directionality of other changes37 due to
borrowing and hypercorrection must be assessed with the
help of relative quantities and Principle 20 (pg. 82).
It will be made clear later that the child must know
what classes prefer or shun a new phenomenon, i.e. what
the value of the social feature [favored'] is for it.
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For some changes, this awareness may be postponed
until the late teens.

In view of the differing concepts of marking
and naturalness that abound today, it may be useful
to interpose here a few comments on the different
positions, all of which derive from Jakobson 1968
(first published 1941). Aside from the views of
Jakobsonians and Pragueans quite outside the gen-
erative tradition, those known to the writer either
share the generativist point of view of Chomsky
Halle 1968 (e.g. Postal 1968, Schane 1968, and Cairns
1969, 1970) at one end of the spectrum or are asso-
ciated with a point of view not very different from
the 'natural phonology' proposed by David Stampe (cf.
Stampe MS). Nearer to the former pole, but distinct
from the point of view that prevails there, are the
views of Schachter 1969 and Vennemann 1972; nearer to
the other pole are Matthew Chen see References) and
Schane 1972. All of these schola.s employ plus and
minus values in phonological rules, although several
permit marking values in the lexicon. Those closer to
the outlook of generative phonology utilize marking
values to determine unique (non-arbitrary) underlying
representations of neutralized feature values, as a
metric or interpretative tool to adjudge the natural-
ness of rules, and to trigger what is known as linking
(Chomsky & Halle 419-35; see criticism in Bach & Harms
1972).

Besides using ternary-valued features and marking
coefficients of features in phonological rules, the
position taken here differs from others chiefly in the
distinction between the two levels represented by
Principle la (feature-unmarking) and lb (higher -level
natural rules) and in making use of the special position
in the syllable (cf. fn. 35) in differentiating the
making values of several features. Stampe, like the
generativists, makes no distinction between feature -
unmarking and natural rules, although he advocates only
the latter, while they maintain only the former. The
position taken here utilizes natural rules that both
unmark feature values--thus, marking theory is part of
the point of view maintained in this study--and perform
higher-level simplifications. This point of view has
been intimated by Vennemann 1972b:240, whose typological-
adjustment rules have correspondences with the writer's

4;
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higher-level unmarking rules. (Vennemann's I-rules
show how different his position is however; where
changes that increase markedness are not due to
borrowing, they can be handled as proposed in the
discussion of rules effecting opposite changes which
are discussed several paragraphs above.) Like other
scholars, the writer admits that the marking values
of lighter-weighted features may vary with different
values of heavier features, and that marking values
of features may differ according to the values of
features in adjacent segments (see the discussion of
[continuant] above and of [nuclear]` in the Appendix).
But the present view differs from some in our not
having contex-sensitive non-markedness when due to
assimilation. Further, the writer's special position
goes a good deal beyond what has been accepted by
others (except Parker MS, where the present position
is anticipated, and--in a limited way--in Chen MSb)
and requires treating syllables as basic production
units. But it is the distinction between unmarking
feature values and higher-level natural rules which
is most important in enabling us to explain opposite
rules without abandoning (as in Miller 1972) the
principle of unidirectionality of natural changes.
Without this principle and the dynamic rules which
the use of marking values permit us to formulate, the
goal of polylectal grammars would be unthinkable.

3.1 Generation of subsystems. The advantages of
marking formulations in reconstructing underlying
representations for polylectal systems, whether 'syn-
chronic' or 'diachronic', ought not to be overlooked.
A principle of internal reconstruction that follows
from Principle la in the preceding section is Prin-
ciple 2a; Principle 2b has a similar logic:

(2) It is feasible to formulate a polylectal
underlying representation to generate
variants that differ

(a) in the value or relative weighting of a
feature or in the ordering of a pair of
rules, if the pre-unmarked feature value,
weighting, or ordering is reconstructed;
and

(b) in more and less general forms oi rules,
if the least general form of the ru3e--

t.) 0
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the one with the greatest number of feature
constraints--is reconstructed.

The wording of Principle 2a mentions the 'pre-unmarked'
value of a feature instead of the 'marked' value in
order to take into account the 'unmarkings' specified
by Principle lb as well as la. Principle 2a is valid
because what is unmarked can be generated -- therefore
predicted and presumably more easily understood - -from
what is marked. But the converse is not possible38
Principle 2b depends on the fact that what is more
general can be generated from what is 3.es's general by

simply dropping a features Principle 9 below purports
to specify that it is the heaviest-weighted variable
feature in a rule that gets deleted and the lightest
that gets reweighted when such generalizations and re-
weightir.gs take place. Although what is more general
can be predicted from what is less general, it is the
more general formulation that implies the less general
one in tests like the one in Elliott et al. (Bailey
1973b).

At this point it will be helpful to provide an
illustration of reweighting and its formulation in a
polylectal grammar. The example is based on data from
Labov 1969, 1972, and Labov, Cohen, Robins & Lewis 1968,
taken from samples of the speech of male Black speakers
in Harlem in New York City. It has to do with the pat-
terns of deleting clustered word-final apical stops in
the presence or absence of two variables:

(i) The presence or absence of an internal word
boundary" between / /t // and a preceding ob-
struent and between //d/ and a preceding //n//
or lateral (in nonstandard speech, also an
obstruent). (The boundary, which is present
in miss#ed, bann#ed, bowl#ed, and bill#ed,
is absent in mist, band, bold, and build.)

(ii) The presence or absence cf a vowel41 at the
beginning of the word that follows immediately,
if in the same phonological phrase.

The earlier form of the rule is given informally
as 3a below. Here the two variables have their marked
relative weights: [word boundary) is heavier than
[nuclear]. A reweighting to the opposite, unmarked
relative weighting yields rule 3b. The variable fea-
tures in the rules are indicated by variable features
or by parentheses. (Rule 3a will be reformulated in

:
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§3.3 as 3a'.) Table 1 provides a calculus for the
four environments--a, b, c, and d of rule 3a according
to the principles outlined in the Appendix. Table 2
does the same for environments a, b', c', and d of
rule 3b. Note that in calculating environment weight-
ings, minus weights give positive products when multi-
plied with minus feature coefficients, and negative
products when multiplied with plus feature values. The
principles discussed in the next section provide that
rules operate 'faster' in heavier environments than in
lighter onest2

(3a) (i) 4 / C E-2 w.b.) ## E-1 nuc)

(3b) (!!) / C w.b.) ## nuc.]

Table 1. Calculus for rule 3a in the temporally successive
environments, a, b, c, and d.

[-2 w.b.] [-1 nuc] Total

Env. a mist ## [- nucr -2 X - = +2 -1 X - = +1 +3

Env. b mist ## [+ nuc] -2 X - = +2 -1 X + -1 +1

Env. c miss#ed ## [- nuc] -2 X + = -2 -1 X - = +1 -1

Env. d miss#ed #1) [+ nucj -2 X + = -2 -1 X + = -1 -3

Table 2. Calculus for rule 3b in the temporally successive
environments, a, b', c', ..3d d.

[-1 w.b.] [-2 nuc) Total

Env. a mist ## [- nue] -1 X - = +1 -2 X - = +2 +3

Env. hi missed ## [- nuc] -1 X + = -1 -2 X - = +2 +1

Env. c' mist ## [+ nuc] -1 X - = +1 -2 X + = -2 -1

Env. d missed ## [+ nuc] -1 X + = -1 -2 X + = -2 -3

52
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Deletion in the heaviest environment is of course
normal in both American and British standard pronunci-

ation. (See fn. 41.) Most of the male Blacks investi-
gated by Labov and his associates had rule 3'b in casual

conversation. But in the style used with an inter-
viewer present, working-class teenagers and adults who

had lived mostly in the North had rule 3a. Pre-

adolescent boys, as well as adults who had lived in

the South in their early years, used rule 3b in the

interview style. Isolated pre-adolescents who did not

belong to gangs (the lames) and middle-class adult
Black males used 3a in the interview style. Thus, the

newer (reweighted) form of rule 3 is characteristic of
youthfulness and informality or lower educational status.

The comments in the preceding paragraph about the
relative recentness of rule 3b assume normal linguistic:

change. But it is likely that the actual direction-
ality of time is just the reverse for many speakers.

This is because the process of decreolizing an original

Black Creole involves changes of unmarked to marked by

borrowing English marked phenomena in place of creole

unmarked phenomena. Since the criteria for direction-
ality of change are reversed in such cases, the result

is the same: 3b has the unmarked weightings of the
variable features found in rules 3a and 3b. That we

may be dealing with natural changes here, rather than
decreolization, may possibly be deduced from the fact

that the standard English rule (operative rarely in all

but the earliest environment) is the 'later' 3b, not

the 'earlier' 3a.
Let us now turn to marked and unmarked rule order-

ings, a subject for which the literature representing

new points of view is becoming copious. New views are

being represented by Anderson 1)69, Kiparsky 1971, and

King MS. Koutsoudas, Sande:s & Noll MS, Koutsoudas MSa

and MSb, Ringen MS, Norman 1972, and Lehmann 1972, as

well as Vennemann 1972, claim that there is no extrin-

sic rule ordering, i.e. that universally valid prin-

ciples uniquely determine the applicational priority

of any two rules, if they have any ordering relation-

ship to each other`.' The following discussion will

show that this assumption is not tenable. Neverthe-

less, the general principles advocated by Koutsoudas

et al. and by Vennemann may well define unmarked rule

order, el^ order to which a marked ordering may give

ti
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way in the natural development of a language system.
At all event:,, the result of the work referred to in
this paragraph is to take linguistic theory much
closer to a position in which no two rules can have
both their relative orderings marked or unmarked, but
where one ordering will be uniquely unmarked and the
other marked.

The examples of reordering which follow are both
amenable to the principle of maximizing feeding order
first proposed in Kiparsky 196.8. (Many more examples
are found in Bailey 1973c.) Both of the examples to
follow probably began (variably) in allegro pronunci-
ations, when monitoring was minimal and the suppression
of unmarking ceased_to prevail (cf. fn. 36). The first
example is an example of a lexical exception to the
prevailing rule order of a single lect, according to
principles proposed in Bailey 1968b and later estab-
lished in Anderson 1969. Both examples show how dif-
ferent lects of the same overall system are differ-
entiated by ordering differences14

1. Rules iii and iv are required for all (non-
creolized) varieties of 'r-less' English and are rele-
vant to the intermediate representation of pattern,
PpetIn/. In the order shown below, iii-iv, they
convert this representation to Ppmtan/, which is
changed by later rules to become the phonetic output
of Southern States English: ['pheden]. Since rule iii
cannot operate on the representation Ppmtgn/ if not
preceded by rule iv, this is the marked order. (Rule

iv generates [ril] in Patton and paten.)

(iii) Unaccented /an/ becomes rn) following non -
syllable- initial (unclustered and non-word
initial) /d t 8 b/ and following /z s/
(also /t t/ in BRP and in fast tempos of
other lects), whether syllable-initial or
not.

(iv) The sulcal vowel /g/ (which is found as a
syllabic peak only in unaccented syllables)
is changed to /a/ (i.e. it is desulcalized)16

But in New England and in the so-called 'received pro-
nunciation' of England, the rules just given have their
unmarked ordering, iv-iii, in which both rules operate
on the form /pmt4n/. Rule iv first changes this to
/ptan/, which is then changed to /pmtp/ by rule iii,
resulting in a merger of the output of pattern with the
output of Patton.
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But even Southern States English, with its marked
order, iii-iv, has exceptions like modern ['medn],
generated with the unmarked order, iv-iii. Since this
variety of English would have the marked order, iii-iv,
as the normal order of its grammar, some notation for
exceptional lexical items must indicate that rule iv
has its unmarked order. It is important to note that
this order can be predicted from the marked order. For
this reason, the panlectal grammar of English would
adopt the marked ordering. Lects having the unmarked
ordering for all lexical items on which the rules could
operate are simply marked in the grammar and in speak-
ers' minds for an across-the-board reordering.

2. The next example to be considered involves
rules v and vi, given here In their marked order:

(v) A lateral not followed by a vowel is changed
to become the satellite of a preceding
nucleus (The satellite is written[*:];
note the length indicator.)

(vi) Unaccented /ii/ (generated from underlying
/u// standing before a weak consonantal
cluster followed by an underlying vowel)
is changed to /ye/.

The operation of these rules (in the order shown) can
be illustrated with Southern States volume ['welyem
'weyem -em], value Pvmlye *vmye -al, and valiant
['vmly4t lvmygt]l7 from underlying / / volume value

vai+iant/1° Rule v cannot operate on these forms un-
less rule vi has previously created a consonant (viz.
/y/) immediately after the //1//. 'this later, unmarked
ordering, in which both rules vi and v operate in turn
on the underlying representations of, these examples is
what in fact venerates the Northern States pronunci-
ations: riva*:yem -eu Ival:ye -a 'vml:y4t1.

The variants just discussed in both of the pre-
ceding examples do not differ in their underlying repre-
sentations, but only in the rule orderings of the lects
in questiont9

It is being taken for granted here that rules are
added at the end of the rule component" to which they
belong (cf. King MS), although simultaneous reordering
to an unmarked position higher up is possible. And the
writer accepts the view (discussed, e.g. in Anderson
1969) that rules are normally applied in iterative
fashion. This is clearly the case with PIE [syllabic],

rr:
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in harmony languages (like Turkish, where an anharmonic
segment interrupts the process), and in generating in-
tonational patterns in English (Bailey MS).

Mention has been made (fn. 36) of unmarking pro-
cesses which operate in adult specch because of haste,
fatigue, or emotional upset, conditions that reduce
self - monitoring:` Conversely, .late rules which unmark
even normal informal styles are suspended in more mon-
itored, formal, or over-correct styles; cf. the study
of 'Sunday Greek' by Kazazis (1968). The obvious
reason for this is that late rules make phonetic out-
puts more unlike underlying representations (including,
for literates, the spelling) than they would be with-
out such late rules. The most monitored pronunciation
is employed for disambiguating. If the late rule that
changes syllable-final It/ to [d] intervocalically is
suspended, [t] will be heard in mettle and metal (cf.
metalic), which are distinct from medal (cf. medallion)
and meddle. If 'r-less' speakers suspend their late
rule iv (see above), spar (cf. sparring) will be kept
distinct from spa.

Rule-inhibition has been misinterpreted by vari-
ationists and also by other authorities on rule order-
ing. To justify the sulcalization of /a/ or the change
of /ae a°/ to /ai eu/ would require such an extreme
view of rule-inversion that the justification of
natural-language rules in terms of historically valid
changes would be impossible. Note that Kiparsky 1968,
which specifically accepts this principle (and it has
not been overthrown in Bach and Harms 1972, once the
hierarchy of markings is understood; cf. fn. 24), quite
correctly speaks of 'the loss of word-final devoicing
in Swiss German and Yiddish' (1968:190). Other gen-
erative phonologists have not always been so careful.

If we 'ssume that unmarked rule ordering is simply
the absenc ordering (fn. 43), so that an unordered
rule may opera repeatedly as an 'anywhere rule', then
unmarking the order of a rule will unmark any marked-
order relation it has with every other rule, not simply
the marked relation between it and one or some of the
other rules. This interesting assumption appears to
have been corroborated in a rather complex example from
Carden's (1970) thesis, which will now be discussed.
In his thesis, Carden discovered four isolects differ-
ing with respect to the orderings of three rules:

a
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TAG (Tag-Question Formation), QL (Quantifier-Lowering),
and NT (Not-Transportation). The lects which Carden
had discovered in 1970 were W, X, Y, and Z in Fig. 1;

*V <

TAG TAG

QL NT

NT QL

NT

TAG

QL

QL

NT

TAG

Fig. 1. Succession of Lects Generated from Lect X
by Successive Reorderings of a Single Rule
to its Maximally Unmarked Order with Respect
to Each of the Other Rules. (Arrow heads
indicate. the directionality of the changes;
broken shaft of the arrow pointing to the
impossible lect, V, indicates a reordering
forbidden by the theory.)

X has all the rules in their mutually marked orderings,
orderings from which all the other mathematically pos-
sible lects could be derived. Carden predicted that
isolects represented by the other two orderings, shown
in Fig. 1 as U and V, would also be possible. And he
in fact later went looking for them. Bailey 1970
questioned the possibility of lect V, while granting
that U, where all the rule orderings are unmarked, would
indeed be possible. The reason for ruling out lect V
was that it could be generated from X only through a
partial reordering, i.e. a reordering of a rule with

r.9Ji
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respect to only one of the other rules. Subsequent
investigations by Carden have provided a large number
of instances of U, but none of V.

Despite the impressive apparent corroboration of
the view that rules cannot unmark partially, but only
in toto, further research (Bailey 1973c:237) suggests
that it may require modification. Obviously, further
checking is in order.

The writer has for several years been of the
opinion that rule-deletion comes about through changes
to unmarked order. In Bailey 1973a, it was pointed
out that, if the marked order of rules (a) y 4 z and
(b) x 4 y is unmarked to permit (b) to feed (a), so
that x 4 y,4 z, a restructuring would occur: Rule (b)
would be dropped, and the input to (a) would be gen-
eralized as both x and y.--Or only x, if x should be-
come the sole source of y, in which event y would be
eliminated from lexical representations. Such changes
would not take place in a polylectal grammar until
practically all its subsystems had undergone the re-
ordering in question. Lack of space prevents extended
discussion of rule-deletion, which can perhaps be caused
by creolization also, but the foregoing will suggest
what may be involved.

All such changes take effect gradually, and no
doubt items which are eliminated from the language dis-
appear in some implicational sequence:2 A possible
explanation for chain shifts (like the consonant shifts
in Armenian and German or the chain palatalizations in
Slavic and French, for some discussion of which cf.
Dressler 1971) which utilizes an aspect of marking
theory was put forward several years ago in Greenberg
1966:95-6. (See also Lass 1971.) While it may be that
changes which destroy the expected implicational re-
lationships among items in the inventory of a language
demand the restoration of the proper relationship,
either by changing the implicans to the implicate or by
restoring the implicate in some manner, there are enough
problems connected with this view to be cautious about
it. However, the reasonableness of this theory warrants
a fair testing for it53 Changes that result in some I

sort of additional markedness of an environment or
lower-level feature can be tolerated until the language
gets too marked for children to be able to acquire it.
Once their threhold is exceeded, they will fail to ac-
quire some marks of their native language.

r0 u
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Earlier and later changes and environments of
changes can be built into rule formulations with impli-
cational feature coefficients. These are illustrated
below with rules of my own proposing and three rules
from Chen MSb, where a quite different notation is
found. (The notation [1. lower] is proposed in Miller
1972:140 to denote "the increasing likelihood" of a
rule's operation with respect to a lower vowel.) In
the notation proposed here, I'D Fill indicates that the
plus value of a feature is relevant to the rule before
the mid value ([x Fi]), and that the mid value is
relevant prior to the minus value. This temporal se-
quencing of [+ Fi] before fx Fi] before f- Fi] creates
the overall implicational patterning in the language,
[- Fi] [x Fi] Z [+ Fi]. When the value of a feature
is [c], its minus value is prior to its mid, and that
is prior to its plus value. Where an input [p Fi] or
[c Fi] effects a chain shift, one step of which changes
an input fu low] ([+ low]) vowel to an output [M low]
([x low], or mid) vowel, as in rule 11 below, we see
Principle lb overruling Principle la. The same is true
of the assimilatory rule 5a below, which changes un-
marked values of input features to marked values in the
outputs. Of course, an input unmarked feature does not
violate Principle la if some other feature is the one
that is changed in the output, as in rules 4a and 6a.
Thus, rule 4a stipulates that like changes affect
[- grave], or front, vowels prior to affecting [x grave]
(mid-grave or central) vowels; and these before
[-I-grave], or back, vowels.

The illustrative rules that follow show how dy-
namic formulations are possible and how they permit
the linguist to break out of the straitjacket of the
static framework." Rules 5a, 5b, and 6a are assim-

ilatory. Since 6b merely reverses 6a, both are com-
bined in rule 7.

0J
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(4a) V
c grave

(4b)

D voiced

(5) [D lingual] 4

t

-

[M continuantI
[m voiced

V V

ru grave

(a) M lingual
C

(..

m dorsal

[u nuclear
u grave
c low

(6a) c ;rave 4 fm nasal1 / Cu nasal]

[
D low

[

V

(6b) D grave 4 (u nasal] /
c low

rill nasal]

V

(7) a c grave DI nasal] / [a u nasal]

a D low

where -D = c, where -C =D, where -u = m or M, and
where n abbreviates u in non-assimilatory natural
rules, but an assimilatory value (here: plus)
in assimilatory rules (cf. Schachter l969)55

Rules 4a, b are really metarules governing other,
substantive rules; e.g. 5a, b should include the input
feature CD voiced].

Rule 5 changes consonantal inputs in this sequence:
first lingual] consonants, or dorsals (in 5a: velars);
then [x lingual] consonants, or apicals; and finally,
[- lingual] consonants, or labials. The change gener-
ated by 5b is lenition, i.e. the change of intervocalic
obstruents to voiced continuants. The output feature
CM continuant] denotes a fricative only if the segment
in question is prenuclear. If it should turn out
to be true that such assimilations occur also in syl-
lable-final intervocalic obstruents (as appears to be
the case with the rule illustrated in American English
beater Esbid41), the rule will have to be complicated
accordingly, but this is not necessary for the present
illustration.

GO
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Rule 5a palatalizes inputs before front vowels- -
first, if these front vowels are [- low], i.e. high;
next, if they are [x low], i.e. mid; and lastly, if
they are [4- low]. For the intersequencing of the nine
outputs resulting from the interaction of the two
variables in rule 5a, see §3.3.

Rule 6a generates a nasalized vowel before a seg-
ment that is unmarked for the feature [nasal]- -which
in the special position can only be a nasal consonant.
The rule stipulates that the change occurs in [4 low]
vowels before occurring in [x low] vowels; and that
[- low] vowels are the last (and least likely) ones to
be affected by the rule. Note also that grave inputs
are affected before non-grave inputs, which are less

likely to undergo rule 6a. With rule 6b, which de-
nasalizes vowels, everything is reversed. Consequently,

6a and 6b are combined as rule 7. Note that rule 6a
agrees with 4a while 6b--if indeed it should mention

En grave] in the input--merely reverses the assimi-
lation of 6a.

Many more natural rules remain to be written.
There will be rules specifying the raising of long and
close vowels and one specifying the lowering of short
and open vowels (but cf. fnn. 60, 73, where certain
problems connected with 'tense' and 'lax' vowels are
discussed). As already observed, rule 4a should be
superimposed on rules 5a and 5b in the manner that
rule 4b already has been on 6a in the above formulation.
Another rule will provide that vowel-raising changes
usually begin in oxytonic syllables before [e gravel
consonants, while another will provide that vowel-
lowering rules operate first in paroxytonic environ-
ments before word boundaries and subsequently before
[(= lingual] consonants (cf. §4.2), eventually spread-
ing from paroxytonic to oxytonic syllables. The facts
surrounding the diphthongization of/Yi" (cf. fn. 73)
show that rhythmic and incremental length have opposite
effects on the rate of that change. This rule operates
earlier in paroxytonic vowels, where rhythmic shorten-
ing occurs, but later in vowels followed by heavy
(underlying voiceless) obstruents, where the vowel is
shorter than in environments followed by light (under-
lying voiced) consonants. Some linguistic evidenCe
indicates that /13/ unrounds prior to the unrounding of
/U /; here the input is [n low].
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In the Western states speakers lose underlying
(which changes a preceding / /o // to /o/, no less than

do other heavy fricatives in other varieties of English,
as in cost, soft, and cloth) in the environment
[4.7. lingual]. The loss occurs earlier in dauber than
in naughty, caught, and dawn (see fn. 73), and reaches
hawk last. The result is to make dauber rhyme with
robber and the other words to sound like knotty, cot
don, and hock, respectively. The reason why the oper-
ation of the rule specifying the change in question in
a more recent environment implicates its operation in
an earlier one is explained in §4.1 below. The rule
strengthening the heavy consonants in High German af-
fects input [c grave, c lng] ones, where [grave] is
the heavier feature: the only [- grave] heavy con-
sonant is t, and it is affected first; of [x grave]
inputs, E is affected prior to k. (I ignore the special
cases where the inputs are adjacent to liquids.) In

these instances (as in chain shifts), M, m, and u co-
efficients do not suffice; for one thing, the order of
the consonants is probably the same both in prenuclear
and postnuclear parts of the syllable.

For fully natural rules, there is required a prin-
ciple, not yet formulated, which specifies which fea-
ture pairs can be linked with Greek-letter variables
(for a discussion of other principles relating to these,
cf. Principles 9c and 10 belcm).

Rule-inversion (Vennemann MS) has already been
discussed. (The Rind of rule-reversal found in de-
creolization as the result of borrowing of course
poses no problems for the matter under discussion.)
It .nay be worth pointing out here that even if some
or all of the models already discussed and the prin-
ciples and models to follow should prove grossly in-
adequate, the present proposals are not without value,
since they show how a dynamic analysis could work, and
since they therefore show that a dynamic grammar is
quite feasible.

3.2 Exposition of metalinquistic principles. It is

being taken for granted that Labov 1966 and 1969,
together with other work still unpublished, has made
unassailable all but the (a) part of Principle 8.

(8) New rules are added at the end of their
component of the grammar, and they begin

62
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(a) in a very limited environment,
(b) variably--in this first and in
each successive environment--and (c)
often with a feature or two in a marked
relative weighting.

(See some discussion on the gradualness of change in
Schourup 1972.) Much work remains to be done in order
to ascertain the conditions operating on rules at their
inception. But the provisional principles below - -9 is
very tentative--will show what features are altered and
how, as the rule spreads beyond its original, limited
environment. The sequencing of the operations defined
in Principles 9 and 10 are discussed in §3.3. Prin-
ciple 10 will be augmented with Principle 19 in the
discussion of the wave model in §4.1.

(9a) When natural developments delete a rule
feature--i.e. generalize its value to a
Greek-letter variable ranging over all
feature values used in the system--to
make the rule more general: heavier-
weighted variable features in a given
part of the rule (either input or environ-
ment) are changed earlier than lighter
variable features in that part of the rule56

(9b) When a feature is reweighted to its un-
marked relative weighting: lighter-weighted
variable features are affected earlier than
heavier ones in the same part of the ruler

(9c) When values of implicational feature co-
efficients (c,=)) are changed: lighter-
weighted variable features are affected
earlier than heavier-weighted ones.

(10) Since heavier environments are earlier and
faster than lighter ones, it may be said
that rules effect changes at a faster rate,
i.e. earlier, in greater quantity, and to a
greater extent, in the presence of (a)
heavier-weighted variable features a
faster rate also accompanies (b) a marked

value, if the coefficient is a Greek-letter
variable; and (c) a plus value if the co-
efficient is and a minus value if it is

c. (Note that 10b pertains only to variable
features, sometimes parenthesized in variable
rules.)
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It seems probable too that we should regard higher
items in curly brackets as faster or earlier than lower
ones. Note the Greek-letter variable, w, first sug-
gested by Chin-Wu Kim to represent the extreme values
of a multivalued feature, i.e. plus and minus in a
ternary system. Note that [a F] may refer to the
absolute (plus, mid, or minus) values of [w F] or to
the marking values of [a F] or [(5 F] (where the bar
above negates the value). Principle 10 ensures that
when [a Fi] and [a Fi] or [IN Fj] appear in the same
segment (where Fi > thethe [111 Fi, u Fi] values will
have a faster rate than [u Pi, m Fj]. Principle 10c
is an example of a higher-level kviz. chain-shift) un-
marking which overrules feature-unmarking according to
Principle lb, as already noted.

Before illustrating the application of these prin-
ciples, it should be pointed out that there are two
ways in which they can combine to cause the acceler-
ation of an originally slower input or environment
variable ahead of an originally faster one. Principle
9b may combine with 10a, or Principle 9a may combine
with 10b. To take the latter case first, if an input
feature is generalized (according to Principle 9a) from
[u Fi] to [(1 Fi], then Principle 10b dictates that
[m Fi] will--after an interim of readjustment perhaps- -
be faster than [u Fi], even though the rule operated
with [u Fi] before the generalization to include [m Fi].
See the input to rule 11 below for an example. Simi-
larly, if a lighter-weighted and slower variable en-
vironment feature is, in line with Principle 9b, re-
weighted to a heavier weight, Principle 10a will cause
the environment of the reweighted variable feature to
become faster than those it had been reweighted over,
even though they were faster before the reweighting.
This will also be illustrated in rule 11. Note that
the principles just enunciated make empirically vul-
nerable predictions. For example, there should be no
acceleration of the first sort, i.e. due to reweighting,
in rules where features have their unmarked relative
weightings.

The example to be given now is based on Labov
1972a6 Labov points out that le/ is 'tensed' (i.e.

changed from the unmarked [x pharyngeal widening] to
the marked [+ pharyngeal widening]) 6° before (a)
heavy (i.e. underlying voiceless) fricatives,
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abbreviated F; (b) light (i.e. underlying voiced)
stops, which are abbreviated $7 and (c) nasals, abbre-
viated N. The resulting 'tense' vowel is written /0/.
As a result of this prior rule, the F and $ environ-
ments can be unambiguously designated as [a continuant,
8 voiced], provided they are non-nasal. Features in

rule 11 that lack implicational coefficients or paren-
theses are categorical, i.e. non-variable parts of the
rule. Within a given segment, heavier-weighted fea-
tures are written above lighter ones.

V
m accent (m continuant)

(u grave) 4 ED low] / (u voiced) Co #

D low C nasal

m phar. wid.

Table 3. Isolects generated by rule 11.

Stage i Stage ii

Isolect Isolect

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

(F) (F)

($)

(F)

( $)

(N)

(0
(F)

(N)

(N)

($)

(F)

N

($)

(F)

N
$
F

(N) (N)

($)

(F)

N
($)

(F)

N

$

F

Earlier lects, or earlier environments for the operation
of rule 11 in a given lect, are to the left; later ones
are on the right. Stage i represents the change of a
low nucleus to a mid one; stage ii represents the change
from mid to high.

Rule 11 changes a [4- phar. wid.] (tense) low (later

mid also) nucleus to a mid (later high also) nucleus in

a word-final accented syllable before F, $, and N at
rates specified by Principles 9 and 10. (The use of

the feature [pharyngeal widening in this rule is proble-

matic, in view of the designation of underlying and post-
vowel-change heavy vowels the same way. But see fn. 73;

it is possible that [peripheral] could be used here.)

Isolect 1 represents the (long since past) fastest en-
vironment in operation - -[m cnt, u voi, m nas), i.e. F.

If the heaviest variable feature (viz. E(m cnt)])

V5
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generalizes first according to Principle 9a, it can-

not represent either of the other two possible en-
vironments ($ or N) without further changes in other
featuresV. so no new isolect can result. But when

[u voi] is then generalized to include the specifi-
cation [m voil, both $ and F environments are now
specified, viz. as [a cnt,$ voi, m nas]. The result

is the unattested isolect 2. Then Principle 10b
dictates that $ (CM cnt, m voi, m nasi) should ac-
celerate ahead of F after a period of readjustment,
during which the change might occur in the two en-
vironments at equal rates. The data from Labov show
that the lightest- weighted variable feature iii the
environment (CD nas]) generalizes during this interim,
creating isolect 3 (attested in Labov 1972a:137). The
reweighting of $ and F is consummated in isolect 4,
which is not attested.

Isolect 5 is attested in the speech of a sixty-
year-old Jewish male (Labov 1972a:144). It is notable
that in the speech of this informant the input has
generalized, according to Principle 9a, to [a grave]
so that rule 11 affects back-vowel as well as front-
vowel inputs. Indeed, the change effected by rule 11
is more advanced for back vowels in the speech of the
informant for isolect 5 than for front vowels, as
stipulated in Principle lob. The informant in ques-
tion has raised /5/ to a position as high as, or higher
than, ill/ has reached in any environment in his speech.
The ordering of the successive generalizations and re-
weightings in rule 11 will be discussed in §3.3. The
form which rule 11 has in isolect 5 is shown as rule 12:

V
m accent

(12) y grave 4 CM low] /
u low
Lu phar. wid.J

[u rms.]

[a

R voi
m nas

Once generalizations and reweightings have brought
about changes in the rate of inputs and environments
in rule 11, these remain until further changes that
accord with Principles 9 and 10 take place; the orig-
inally earliest environment will not be earliest in
the second stage of rule 11. But before discussing
stage ii, it is necessary to conclude our consideration

6
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of stage i.. Labov refers to isolect 6, but gives no
example of it. He refers to isolect 7 as exemplified
in earlier documentation.

Stage ii is represented by the second stage of
the output, viz, the change from a mid to a high
position. The output for this rule (as for other
examples) then goes through an isolectal series, that
parallels the isolects of stage i, except that the
relative rates of the three environments is now per-
manently reweighted. Isolect 8 is represented by a
Jewish male aged 57 (Labov 1972a:146), who, inci-
dentally, lacks the acceleration of the back -vowel
input. Isolect 9 is represented by a twenty-three-
year-old Jewish male (Labov 1972a:148). His speech
shows the acceleration of input/3/ ahead of //.
Labov speaks as though some females have reached
isolect 10, but 11 can only be found in very informal
styles, if at all, in New York City.

The rule that tenses /m/ has been generalized
to all preconsonantal environments in Buffalo, where
rule 11 now variably generates stage ii outputs in
all of them. In other words, the last part of rule 11
is to be parenthesized as an environment variable,
the lightest-weighted of all: (C0##)4. This advanced
development suggests the possibility that Buffalo
might be the origin of the rules. Detroit and Des
Plains (a suburb of Chicago) have the rule that
tenses /m/ generalized to all preconsonantal environ-
ments. Labov thinks that the reweighting which made N
the fastest preconsonantal environment had already
occurred when rule 11 began in Detroit. Detroit has
isolect 8 already attested, but Des Plaines may not
have developed beyond stage i. It is evident that,
as rule 11 spread to the West, changes in the environ-
ment outpaced the extension of the output to stage ii,
in contrast with what happened in the East.

3.3 Interrelations of time factors in rules. We have
seen several instances of rules having temporal sequen-
cings in more than one part of the same rule--input,
environment, and output--as in rules 5 and 11. This
raises the question of how the temporal sequencings are
meshed together in the single dimension of real time.
It has already been observed that most of the rules of
the sort being considered show the progression of a

6 7
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given output through all the sequences defined by the
1.ariables in, the structural description (i.e. input

and environment). This may be called the normal situr
ation; it does not always obtain. It has also been
noted in connection with the developments of rule 11
in Detroit and New York City that the changes in the
environment did not precede stage i in the latter, but
did precede stage i in Detroit. Here is a difference
in the intersequencing of the temporal changes in the
output and in the environment. Further, it has been
pointed out that isolect 8 in New York does not have
the input feature [(u grave)] generalized to [a grave],
although this generalization has occurred in isolects
7 and 9. Here is illustrated a difference in the inter-
sequencing of the inputs and outputs of rule 11.

The problem may be made clearer by showing the
different sequences of the nine outputs of rule 5a ac-
cording to whether the input feature [lingual] is
heavier or lighter than the environment feature [low].
When input [linguall is heavier than output [low], the
outputs are sequenced from earlier to later as follows:

Dorsals /
Dorsals /
Dorsals / a

Apicals /
Apicals /
Apicals / a

Labials /
Labials /
Labials / a

(Cf. the discussion of Tables 1 and 2 in §3.1.) If

the input feature [lingual] is lighter-weighted than
the environment feature [low], the sequencing of the
outputs from earlier to later is as follows:

Dorsals /
Apicals /
Labials /
Dorsals /
Apicals /
Labials /
Dorsals / a

Dorsals / a

Dorsals / a
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Perhaps general principles will be discovered to
show which of the above is more natural. Of course,
the explanation may well lie simply in feature weight-
ings. But it may lie in universal principles which
dictate what the unmarked temporal priorities are among
input, environment, and output. If the explanation
lies in feature- weightings, then numerical weights (as
in rule 3 above) would be the most natural notation to
suggest itself. But if the explanation lies in more
general principles governing the sequencing of differ-
ent parts of a rule, then the more natural notation
might be rate indexes, attached as conditions to rules
or (in the case of a monolectal rule) written over the
arrow. Such rate indexes might simply abbreviate
generalizations and reweightings in the environment as
G and R, respectively, and those in the input as g. and
r; successive outputs or stages in the change repre-
sented by the rule could be designated with subscript

ii, etc. Principles 9 and 10 would define which
features were to be affected by G, R, g, and r. The
code symbols could be sequenced from left to right in
the order of time above the arrow in a rule. The change
discussed in the preceding section developed differ-
ently in its westward spread from the way it developed
in New York City. In New York City, the sequence of
developments presumably (not all the facts are known
about the [+ grave] input) has been: two environmental
reweightings and then generalization of input [grave],
both of which occurred before stage ii was completed;
the deletion of the part of the environment specifying
oxytonesis has barely begun. Thus the rate index might
be: [RR]i[g(G)]ii. The deletion of the segmental en-
vironment has not yet begun in New York City, as in
Buffalo and the locales to the west. (Note that the
change in question moves from city to city, usually
skipping over the countryside.) In the Midwest, both
the segmental environment and the part of the environ-
ment specifying oxytonesis have been deleted from the
rule, but stage ii (output ii) has not been reached,
at least in some areas, nor has input [4- grave] yet
become involved. Here the rate indices are:
[RRGG]i([g]ii). If, as seems probable, this is the
unmarked weighting of the rate indices and the New York
City sequence represents their marked weighting, then
the indices tend toward an unmarked situation in which

6
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environmental changes (feature-reweightings and gen-
eralizations) are prior to input generalizations.
It should be noted here that in most of the analyses
of changes in process examined, environmental changes
occur in order during each (output) stage of a rule
change. This in fact appears to be the normal algo-
rithm for, rate indices.

If rule 3a is slightly rewritten as 3a', the
intersequencing of the outputs of the rule is pro-
vided for by both the implicational coefficients and
the weighting operators:

d
(3a') (7) 4 IQ / C DC w.b.] ## [lc nuc]

(See Fasold 1970 for the use of numerical weighting
operators.) The initial environment is (a) [u w.b.,
u nuc]. When the implicational value of the lighter
feature changes, as provided by Principle 9c, it be-
comes [111 nuc], since [II nuc] (the satellite of a
compound nucleus) is not poSsible here. When the
value of the heavier-weighted feature changes to
[61 w.b.], we have the situation in pas+t, which is
more like the environment in mist (containing no
boundary) but actually promoting the rule's operation
more than in mist but less than in passed or miss#ed.
As the heavier feature becomes [m w.b.], the environ-
ment is (c) [m w.b., u nuc], as when passed and
miss#ed are followed by a non-vowel. Note that the
lighter-weighted feature has reverted to its original
u value. In fact, Principle 13 governs the inter-
sequencing of such weighted features:

(13) When a heavier-weighted variable feature
changes its value, the successively
lightest-weighted variable features that
have implicational coefficients go through
the entire sequence of values provided in
Principles 10b and 10c.

A heavier-weighted variable feature would not, of
course, be reweighted before a lighter variable fea-
ture (Principle 9c). An examination of the sequencing
of environment relative weightings in Table 1 will
show why Principles 9b and 13 have to be as stated.
Only in this way will lighter-weighted features actu-
ally have less effects on variable rules, i.e. in the

ri
1 V
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calculus of the environments6.2 The last environment
in which rule 3a' operates is (d) Em w.b., m nuc).

One who believes in the universality of natural
developments in language will entertain a sanguine
view of the possibility of simplifying rules like 11
because of future insights on the general conditions
governing the initial forms of new rules.

7



4 THE WAVE MODEL, LANGUAGE
COMMUNITIES AND SPEECH COMMUNITIES

4.0 The language community. The framework which is
assumed for the present undertaking is one in which
the notion of 'the [English] language' is taken quite
seriously. Those who communicate competently in
English, with all its variants, are assumed to con-
stitute the language community of English-users.
The resources of English, and in particular its pat-
terns of variation, may be allocated in different
ways within different speech communities" e.g.
'r-lessness' is highly valued and 'r-fulness' lowly
valued in some speech communities within the English-
language community, while in others the converse
evaluation obtains6.4

The grammatical (including phonological) rules
of a language system include only such as would
potentially be available to contemporary learners of
the language without benefit of historical knowledge.
Only. materials that could be naturally collocated
within one system would be included, a statement whose
truth has to be accepted, even though little is yet
known about the (natural) limits of language systems.
Not all lects will be equally intelligible to other
lects, given the directionality of markings, impli-
cations, and the like, even in socially neutral con-
texts. But easy adjustments would be expected when
the users of the language move from one speech com-
munity to another. To be sure, those most familiar
with more leveled forms of English grammar would have
learning problems when they moved to communities where
less leveled forms of the language were frequent, and
these would be different from the problems encountered
by those moving from regions where less leveled vari-
eties existed to regions where more leveled varieties
were frequent. Some would probably have to learn
more than others, as I have poined out elsewhere6.6
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New lexical uses would have to be learned by all, as
anyone who has served in the armed forces realizes.
New uses of items present in all varieties have to be
learned, and the absence of an item in one variety
presents problems for its speakers in other areas, as
well as converselye:'

An overall system is a union, rather than an
intersection, of subsystems. While it cannot be open-
ended if it is to be useful and meaningful for the
linguist, its limits need not be rigid (as envisioned
in Agard 1971), but can be left flexible. One must
distinguish the diverse effects of natural developments
from within and of mixture due to contact with other
systems. The internal mixing of subsystems is still
fairly lacking in sophisticated investigations, but
two notions may be tentatively put forward on the basis
of what little is known. Like cross-system mixture,
subsysteM mixture results in leveling, e.g. the vari-
eties of English found in the Midwestern and Western
States and BVE in Northern cities across the country
(even though in each specific city the contributions
from regional varieties of BVE have varied a great
deal)17 Secondly, mixing of subsystems is not likely
(212e Sapir 160-1) to result in new systems, in the
manner that mixing systems is. I would reject the
term creolization for the mixing of subsystems within
a system, though not for mixing different components
(e.g. the lexicon) of different systems. Here the
term has a valid use.

Studies of a large number of phonological rules
in English convinced me some years ago that rules can
not only be ordered implicationally, but that impli-
cations can branch off and form blocs within which
only language-users familiar with a particular over-all
type (perhaps dialect) would be expected to 'know' the
internal sub implications. As noted in Bailey 1972,
the whole bloc of implications may fill one place in
the implicational ordering of the rules for language-
users not familiar with the details of that bloc of
rules. As a result, the occurrence of any single rule
from the bloc in question would be equivalent to the
whole bloc for the outsiders.

One problem that has received considerable atten-
tion in recent years may cease to be such a large pro-
blem in the polylectal framework: abstractness and

7
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absolute neutralization (Kiparsky MS). For it would
seldom be the case that what was completely abstract
in one lect of the language system would be so in all
the others that a speaker-hearer would be familiar
with. In other words, even speakers for whom bad,
bared, bed, bid, and beard were alike in some style
would nevertheless normally be familiar with other
lects, and precisely other styles of their own pro-
nunciation, in which the outputs were not neutralized68
Speakers of BVE who often neutralize then and den do
not over-correct den to then, as the monolectal as-
sumption would predict, since the alternation [d] : [5]

in then keeps [d] here apart from CC in den. When

radio announcers over-correct noon to [initin], it is
precisely because they are aware that other lects do
not neutralize //u// and //Oil after //n//; they just do not
know which lexical items have which underlying vowel.

Not all variation is of course patterned. Besides
the non-identicalness of any two pronunciations of the
same word, even by a given speaker, Morgan (MS) sug-
gests that situations can get so complex that the rules
simply are not prepared to handle them mid break down.
The result is that a speaker unsystematically produces
an output that fits some aspect of the rule (e.g. an
agreement rule), but which may not be strictly in ac-
cord with the rule. This would be especially likely
where two rules might apply in similar situations; the
choice might simply be made randomly by a speaker.

4.1 The wave model. The isolects in Table 1 (in §3.1)

are temporally differentiated: the isolerlt generated

by the operation of rule 3a in environment a (i.e. mist

before a non-vowel) is prior to the one generated by
the operation of the rule in environment b (i.e. mist
before a vowel); this is prior to the isolect generated
by the rule in environment c (i.e. miss#ed before a
non-vowel); and this is in turn prior to the isolect
generated by the rule in environment d (i.e. miss#ed
before a vowel). Speakers intuitively know Principle 14,

which is a corollary of Principle 10a6.
(14) The operation of a rule in a lighter-

weighted environment implies its operation
in heavier-weighted environments. (If en-

vironment a is heavier-weighted than b,
and b is heavier than c, then: c b a.)

f 11C
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Relative time 0:

Relative time i:

Relative time ii:

Relative time iii:

Relative time iv:

VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC THEORY

0

0

0

Fig. 2. The Simplest Form of the Wave Model. (The

letters represent successively later, or
lighter-weighted, environments in which
the rule operates.)
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Fig. 2 portrays the spread of the isolects of
rule 3a through social space as a simple wave. The

wave is different for each relative time. Relative
times are defined on minimal (isolectal) changes.
Each new 'point' in social space results from 'cross-
ing' a single social barrier, i.e. from a single dif-
ference in social characteristics resulting from
differences in age, sex, social class, ethnic group-
ings, etc., including the urban/rural difference.
The point of origin is the point where the most recent
development has occurred--d at time iv, c at time iii,

etc. Fig. 2 is unaffected by the reweighting that
occurs in rule 3b; one simply substitutes environment
b' and c' of Table 2 for b and c, respectively, in
Fig. 2. As a wave is propagated through social space,
it may have a different development (e.g. it may re-
weight at some point different from the origin) in one
direction from the developments found in other dir-

ections. (See table 8 in §4.2.)
In order to bring Table 1 into accord with Prin-

ciple 8b in §3.2, each environment must begin variably,
as in Table 4. Fig. 3 represents this information in a
different manner from the portrayal of Table 1 in Fig. 2.

Table 4. Temporal development of isolects of rule 3a
according to Principle 8b. (Variable ele-

ments are parenthesized.)

Environment: a d

Time: Isolect: mist##C mist##V miss#ed##C miss#ed##V

(a) mis(t) mist missed missed

ii (b) mis(t) mis(t) missed missed

iii (c) mis(t) mis(t) miss(ed) missed

iv (d) mis(t) mis(t) miss(ed) miss(ed)

v a mis' mis(t) miss(ed) miss(ed)

vi b mis' mis' miss(ed) miss(ed)

vii c mis' mis' miss' miss(ed)

viii d mis' mis' miss' miss'
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Relative
time:

0

ii (b)
(a) (a) I

10
0 1 2

iii

iv (d)
(c) (c)
(b) (b)
(a) (a)

0 1

(d)
(c)
(b)
a

(d)
(c)
(b)
(a)

0 1

Lect: a

vi (d)
(c)
b

a

(d)
(c)
(b)
a

0 1

Lect: b a

(a) I
_10

2 3

(b)
(a) (a)

0
2 3 4

(c)
(b)
(a)

2

(d)
(c)
(b)
(a)

2

(b)
(a) (a) I

I 0

3 4 5

(c)
(b) (b)
(a) (a) (a) I

10
3 4 5 6

7t{
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Relative
time:

vii (d) (d) (d) (d)

71

b
(c)

b
(d)

(b)

(c)

(b)

(c)

(b) (b)

a a a (a) (a) (a) (a).1

0

Lect:

viii

0

c

d

1

b

(d)

2

a

(d)

3

(d)

4

(d)

5 6 7

(c) (c) (c) (c)

b b- b (b) (b) (b) (b)

a a a a (a) (a) (a) (a)1

10

Lect:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

c b a

ix d d

c

(d)

c

(d)

(c)

(d)

(c)

(d)

(c) (c)

b b b b (b) (b) (b) (b)

a a a a a (a) (a) (a) (a)1

0

Lect:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

d d c b a

9

Fig. 3. Propagation of Temporal Lects Shown in
Table 4 Through Social Space.

In Fig. 3 the vertical dimension is time; the
horizontal dimension represents points successively
remote from the point of origin (0) in social space,
i.e. points separated frcm the original lect by suc-
cessively more social barriers. Variable environments
for the operation of rule 3a are parenthesized. At
times later than those shown here the pattern continues
rightward.

Fig. 3 shows how to resolve the second static para-
dox (Becker 1967:64). Dialect geography shows that
rules get less general at the periphery of the areas
where they exist; but the logic of the acquisition of
language by children shows, as do many rule changes,
that rules get more--not less--general, i.e. by feature
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Relative
time:

i

ii

(a F2, 0 F1)

0

0

(a F2, -0 F1)

(a F2, 0 F1) (a F2, 0 F1)1

0

iii

0
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1 2
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(a F2, B F1) (a F2, 8 F1) (a F2, 0 F1)

iv

0

(-a F2, -8 F1)

(-n F2, 8 F1)

(a F2, -8 F1)

(a F2, 8 F1)

(-n F2, 0 F1)

(a F2 ,
-R F

I
)

(a F2, 0 F1)

2 3

(a F2, -8 F1)

(a F2, 8 F1)
1

0 1 2

( -a F2 , -5 F1)

(-a F2 ,
0 F

1
)

(a F2, -0 F1)

n F2, 0 Fl

(-a F2,

( -a F2,

(a i.21
(a F2,

(-a F2, 0 F )

(a F2, -0 F1)

(a F2, 0 F1)

(a F2, 8 F1)

0

3 4

0 1 2

(a F2, -8 F1)
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3
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0 F
1

0

4 5
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Relative
time:

vi (-a F2,

(-a F2,

a F2'

a F2,

-5 F1)

F1)

-8 Fl

$ F
1

(-a F2, -B F1)

(-a F2, F1)

(a F2, -B F1)
1

a F2, $ F
1

(-a F2,

(-a F2,

(a F2,

(a F2,

-A F1)

F1)

-B F1)

B F1)

(-a F2,

(a F2,

(a F2,

8 F1)

-8 F1)

B F1)

0

(a F2, -0 F1)
1

(a F2, 0 F1)

1

(a F2, B F1

0

2 3

4 5 6

vii (-a F2, -8 F1) (-a F2, -B F1) (-a F,, -9 F1)

-a F2, BF1 (-a F2, F )
1

(-a F2, 8 F1)

a F2, -3 F1 n F2' -B FI (a F2, -B F1)

a F2, 8F1 aF2, B F1 a F2, B F1

viii

0

(-a F2, -8 F1)

1

(-a F2, B F1)

(a F2, -B F1)

(a F2, B F1)

(-a F2,

(a F2,

(a F2.

B F 1)

-8 F1)

9 F1)

2

(a F2, -0 F1)

(n F2, 8 F1)
1

3

-a F2, -8 F1

-0 F2, B F1

o F2. -$ F1

a F2, B F
1

4

(-a F2, -B F1)

-a F2, 8 F1

a F2, -a F1

a F2, B F
1

5

(-a F2, -4) F1)

(-a F2, B F1)

a F2, -B F1

a F2, B F1

(a F2, B

0

6 7

(-a F2, -B F1)

(-a F2, B F1)

(a F2, -B F 1)

a F2, F1

0

(-13 F2, -8 F1)

1 2 3

(-a F2' F1)
(-a F2, B F1)

(a F2, -B F1)
1

(a F2, -B F1)
1

(a F2, -B F 1)

(a F2, B F1) (a F2' B F 1) (a F2, $ F1) (a F2, 0 F1)I
10

4 5 6 7 8

Fig. 4. Another Version of Fig. 3, Employing Features.
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deletions or value - generalizations. In Fig. 3, rules
do indeed get less general at points in social space
more and more remote from the origin, simply because
the earliness of the most limited environment for the
rule's operation ensures that it has had time to spread
farthest. But at any one point in social space the
rule indeed continues to become more general until it
is categorical (non-variable) in all environments, un-
less something causes the rule to die out before t.'is
happensr This also explains the principle of the
antiquity of peripheral phenomena in areal linguistics.

Two principles have been assumed in Fig. 3 and in
the discussion up to this point:

(15) A single isolectal change creates a new
relative time.

(16) All the environments of a rule become
variable before the oldest becomes
categorical.

Principle 16 is probably not correct for all instances
(cf. Table 5 below), and supplementary algorithms will
be required. The principle is given here only to pro-
vide a handle for the discussion. The correct algo-
rithm for generating matrixes such as those shown in
Fig. 3 may require that the oldest (earliest, fastest)
environment become categorical in the isolect in which
the last environment begins to Le (variably) operative.
This seems unlikely, as does the idea that variability
persists through a given number of isolects (equal,
perhaps, to the number of variable environments, as in
Fig. 3). The variability may well depend on clock time
in some manner. All such questions must be left for
future determination.

Fig. 4 (p. 72) is a slightly more technical formu-
lation of Fig. 3 in terms of the variable features that
create the four environments of rule 3a. Note that, as
before, the lowest-number isolects are the oldest. See
Trudgill MS for interesting observations on models for
the diffusion of a change through social and geograph-
ical space.

The same notations used in Fig. 3 are used in Fig. 4.
F2 is a feature that is heavier-weighted than F1. At
each relative time subsequent to those shown here, each
isolect moves one step to the right.

It is important to stress that language-users in-
ternalize language patterns, and that these, rather
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than spatial distributions or statistical findings,
are what are of prime concern to the linguist. It

should be clear to the reader that the linguistic
pattern, viz. CDBDA, is the same in both Fig. 5a
and 5b; that for what is linguistically relevant here
the bundling in Fig. 5b is of no importance, contrary
to claims of dialect geographers'.) The importance of
such patterns, together with a corroboration of the
correctness of the wave model's predictions with re-
gard to previously unknown data, has been demonstrated
in Bickerton 1971, where the patterning shown in Table 5
was verified. As for greater and lesser statistics
which language-users interpret and produce so competently
let us now turn to a discussion of how; the wave model
and a couple of general principles account for this with-
out the linguist's having to embrace the scarecely
credible view that children learn and internalize rela-
tive statistics.

Table 5. Isolectal distributions of the infinitive
markers tu ('to') and fu ( `for') in

Guyana Creole English, adapted from
Bickerton 1971. (The basilect is at
time 0; the acrolect, at time vi, The
isolect at time i was not attested in
the data.)

Verb classes:

Relative times: I 'II III

0 fu fu fu

*i tu/fu fu fu

ii tu fu fu

iii tu tu/fu fu

iv tu tu fu

v tu tu tu/fu
...

vi tu tu tu
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. The Spatial Pattern, CDBDA, With 'Dialectal'
Bundling in (b), But Not in (a). (See fnn. 68
and 71.)

83
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Data which will be cited later show that incipient
changes begin slowly, that after they get going they
quickly pick up momentum, and that they begin to slow
down as they near 100% categoricality. This forms an
f-curve, as in Fig. 6. A principle like 17 governs
this Fcatistical distribution. There results the
micromodel of statistical change seen as Fig. 7, which A
is adapted from the simpler model in Labov 1972:106;
it illustrates the development of rule 18.

100%

90/a

80%

50%

20%

10%

0%

Fig. 6. The S-curve generated by Princi le 17.

(17) A given change begins quite gradually;
after reaching a certain point (say,
twenty per cent), it ricks up momentum
and proceeds at a much faster rate; and
finally tails off slowly before reaching
completion. The result is an f-curve:
the statistical differences among isolects
in the middle relative times of the change
will be greater than the statistical differ-
ences among the early and late isolects.

8 4

P :t
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100%
90%
80%

50%

20%
10%
0%

100%
90%
80%

50%

20%
10%
0%

(18) X 4 z /

a,b,c,d

0

Relative time: i

-4

la31d

Z/a,

b,c,d

Z/a,

Z/b,

c,d

Z/a,

Z/b,

Z/c,

d

1 2

ii

3

iii

Z a,Z

Z/c,

z/d

Z a,Z ,z c,

Z/d

Z a,Z ,Z c,Z/d

4

iv
5

v

6

vi

Fig. 7. The Statistical Development of Rule 18:

The vertical dimension in Fig. 7 is that of in-
creasing statistical implementation of the rule, as in
Fig. 6. Time or space move rightward from the point
of origin, O. Isolects are represented by Arabic
numerals; relative times, by small Roman numerals. The
notation Z/a means that the output is present in en-
vironment a in the percentage of possibilities indicated
on the vertical scale.
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The application of the principles just discussed
to Fig. 3 results in Fig. 8. The application of Prin-
ciple 10 in time and space, as in Fig. 8, presupposes
Principle (19):

(19a) At a given point in social space, the
operation of a rule will be proportion-
ately greater in earlier or heavier-
weighted environments than in later or
lighter-weighted ones.

(19b) A rule will operate in a given environ-
ment proportionately more frequently-7
up to 100%--at points in social space
nearer to the point of origin than at
points more remote from the origin.

Env. d: 10%

Env. c: 20% 10%1

Env. b: 80% 20% 10%

20% 10%

80% 20% 10%

90% 80% 20% 10%

Env. a: 90% 80% 20% 10% 100% 90% 80% 20%

Locale! 0 1 2 0 1 2 3

Relative time iv Relative time v

Env. d: 80% 20% 10%

Env. c: 90% 80% 20% .10%

Env. b: 100% 90% 80% 20%

Env. a: 100% 100% 90% 80%

Relative time vi

90% 80% 20% 10%

100% 90% 80% 20%

100% 100% 90% 80%

100% 100% 100% 90%

Relative time vii

Fig. 8. Application of Principle Under Discussion
to Fig. 3.

In contrast with the increasing attenuation of physical
waves in time and space, the waves under discussion
show increasing strength in time (according to Prin-
ciple 17), although at any given moment those parts
more distant from the origin than others will be
statistically weaker.
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The wave-like nature of the statistics in Fig. 8
can be clearly seen in the breakdown of the figure at
relative time v, shown here as Fig. 9. Exemplifi-
cations of something like Fig. 8 with real linguistic
data are provided later on in Tables 9 and 10. These
tables illustrate both the wave-like nature of the
statistics and the f-curve of Principle 17.

Fig. 9. Portrayal of Wave-like Nature of the Statis-
tics in Fig. 8 at Relative Time v. (The wave
loses its impetus at progressively more dis-
tant points in social space, at least in the
relative statistics for any given moment.)

Cedergren & D. Sankoff (MS) have replaced Labov's
emphasis on statistics with an emphasis on probabil-
ities. This will certainly have a better chance of
being a credible model of competence. One might
hypothecate a universal (internal) bell curve or !-
curve, and then seek to justify it; but learning com-
plicated statistics will not be found credible. Proba-
bilities are well-defined in a way that statistics are
not; as Cedergren & Sankoff assert, "Frequencies are
clearly part of performance, but we use them to esti-
mate probabilities, which are part of the underlying
model generating the observed behavior. It is our
contention that these probabilities are properly part
of competence." Of course, there is more to performance
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than a failure to achieve competence probabilities,
as these writers are well-aware. Their proposals
deserve further investigation, provided one thing is
kept in mind. In the papers just cited, rules are
provided with a static or fixed input probability,
which is affected not only by variable factors in the
linguistic environment, but also by variations of
style, socio-economic class, and the like. These
scholars have informed me that the input probability
could be provided with a curve, thus creating vector-
like dynamic rules that would generate the variety of
patterns generated by Cedergrea and D. Sankoff, but in
a different way. Instead of generating them all at
once, or instead of selecting a given speaker and
setting his or her input probability at [some per-
centage] depending on their socio-economic group and
then calculating rule probabilities for each linguis-
tic environment (see Cedergren and Sankoff), we would
be more concerned with before-and-after relations among
outputs, i.e. with generating all of the linguistic
patterns of the language in the implicational sequence
that holds valid for any speaker. Then, sociolinguis-
tic algorithms of the sort proposed near the end of the
present monograph could be applied for assigning the
patterns so generated to the social parameters of a
given speech community. A given pattern would be
assigned to one style of a speaker in one class of the
speech community, to another style of a speaker in
another class, and so on. The linguistic parameters
would be handled as proposed by Cedergren & D. Sankoff,
but the input probability would ride on an I-curve, so
to speak. For recent discussion of related issues, the
reader is referred to papers by Fasold, Bickerton,
Wolfram, Cedergren, G. Sankoff, Anshen, and others in
Bailey & Shuy 1973.

The writer's own difficulties with Cedergren and
Sankoff's original proposals have to do not only with
the static nature of the rules they have proposed and
the failure to distinguish social from linguistic
parameters, but also with the fact (not provided for
in their proposal) that features are not independent.
It is known that the values that promote or inhibit
rule outputs may be quite different in lighter-weighted
features according as the values of heavier-weighted
features change. (Welt Wolfram has shown me some

8 Q
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quantitative data that make this statement indis-
putable; cf. Wolfram 1973.) None of these aspects of
the original proposals by Cedergren and D. Sankoff is
irremediable in their framework, and there is no reason
why their sophisticated techniques have to be incom-
patible with the program set forth here.

Principle 20 enables the language-user to inter-
.

pret (and produce) statistics in accord with the pat-
terns of data just shown, without the language-user's
having internalized (relative) numbers. The reader
shculd note the asymmetry between Principle 20 and
Principle 14, both of which are corollaries of Prin-
ciple 10.

(20) What is quantitatively less is slower
and later; what is more is earlier and
faster. (If environment a is heavier-
weighted than b, and if b is heavier than
c, then: a > b > c.)

My view is that the competence pattern is the temporally-
created implicational one, which is perceptually de-
duced from the preceding prig.O.ple.

Fasold 1973, agreeing on the perceptual prin-
ciple, examines the issue whether an inferred earlier-
,later principle is to be regarded as the correct com-
petence principle. Fasold considers three cases in
which the quantitative implications and the temporal
ones disagree. The first of these is acceleration.
Fasold speaks of a rule accelerating ahead of another,
older -ne, but only cites instances of environments
or inputs accelerating. And he thinks that a given
instance of acceleration could occur at some point
in social space other than the origin. I used to hold
this view, but now think it highly unlikely. The dif-
ference in the forms of the wave for /IV-raising in
the direction of New York City and in the westward
direction (discussed in §3.3) appears to be due to the
rise of new metropolitan centers of greater importance
than the one which the wave originally spread from.
Ordinarily, the time required for such new centers to
arise would far exceed the normal time required for
rules to reach completion (categoricality). Given that
reweighting or some other case of acceleration begins
at the prigin of the wavo, the effect i5 at some point
in time to rearrange the coIumns in a table like Table 4
above, as in Table 6 below:
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Table 6. A variant of Table 4 above in which a re-
weighting following time v transposes
columns b and c.

Environment:

Time: Isolect:

a

i (a) mis(t) mist ' missed missed
ii (b) mis(t) mis(t) missed missed

iii (c) mis(t) mis(t) miss(ed) missed
iv (d) mis(t) mis(t) miss(ed) miss(ed)
v a mis' mis(t) miss(ed) miss(ed)

vi b mis' miss' mis(t) miss(ed)

vii c mis' miss' mis' miss(ed)
viii d mis' miss' mis' miss'

Note that if the reweighting which causes the acceler-
ation of column c ahead of b does not occur precisely
when it does in Table 6 (see the broken line), it will

not be detectable in this chart. But Fasold contends
that in a quantitative chart (like Fig. 8 or Table 9
or 10) the statistics would be thrown off. I do not
Chink this would be the case provided the columns are
rearranged at the moment of acceleration in relative
time. (Note that the lect at the origin of the wave
is the one that is latest in time, viz. [d] in Table 6.:
Clearly, however, further investigation is. in order,
with due consideration of the points made in Fasold's
article. The real question is, of course, how listen-
ers would perceive the statistics: would they interna-
lize the columnar transposition? Probably not, though
this applies only to those speakers having the re-
weighting, since the others could 'predict' such a re-
weighting and might be able to understand the columnar
transposition caused by it. I know of no principle
that would produce the acceleration of a later rule
ahead of an older one, though I do not doubt that while
both are still variable the later one would normally 1e
statistically farther from categoricality than the
older one. The one exception would occur when an older
rule became stagnant, but a later rule continued to
progress toward categoricality.

u ft)
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Since stagnant rules constitute Fasold's second
kind of discordancy between the quantitative and
temporal principle, these must be characterized now.

For up to this point the discussion of variation,

particularly the discussion of the I-curve, has assumed

that rules proceed in time to completion, unless they

die out and cease having any effect on the grammar.
But in fact rules may freeze in mid course, so to speak,

like the rule affecting the alternation of irterdental

fricatives and their corresponding stopped pronunci-
ations in the lower middle class and the classes below
it in New York City (Labov 1966:365-372). Such a pat-

tern may remain static for years. However, Principle

20 causes listeners to interpret even static rules in

vector terms. The frozen pattern represents the re-
sults of a time-differentiated spreading wave, so I

see no problems for Principle 20 here.
Fasold's third kind of problematic case involves

rule-inhibition. The rule desulcalizing §r§ when not

prevocalic began in England as [- favored], but at

some point became [4. favored]; and it changed from

favored] to [ favored] for most classes in New York
City at the time of World War II, as Labov 1966 shows.

(See discussion of [favored] in §4.4.) In the latter

example, older speakers simply have the rule in its

completed form; this is lect O. Later lects show the
usual statistical developments, for Labov has shown,

both for this rule in New York City and for the rule
inhibiting the second output of rule 23 on Martha's

Vineyard, tha,t the quantities which are charted for

rule-inhibition exhibit the same pattern as those in a

rule like rule 3. (See Table 9 below.) The statistics

for the inhibition of a rule still progressing toward

categoricality should present a chart something like

Table 7 if no changes occur in the form of the rule

(as in fact was the case on Martha's Vineyard). Note

that the inhibition of the rule does not disturb the

historical relations of more and less among the environ-

ments; i.e. it is inhibited more in the originally later
(lighter) environments than in the originally earlier

(heavier) environments.
If it is true that rule-inhibition does not disturb

the patterns of rule development, it will be necessary

to explain an apparent counterexample through reweight-

ing or in some other way. The example in question
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Table 7. Presumed statistical relations in the
development of a rule in earlier (a) and
later (d) environments when a revaluation
of the feature [favored] occurs following
temporal lect 4.

Age or
Relative other
time: Lect: grouping:

Environments:abed
iii 3 IV 80/0 20% 10% 0%
iv 4 III 90% 80% 20% 10%

5 II 80% 20% 10% 0%
vi 6 20% 10% 0% 0%

involves the change of /o/ to /o/, which seems
(McLavid 1940) to have reached the velar environment
last in the Southeastern States, but which is the
only environment where the change remains in the speech
of some speakers from the northern Pacific Coast States,
who have [o] in dog and song, but [a] in soft, cost,
and cloth. Despite this problematic example, other
instances of rule-inhibition known to the writer show
no disturbance in the pattern created by the develop-
ment of the rule.

A main point of Fasold's discussion fails to take
into account the difference between natural changes and
decreolization, a form of borrowing across systems.
The latter is governed by the decreolization or mixture
algorithm treated at the end of this monograph. The
wave model applies to such patterns as well as to others,
but Fasold may be right in maintaining that the relative
time of different developments is so obscured as to be
rendered meaningless in the difference between natural
changes and changes which reverse this order as meso-
lects in the creole gradatum mix with (by borrowing
from) the acrolect. Nonetheless, the implicationality
of the wave model is maintained--this is the main point
for the position taken in the present writing--and
there is no reason to suppose that the decreolizing
pattern obscures the directionality of natural changes
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any more than rule inhibition ih Table 7. See the
earlier discussicn of decreolization in connection
with rule 3.

4.2 The variable rule for 4/ in English. If the

brain is to be credited with the ability to deal with
the diverse patternings of the outputs of English /1/
which the facts of communication demand, we must get
away from the facts of geographical and social"
.repartitions of the variant outputs of this underlying
unit. As will be seen on the map in Fig. 10 below,
geographical dispersions can be so chaotic as to
challenge the plausibility of any hypotheses about
the orderliness of language variation and therefore
of any hypothesis about the brain's manner of storing
and using such variants in communication. In what
follows, such non-linguistic patterns will be reduced
to linguistic patterns, in which implicationally
adjacent isolects are placed side by side. egardless
of their geographical variation.

Let us begin with the pattern from which the
others can be derived with principles already ex-
pounded. This pattern is that of the North of England,
with data from Kolb 1966. The social characteristics
of the informants for this data were kept as constant
as possible, so that the geographical variable should
be the only variable other than sex. Despite the
social uniformity in the sources of these data, the
resultant map (Fig. 10) is fairly chaotic.

In Fig. 10, isolect numbers are the same as in
Table 8, but single parentheses indicate one deviation
from the pattern in that table, and double parentheses
denote two such deviations. Eighty-four sources of
data are represented on the map. bf a total of 672
items containing llill, 33--or less than 5%--are deviant.
Less deviance would probably result if sex differences
were controlled in the data. The broken line separates
the isolects having positive numbers or letters in
Table 8. The dotted line surrounds the lectal area
where geese is pronounced ['gals) or something similar.
This possibly represents the result of a reordering of
the sub-rules of the heavy-vowel shift (the one raising
mid nuclei to high nuclei, and the one raising low
nuclei to mid ones). The origin of the main wave is
Lincoln. The origin of the later wave appears to be
near Manchester (isolects B and C).

9 3
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-4,-6
-6 (-6)-4 _6 -6

C

-6 E
-6

(c)
((B))

(B)

-3 ((-5))

-4 -5

(-2)

-4,-6

-2 -2

-4 (-4) 0,-2
-4 0

++++4+++++++++++4+++++++++++++++++4++++4+++++4+++

Fig. 10. Isolects for the Outputs of //71/ in Dif-
ferent Linguistic Environments as
Distributed in the North of England.
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In Table 8Ei indicates either the nucleus [ci] or the
nucleus [1], The wave from the origin (0) is gener-
ated with different algorithms to the left and to the
right. The isolects with negative numbers to the right
of the origin are generated by the 'normal algorithm'
and overlap with the later wave spreading from 0.
Unattested isolects are starred. These may turn up in
later data. Alternatively, there may be some kind of
higher-level (dialectal?) boundary between isolects 6
and 3 a.nd between isolects -6 and E. The data are n-
adequate to test this matter because the later wave
overlaps and obliterates the ground of the older wave
(see the mapping of these data j7n Fig. 10). Note that
the ra] output of / /U? (in about) accelerates ahead of
the [a] output of #1# in isolects -2, -4, and -6. Be-
cause the older isolects'are closer to the origins,
the directionality of time sequencings must be read
toward the origins. Thus the isolects with (0 -wright
(a$ in cartwright) have not been completely affected
by the rule in question at the points where the wave
has arrived most recently.

The pattern as illustrated in Table 8 is generated
with rule 21, which assumes, on the basis of data from
other areas, that the prevelar environments are the
slowest of all.

V

I m phar. wid.
, \

(21) m low
low nuclear ,, 1

,

M grave c low
/

2 a rhythmic length

L (u grave)

([*m segmental])
1
1 c lingual(

C

[3 D voiced

Condition 1: At least one parenthesized element
must be present in the environment.
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"Condition\ 2: It
Output peak R

output satellite:
. e

. ' (R = tate) until
r

the stage /aa/, 1,-,
,.

[a] has been reached.
4:-

dOndieidn 3: In.the North 'of England, the en- hz

vironmentsis absent for the outputs
/U/ When this input becomes'

operative; input;. /i7 o'r 1W is
still unchanged in older envirob-
Monts in the North of England.

,

We here extend the denotations of the implicational co-
efficients so that R 8enotes the order t, x; i where"'

gradient values are involved, while lc denotes the
reversesequepce, See feature 36 in the,Appendix.

In rule 21,, the input "fits two variable features;
where no implicational Coefficient or weighting numeral
is presenti variabp.ity 1,s indicated by.,parentheses.
The feature r,,c, rhythmic lengthaingl causes paroxytorilc
'environments (k.g. Friday, writing) to show later out-
puts than their corresponding oxytones
write)ftin accordanCe with the data under analysis.
Input [(u grave)lensures that 'Changes of input /u /.,.drag
behind those of /i/ (see on the acceleration of Ai/
ahead olf /I/ in England below). The input featu're. -

rpharyngeal width), is somewhat doubtful7.3 Condition 2
ensures thatthe-*ness of the output satellite lags
behind that of the peak until the last stage is reached; .

, the Outputs for front inputs ,therefore are: (i) /c -/

or /al /, thedifference'between whicli is ignored her'e'
in favor of the ldtyr; /a!/; (iii) /aa/ = fa].
Tt'i 'the output,, the feature [roundLretains its same
absblute'vetues in the input, but becomes marked in

`the output 18u/. which explains its later unmarking to
/:4u/.arid /a °/. Probably it unmarkskand reaseimilates
in lects haying (The writer favors Chomsk!, and
Halite's 1968:4197.435 view of linkina, despite the

,criticisms'in Bach and Harms 1972, where the possi-
bilsities of disXtnguisshting,lower-level'and higher-level

. /

Unmarkings are got rbalieed:) TO see why the change"of
[u grave] or rm graver inputs to [M grave] is not un-
natural, it is necessary to re-examine Table 8. Therec

/it is obvious that /al / des not occur lects lacking ,,
changes of input /0/, whieh are later than changes of
/I/. The compromise [M grave] position--central instead
of either front or back -is presumably a higher-level

4

9
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umnarking that overrules feature-unmarki.ng; see Print
ciple lb in 0.0.,

.Whe;1 the ,optional variable E*m segmental] (triat
syllabic boundary). is present in the. environment,

ts.,

the asterisk inclicates that the rule categorically
generates the laCet output fdund in the loot: inques-
tion. data provid-e'eViderice only for sky, bilt;--
evidence in other lects,suggess that the formulafiqn
of 21 is correct., (Note that in Kolb's data,the ale

'operates in Friday., so,that a # following,/d/ does not
' need to be posited for the rule here, as it' does in
other lets:), 4 .

. 'The sequen 'ng of the outputs of../ii/ parallels
those of /if: /e or /aP/,./a0/, ;ad/ [al, as in

. mouse. the North. of England, the environments of
the rule appear to have little A.:.,..ffect on the dietri-

"bution of the environments speakers apparently using
,some *given output for ,awords in 4given style of
sp eking.' ' At

he sequencing of the segmental vvironmenes mk,
ru]..e 241 depends, as usual, onthe rskative weightings
of the featbfs.in the environment and dn [rhythmic
leng6] 0 the input segment. The weighting '[c lingual]

. ensures thatlAbial envionmerItS are faster than awl
m,o-ries,-while wel'arertvironMents are slowest of all. Al-
thotih the data offer no evidence for velars, these
form the slowest dnvironment in 'alrother lects fqr
which there is evidence4, In English /I/ precedes "gfl
or9,y in 'tiger, Geigen., Nygren, and migratory (and words
Aving the same base form as this last); /U/ does not
occur before grave consonants at all. Within each
catego.ry formed by a value of [lingual], .c rhythmic

._length] generates a 'given output in an accented syllable,'
followed by Unaccented syllables in the same word pgor
to generating that. output in oxytonic syllable';., Tdus,

Friday and writing change before died, flies., and night:
Within each comblnatsioil of [lingual] and [rhythmic ..4

length] values, underlying voiced consonants rovide-

. faster environmbnts than underlying voiceless nsonants.
Table 8 sAws two patterns for intersequenc ng Out-

puts and environments. The normal algorithm sequences,
the'two outputs of the original wave, [nl] and [ae],

s,each environment belfOre moving to the next, as in iso-
lecte,0 through -6.' In all aLtested rsolects shown on
the right of 0 in Table 8, [ae] has already been
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s

e .
.

generated in the five heavier-weighted environments.
1...Another algorithm'is evidenced in the'isoleets on the

1:' left oei§olest 0, since the fiVe heavier- weighted
...

envixonments have [Ei7 before [ael is generated in the .

. heaviest, and then [Ei1 is successively generated in 7
the lighter-weighted environments before 1ae1 begins,

/
%to'be generated in all but the heaviest one. It is
no,sreat task.to deviset,adicc rate ihdices for such
iritersequencing., and such notations probably hiaveto
be resorted to until mCre general principles governing
the interseafuencings ,(e discovered. There would be
no point in Compl-icating rule 21 further, so the 'non- .

ormal' algorithm ior intersequencing will be left* for

31.1

.ture research. - . '.

Table 8. shows that'in isolects -2, -4, and--.6 the
output [a] has been generated for input AI/ before it
haS been generated for input /1/. This could be pro:-
vided_for/in rule 21 by generalizing the next vari-

. able input,feature, [u grave], to [in grave] accord-
ing' to/Principle 9a. Principle 10b would then ensure
.tnat.after an interim, the [m grave] input, /V,. would
be affected prior to /I/ in the wave spreading from
the latter origin. -

4

," Besides the treatment of /1 ti/ found in the North
of England--and the oldest speakers on Martha's Vihe-7
yard Uaboy.19720--tWere'are several other important
treatments .of the, inputs, differing chiefly in the

, environment'of the rule. In the standard pronuncia'tion
(-61 English in Scotland at the time of the first World' ..,-

' , -War, many speakers. (Grant(1914:63) had,the second -stage
or Ou.t.put of /T/ only before //r-z 5 v# and #;

A contra trtide rithp.1,d] with tie#d P.thaedl. This sug-
gests that the boundolTy feature at the beginning of the
environment in rule ,21 should have been some other .

.':feature defined so that the value denoting a syllabic
boundary could generalize to the value denoting an

-internal Word.houndary. Grant says that a syllabic.
boundary.followng the nucleus favors /ae/. And ap-
parently /au/ is not beard in the variety of speech
described by Grant, which shows that the [m grave] in-
put has accelerated ahead of the.[u grave] input: ac-
cording to Principle 10b. What is to be said of the.
non-lateral continuants environing the Scots form 'of
iille.21? Evidently there are two,possibilities:
(1) The'original pAnlectal form-of the rule had ,the

1 ft:2r- *:
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.appiopriate,features, butvery lightly-weighted orig-
.

inally, and then these mere
I

reweighted to greater im-
.o

portance iri Scots. While.the North of England data do
not offer'he required evidence, the similar pattern
among older speaRes on'Martha's

$

Vineyard (Labov 1972a:
.122) does show light fricativei, less favorable to /a1 / --
and therefore more 'favorable to the later output, /ae/--

..

than stops are. (2) Ohe can easily envis4.on -a para-
digmatic generalization of;a word bounder, from die to
died. In fact Grant pointS out that the variety 'of '

rigliSh being described soMetimes had Uvalv.,1"as the
,"'result of leVeling the pronunciation oi__ to that
of wife. 'Ihis last example dogs not, of course,-involve'
a boundary,''but the kind of generalization involved is '

the same as' in die and di.d.`
. This problem lett will not be. ealt witch fur-

4

,ther here, but raThdr our attention will be turned to
'some lecta.that seem related to it. In various areas'

.

of New York State, Pennsylvania, and Virginia (and
probably elsewhere)., there are speakers that have
/ae a°/ in bribe, ride, 1Oud, down and elsewhere when
the environing consonant is immediately followed by #,

.'a6 in briber, rider; contrast in'fiber, cider,

spider. (Note here that it is a # fy.lowing the'en-
viropipg consonant 'that i important, and not just

! simply a # preceding it, as in the Scottish speech des-
cribed,.above.) -The rate of environments is: oxyto es
with environing light consonants other than fig,/ ar
fastest; paroxytorles with E# intervening before the 'inn -,

accented syllable that to lows are next; and.paroxytones
without # following the e vironing light consonant-are
slowest. This is just th opposite of what was found

, in ttie-North of England, where Friday, is a a,.6,Zr en- 4

vironment than died and flies. The influence f the #
following the environing onsonant is attributable to a);
Paradigmatic generalizaticln often found an language.
The priority of the chaAgel in bribe and ride over fiber,
Bider, and Rader might conceivably be explained thus:
Let 1s assume that the o4ginal (panlectal) rule had
[m =1 rhythmic length] insead of [= rhythmic length]
in thd input. Note, if thip has already generalized to
[a rhythmic length] in the lectS under consideration,
Principle 10bmould dictate the priority of EM = t

rhythmic length] inputs. nfortunately, there is
concrate evidence of [a rhythmic length] in these lects:6

1, A

0!(*)
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abov's (1972)a spectrographic dataesho;/ a change"'
from a pattern similar to that of tine North of England
among the olcielt speakers on Martha's Vineyard to a .

pattern similar to what is Bound in'the Southern States
!

(11C16ding most of the TideNg6ter a'e4e) among younger
Speakers in Martha's Vineyard. Here INVoicedl ha; be-
come the heaviest- weighted feature:whiie [rhythmic

#
length]-has only vpstigial iniportance Both ru graved ,

and [m grave] inputs, i.e. /i/ and /u /4are affected by
.the rule: now formulated as This rule has' evolved
nturally, out oL 21 simply by reweighting [voiced].
For reasons thafgd beyond he present state of knowl-
edge On the subject, the [m grave] inputs have not ,

accelerated aheadof the [u grave] inputs., according to
RrinciPle,10b, (See ,below, however, for thesaccelerl-
ationein-nineteenth-century England.) There is some,

. question as to whether the final change--of,/ae4a°/,to
/se/ = [a]-7is part of the !rule or some dtaer, since'
the rastest enuironmentin'he Southern Statet, as in
Soutii9rn 'England, is before the back-vowel satellites
/1 4./, as in tile, tire, owl, hour (see Fig. 11)7
This contrasts with the fact that the velar environment
(e.g. tiger) is the last light-consonant environment to
be affected by the rule. It may be that the change of
rules 21 and 22 actua4y began in the env.irOnmentA pre-
ceding satellites deriVed from.thq underlying liquids,
apd then sprend as a.crazy-rule generalitzation to other
environments. One can proyide for the early change be-

,
fore these satellites )31, adding [=(nucleArl as the
heaviest-weighted feature in the segmental environment
(cf. alsd Labov 1472a:149). Ifbthis feature belongs in
the Southern States rule, rule 22, it also belongs in
rule 21.

Since rule 22, is related tio rule 21 by natural
developments, speakers of at' least thedevarieties of
English presumably have.tlielpanlectal rule in their
competence. It remains to be tested,;ohether users ofi

,.English in the North of England'understand those in the
';-:ISouthernStates more readily than the reverse. But in

view of the fact that speakers of dikferehtlec4peo
, -English (other tWa.1 more or less recent creolFs) dem-

mUnicate with ohe another after,a'brief acclimatize-
.

tic:n1, it would defy.comMon sense to inveigh against a'
unified grammar generating the lectal:Variants under
discussion. Idiolectal formulations would m4itate
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..., ,
against the., comthunic-ative fact that we deal wits and
'kripw a lot more O f - 'c) u r language than the small parts

of -it that we, prqduce in our manifold, styl,e.4. ,
,.....r . .. . .

. ,. v. , .. .
. \i, \ . .

m Orryg) Wid.
v."'

, -- . :.

"'
(

....
.4

low. U pucleap
(22)..4 m lour .

/
>t.ic rhythmic length

I , '

r

. .
Cu grave)

M gra0d a low

,.1
-7) ,

372 nuclear

(1,*m segmental]) 2C Voiced

lingual
.

Condition At least.orte parerithesized element

, must be 'present in the environment. .."
Condition 2: Routput peak > Rouput satellite

until the _stage /aa/ = [a) has.been
reached.
In the Southern States, no input is
unchange'd;, in the Tidewater areas,
',the stZge,/aa/ has only been nached'

, in 1..1egro styles before satellites..

.

Condition 3:

J.
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'In 11 tile, is like 'tire; try, like time;
hike, like nieht;fowl; like hour; and cow, like loud.
Since the, Wave is spreading froM its origin in the 1
directidn of the arpw, the (41Tiperal developments aFe
pc.,'be read in the opposite direction, from right to
left toward the origin. -

Fig. 11, shows that the algorithmi for interse.-
quencing input, hangs,I output differences, endenviren-
mcnt gliffeeenc is extremely.complex. isolects 3 and

. 4 are crat y.allange's.on the input #111, while the

other isolects are Zreated by changes on. the input
Isolecbs'4, 5, and 6 are'created by changes yielding a
diphthong with a low-vowel peak, but the othe'r isoleats
ate create,by,changes resulting in the.sateliite-les&
nuclear, output [aj. And assumihg The correctness of .

Fig. 11., jsolects 3;and 8 are created by the rule's
gperation in the heaviest environment, viz%. befgre
rI/: only 4b1ect 'I, shows the effects o- the next-
heaviest environment, Ariz. a word bbundqry or an.under-
.1ying vofced.non-v4Ar.segment; isdtte.cts 2 and 6 ard.
.generated an thebenvirbnment.formed by a foilowing //V;
and the 'lightest environment, the one where an under-
lying-voiceless obstruent follows, is opefp 'five in
creating IsoleCts'1, 4, and 5.

Other ,developments of rule. 1.canbe,summarized ,

brieflY: ,In the Midweern and streriStates, as well
. as in British RP, the output's [ae ac] (with retracted -.

-
or raised peak vowel in some regions) appear in

'
alniost

all environments. In other words, the e 'vironment has
been almost comgletely,generalized, i.e. elithinated.
Howeve'r', the change of /ae a°/ to /ae/ Ea]:occurs.'

among some Midwesterners and many Sd'uth n Englishmen
before the satellite /I P. 9/. Jones' (1 64:106-1'07,

110-1ll) cites British RP reducti6ns in the environ-'
ments pin_ fire, hire, society, violi67 trial, Tower, our,
toOel, and vowel, but excludes the.redutions (at least
bn.moderae tempo), in high#er, dv4er, bloueih#er; alrow-

'#able, alloW#ance, and (exceptionally) in. coward. One
shbulM alIo note the evidence (cited. in diodsky-and
Halle 1968:t84) that in the early nineteenth century
apin)ouTherngngland the output of the' [m grave] input.
had aceeleratedtahead of "that of they [u gravel, input,
)4Xactly as Principle 10b.specifies, 'since /a°/ existed
4,nthe,f'aster enviinments while /ae/ did not.yet

07 , Two summarizing remarks can,conclude this section.

01._ .t
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6egpite difference's among Southerners 'in the United
States and despite the differences,in outputs and

" conditions on the operation'of the rule diphthongizing
. (and monophthongizing again) the outputs, of underZying
'1. :V which have tp be.sRetified'between Southerners
and North Englandtrs and. Midwesterners in America, all
the patEerns can be reduced to single'panlectalr0e,
though not without different algorithms here and thew
forintersequencingthe effects, of different parts _of
the rule. This makes a panlectal grammarfeasible,,
for these :iota are as complex as' any to be met within

4

a languagewhich indeedpOssesses (at leaA-in some
lects) a supercomplex phonology:

.

The other part of this summary involv es dialect
geography. Fixst, it is obvious that.Table 8 tells us ',

more about the language, than Fig:- 16, which.only por- : .b
trays chaos. Nevertheless, tho,kind of mapping illus-
trated in Fig. 10 greatly mitigated. the greater chaos .

A
of older isoglossic approaches. It also,'in combin-
ation with a table like Ta'ble 8, has the great advab- .

. .

l''tage of permitting us to locate the origin of a wave of ,

Change; i.e. by locating flte home of. the nolect with p,
the greatest developments:" The fact that in the
Southern States the wave of changes tb /a /' in the
faster environments (and from /si 0(1/ NU) /ae ae/ 'in
the'slowe'r ones) is located well7Inland from the
Atlantic C0Jast and has, 'backed pp' ,towadd the coast

.

indicates that the direction of this change hasteen
v

cn'the oppo'site direction from the direction of migra-
tion (,From the toast inland); This makes the emphasis
on migration routes in previous .dialect studies of .
'citiestionabfe value. Incidentaliyo the High-German con-.
sonan.t shift, which spread northward from the South,
moved in a direction opposed to that of migration. One

k
does not yet know just how general this phenomenon is..

The writer hopes to have demonstrated thq validity 4
of his claim that the' study of*variation has 6.1 t to
contribute to linguistic.theory and to have subst nti-
ated thq-7Fftsibility of polylecta/ formulations. In

place of-dialectology, now on -the pdriphary of theo-
retical linguistics, the writer would put lectology in

,the center of lftguistics and insist that it perform
.
the job that dialectoloogy was -originally charged with

'many years ago, viz. to tell us how language works.
.

10)
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4.3 Overlapping waves. The first proposal of A wave
theory. was by Schmidt (1872) . Thdugh lacking a wave
model, Sehmides`evidence for waves and against family
trees was conclusive,and reads fresh today.' His other
works indicate that he ranks wiTh SausSUre as a syste- .

datizer, far surpassing th,theoretical talents of the
\ German Neogrammarians. From'now on, linguists will

surely rank Schmidt and chuehardt7aLove.the latter
,when it comes to thecry."'Wliat one.fin6 in a se-called
family tree of, say., Indo-European is-a group of.lan-
guage SysteMs each &ntaining some proportion of Indo-
European ingredients--mudh less fOrTokharian and . .

Albaniad than for Greek and Sanskrit, with other la4n-
* guages ranged on a scale bei'ween'these poles E4Ich

such system contains another Properbion, grdater
Indo-European'proportion is lesser, of ingredientrom
d'other, non-Indd-European ancestors. The view alfeady

expressed earlier 11at natural, changes caused_ by

children aeguii-ing a language--unniarking, deneralip-
tion-rwial neverscreate Anew system. This ds created`

.13), hgterosystematic mixture. Thus.' every legitimte

. node (every :node representing 'a new'systemI gh a so-
called family tree must have two Or more parents.

Mixture among the Ircts of a system -1+s plwa)'r,

present, and probably only rarely absent among language
:systems. 'Mixture, ,lexical and otherwise, between Old ti

English and French (itself filiered'from Latin through
Keltic, Frankish, and Nofsp) produced Middle English.

,
How thorough- going this was.may be discern 'd 'from three
formatives which are Germanic in. form but flom'ance in

function: wh-relatives, ...4E ddverbs,-and:'-ing pro-

gressives (see further Bailey 1973a). And today we
/witness 'foreign', formations like denominative adverbs,
in-wise. (These were hardly modeled on Englibh forms
like otherwise; which are de-adjecavals.) What makes :

English so adaptable as a world language 'is its con-
tinuing adaptability to cxeolization. '

Table 8 has already Chown the interaction of two
parts of the same rule propa§atcd as waves _from earlier
and kaiser points of origin. SchMidt 1872 made it Clear
that.language systems shim the effects 'of overlapping
waves, at least on.the lexical level. Whatever is said
now about the effects of competing waves is of course
speculative;'in view of the lack of the Aquisite factual
data. Fig. 12 gives an idealized scheme of the over- k,

lapping of competing laves. The bymbo1 1 represents the

. 10G
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Fig: 12. Idealized Scheme of the Manner in .1
whicl} Compbting naves Overlap.

r

(;)

origin of rule 1; and.2, the origin of rule 2. The
marked ordering of the rules has 1 pribr to 2.. The
idealization assumes, that the rate of propagation of
the two rules through social 6paco. i the same:. -The
capital- letters designate different feC'ts. Lect E

-"\possesses only rule 2, and lect A POSSet;seLl only rule 1.
The other lects have bothvrules. In.lect B rule 2
errives after rile 1; the result is the marked- order,
1, 2. is just *the .oppozi te in lect;D, were the.an-
marked order, 9 1, obtains. Lect C stems from B by
way of a reordering of the"rules to their unmarked
order, 2, '1. Thus beet C is juSt like lectrD, though
the reasons .re different for the ordering in the two
l'ects. Presumably a lect *F would be kmpossible if it
involved changing the unmarked rule order of lect E to.
a marked one, since this violates Principle la.

jt is obvious that differences in 015 rate of
propagation of the two waves would have to be takvi
into conAideration in a redl-lif9 situation. Wha.tever,

differences may exist, between the interaction-of

6
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tifattosystemgtie_rules ;111 ber rosystematsc rsle are

oficourse,baklown. "but giv the gormslity of creoit-
. salon to language, the tvr regsirs further es-

ploration by variatSon ti istio are expert increori-
.1'n'thb.end, t misht be essibke to:ciear up

the vexed questions nerniss a possible tisrlto-Slayic:
halot h'er proto-laniuese.

.14

4.4 Algori for con vertina snibine r licational
. patterns into multidimenssonal gottlarlailtullljallssmt

- inLeeetw,,mmit. Thespanlectal rules of a tan-
. guage community genorate various. patterns whist are

handled differently in the speech communities aefinpd
" by such treatments -of.the patterns. Where Labov defines

a speech .community "as a group of people who,share QZ

common set of norms about' language" left fn. 631, I
would rather characterize it in terms of the evaluations
(the feature is 'favored;) end the sociolinguisttt ,algo-
sikhms wrich assign the unilinear series of implica-
tional outputs of a variable rule to sets - characterized
.by different social parameters. .Asid in fact tabov't
f(1973259}0most recent published view is than "Abe
rucial issue for pan-dialectal rammars is not under-

standing or evaluation; but prediction."
The present discussion presupposes that rules have

fea .tures. A language-communitl rule featureMight be
L. Tpmpol or something similar, tts indicate that the
rulOoperates more often as the tempo increases. A
speech - community feature is :faored]. In a gieen
speech community a fasdred] rule JB inhibited in *

more monitk)r6d styles, while the same rule Would be s
professed in monitored styles in west h commsnities
where At is marked F. favo red:. Si6n-variable.rultsp sis

. are tx favored', i.e. neither favored or disfavored.
Before- discussing the socslolinguistic algorithms.

It may bcipelpful to illustrate with a simple example
ti what is involved. Fig. 13 shows the wave-like spread

(cf. Fig. 14) U,a series of four implicationally ar-
ranged otrtpA's 0? a Nariatsle rule-across a bidimen-
siorial one relative time to another. The

small letters denoteprogreCvely later environments,
ap well as those. implied by them according to Princijile

- 14 (net all of whin will netessarily still be variable). .;

The small Roman numerals s.tandkfor relative time steps. Ass

The capitalsletters.and the capital' Roman numerals may so'

10 r .
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TimeOADCD

III - - -

1 - .- - -

iADCD

- -- - -
a-

ilABCD

. a - -ba--
a - - -

iiiA13%D

b d .". -.cba-
b a -..)-

l'ilmeivARCI5
1V b a - -

1/1 c b a -
IIdcb a-

1 C b a -

vADCD
1

c b a -
dc b -
4 d .c b
dcba

iABCb
,

d c b a
* d c -..
* d c
*dcb

vii.ABCD
4dcb
4 "4 a at
4 4 4 'd

,+ 4 d c

-Irma vii4A13CD
IV d e

III A' bl

I
r r 4 a-I A

.xABCD
i x i d
, , c*.

4

4 4 4 . 4

xAtiCD
. 4 4

4 ,* tr.
4

k

xi A.I3 C D
4 4 4
* 4 4 4

jil 4 41 ir A
A

F _24; 111 en..ari t ion r,,f Twq -1\iramet:e-rii-rn the
Ter,r.aal lougnent of a Diitsavoretl .Chan4e

vt'r.at II-A Ce11.-of )flatriN
(The ion Faint iii explained in
a:

: (yr 1.11 ntyl IC scale4
'1,teps ulth telal 1V-C time. Steks.

par.v_tveter rri.rc,ent.,:i by III III, and 1014,and that
avehignits..,0 4. Li. C. ard Deould be any sociological

- vensions tfVit 5erve a b.-rriers to the spread of thet
thecniqh sue: al spare. provided that these barriers

4. TO cootilinated with one relative time. The vertical
imertsion hay rept-:1-ra tAiece:-sively higher social

from I to IV: and the horizontal dimension may
r vpreaent increa5i.ngly monitored tempo or style di!fer-
4o. nces.. The matrices for different, relative times may

L.

lso represent different points in social space (cf.
F sg. 3 21144.1). Changes may apparently originate in

ny segment of a social community, but until a re-
cr valuation (cf. the originally lower -cl a 'broad-a'

'1.4q1
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Fig. 14. The Matrix for Time v from
Fig. 13. Shown as a-Wave
Spreading Across Social Space.

I

Irin England)'occurs, changes originating in the lower
..2r lower-middle class are 'normally [- favored], while
those originatingoin the upper class are [4- favored].
A Ex favored} change is one that is not evaluated;
this includes some variable rules. Only variable'rules

. are amenable to the sociolinguistic algorithms to be
presented below, although categorical rules may differ
entiate social classes as well as any other. A point
to be noted in Connection with the evaluation of a lin-
'geistic phenomenon as favored (prestigious) or dis-
favored (stigmatized) is that group solidarity may
cause ar[-- favored] feature of language to-become
[+.favored] in cesqin social situations, and conversely.
Differences in futu?e aspiration 'may have a like effect

on [favored:. This effect Tay be so great that friends
of the same social class going to the same school on

rtha's Vineyard or in Silver Spring, Maryland, may
grow up with different.'accents'.. Of the two kAnds of
linguistic changes, the kind that begin in unmonitored
speech (perhaps first as slips of the tongue) may be
favored or disfavored, but most of those that begin in
monitored speech (over -.corrections) will probably be
favored changes, though pronouncing :the 'w' in sword or

answer, the 't' in often or so_ ften, and similar sikellIng

1.1 0
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$

pronunciations are likely to be viewed as simploo,ig-
'norance. Note that the 'ng' in the geru d is viewed 4
by the middle classes as much superi2r o sdroppi4

.the 4g". A $
0 I

Variable linguistic data will ,fit a table like
one of the matrixes in Fig. 13 if the social dimen-
sions which are selected are ones that covary with
time steps.. This usually has to be ocertainedlbr a'
given rule by trial: and error. Thus, Labov (19062 .

279) found that differences in the 'social class',
constituted of occupational and edvational factaks,
made the best it inhis study of variation in the
pronunciation. of the initial cOnsonants)of-thiirand '

then. Other class differences fit other situations
better, including hereditary status, ethnic, r4iligious,
and ecOnanic differences. Thus, Labov found ethnic
correlations in his study of the raising of /4/ ancl

16/.. gle best lit for 'r-ful' vaiiation4n New York
City was obtained with the ssocio-economtcclass',
including salary, occupational, and educ tional.factors.
The statistics that resulted from the 'r.4u1' study are
shown here as Table 9, where 'four 'styles' are shown to
covary with,the sopio-tconomic class. Table 9 differs,

-from Fig 13 in two ways. The statistics do not repre-.
sent separate linguistic environments (like a.'b, 2,

:and .d in Fig. 13),. but all environments. Further,.it
is a [+ favored] phenomenon that is shown in Takle 9.
It originates in the upper right) -hand corner.

In Table 9, the numbers on the left designate
successively higher socio-economic classes, while the
capital letters designate successively more formal or

more monitored styles., The da'a are from Labov 1966:221;
the cross-over of the second highest class is not Shown .

in this arrangement of the data. The differences bet
tween the average statistic of each wave are greater at
the lower left than elsewhere, thus confirming the fd-
curve stipu.lated by Principl 17.

The knowledge about his nguage which a language-
user must possess in order to interpre4: or produce

. speech in accord with the statistics of Table 9 con-
fiats of Principlet 14 and 20 and knowledge of whether
the phenomenon is favc5red or disfavored. This last may
haveLto await the end of adolescence for full attain-
ment. Although the ages of 12+1 and 18+1 are linguistic
turning points in our culture, many age factors'are only

111
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.

Table 9. Percentages of inhibition of tile desul.-
calization rule, shown as a wa4m,spread6-
ing across the style-class matrix.

,...

r

Styles: A

,

13 C
.

D ' D'

Classes:

,°6-9

3-5

i 0-2

12.5

4.0

. 2-.5

s

5.0

12.5
....

10.5
.

-
',.., .1

.

29.0

21.1

14:5

55'.0

35.0

23.5

--.....,,,,

701.0

5.0

Jt9.5

accidentally relevant to a given variable rule The
age of 40'in Labov's study of 'r-fulness: in N w York

City was q ite arbitrary. It took into accou t-the.I
time of Wo ld War II and of the influk of Mid sterners,

into New Y rk City in manewrial positions inigreat I
numbers. The difference between male and fem le, 6r be-
tween urban-and city-dweller can ofeen,be fitted -into
matrixes like'those we'have been looking at as relevant
social dimehsions that covary with time differenes in
the data. Factors affecting style other. than tempo>and
familiarity are status and topic di.fierenc4. Mkny of

,these have been investigated. t
r.

.

It has to be assumed that each band of the ^wa.lie'741.n.

Table 9 is,a separate isolect. So important statiidicial
differences are to be regarded As a kind of :animal dif-
ference delimiting isolects. It has relevance to the
author's definition Of,a speech community, that differ -k,
ent bands in a statistical-matrix should constitute

\
diffprent isoledts; and 'the sociolinguistic algorithms
as such are relevant to the concept.:

The division o_f--tkp/socio-econiallic classes in
Table 9 obliterates the cross-over of the second highest
class which Labov has stressed so often. Anatherclass
division with six,strata (Labov 1966:240) yields the

.;

cross-over. It is provided fore in he algorithms given
later.
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Table 10. Percentages of deletion of the lateral
consonant for -iour groups of four

- Montrealer's; from Sankoff M4, Table 2,

r_sifession.ais
Women

Working Class
Men

r
Women Men.

it (impersonal) 94.7 '98.5 ..100.0 [99.41

ils i i 67.7 88..4 100.0, 100.0,

A.I. (persCp1)
l-

54;0
.

[90.0] 100.0 100.0

elle 29.8 ' [29.7] 74.6 9614

lesk (pronoun) . 16.0' 25.0 5,9,0 78.1

la j,artAcle) 3.8 15.7 44.7 49.2
"la -(proi.ioun) 0.0 [28.5] 33.3 [50.0]

les (artine) [5.4] -- 13.1 21..7 64.6

/ Ta'ble 10 differs from Table 9 in portraying three,
rlather"than two, sociolinguistic dimensions- Dis-
crepant figures are placed in it uare brackets. The
clearly discernible wave spreading across' the table
has not been drawn in .here. Note, as i,n Table 9, teat
the statistics are dare bunched in the botbm and top.
percentages and more spread out towards the middle per-
centages; i.e. the differences .between the average fig-
ures of the wave bands are ess in the lcker left and
Upper right .corners than the middle 'of, the table.
Evers greater numbers' "have been used Labw et al.

e1968:1, 149.) than are used in Table 10'..t
-culties in portraying 'larger numbers of eo-ival. and lin-
guistic dimensions in rule variation shows e need for
algorithms that will Convert a I...alb-par seSes like
e D c b a or,a > c d'.>le ,j.nto such multi-
dimensional matrixes. These are easy enough to forma-

, late, given, a knoWledge of the relevant pointson the.
scale of each dimension which covary'with time steps.
They are purely relative, assuming we are already at a
point in a unilinear implicatibnal series -- defined for
a given set of sociolinguistic characteristics--and
wish to know where in that series some other set of
sociceinguistic characteristics Would be.

4

'40
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In the sociolinguistic algorithms that folloc4,
alpha inp.cates either plus Cr inus (but- -only one or ,

the other throughout thelformul ). 'The value 3-1 iso-

lect1...dlect indicates a mdve to one is lect-or band an a
statistical wave which is tempo ally more distant from
the Cohversely, -1 isolect denotes a change to.
one izolect-or _Pand. An a,-statist cal wave which is
temporally'nearer the origin. T e accumulation of
several differences ill result i several steps (for-
wards, backwards, or both) in tim . See the. example

given below.
1. Move al isolect for al y unget relevant age

grouping; and,-al isolect for each older one:
t 2: .Move al isolect for to fe ale] ,sex of speaker..

Rules in:other_cultures, ind perha s even some in our
culture., will require [a tie) for the algorithm to

'operate correctly.
"3., Move +1 isolect for 'each class 'farther from

thi class in which the'change originated. (See also. If
.

- algorithm 5..)

4a. Ifthe change is [4 favored), move +1 isolect

less*monitored style. 1

for. each more monitored style and -41 j.*olect for 'each
(p-

4b. If the change*is [-. favored), move -1 isolec
. ,

for each more monitored styletand +1. isol6ct fop each
' Jess monitored style. 4 1

.. . /

Note'that degrees of forMallty (styles, effecte
..

by differ nt values al-monitored), which 1.s pripb4,01y
gradient feature; see'fn. 54) arse Varieties of social
distance, no less than class, a§e,'and sex diffprendes.
Since a ,-1- favored) change Fist enters the speechlof a
given set of'social parameters .in its most monitored
style- -and poni,erselY for [- favored] chan es; which
enter in the Zdest monitored style- *e 5o of get the
picture of a fully developed wave (as in Fi . 13) until

the change has sproad,througkali the.style . At first
we-Will-find breaks (see Table 11), as the hinge af-
fects only one, or at least not all: of the tyles 4111,

the',speech of a typical speaker of a defined set of
,social traits. Note that.iilesocialinguisti algorithms
operae only for typical speakers, since soc'ally de-
viant individuals may well speak the lect,of ome other
social group. Note also Wet it is `tocietY, n t6 a String

of rule outpts,:that is multidimensional,-the argument
against using social factors in rules.
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Tab1 le 11. ,Portrayal
.

of the spreadoof a
change having'tdo envilonments
Atles, three age, groupings,

, . .
classes.- (The change commencesin

. monitored (M) btyle of each
later spre4ds to the unmonitored

r style .)' ,

.

[-t- favored]

in two
and tivee

the
group and.

(U).

. .

Grandc7hildAge group: ,Granedparent' Parent
.

Styles::
L

U . M'
-

II

-,

M. U M

Upper- class - a a b b

Middle class . - - -' a a b

Ower class - - - - a

. 5. The/Cioss-ever of the second-highest class:9
. 'In this class,, for (c, favored) changei,mole a2 iso-
lects in ch:snging from a non-reading style to:an adja-
cent reading style, and Ta2 isolict$ in changing f
a reading style to an adjacent non-reading style.
See Fig. 13. -

It has 'already been noted that, considerations of
group solidarity"or future aspirations may.reverse the 1,

coeffipient of the feature [favored]. Noteihat the
-et

mbve is 0 isolect if the feature for-,a difference is
Ex favored), i.e. neither favored nor disfavoredt-

Let us suppose that a speaker is a female of the :
lower-middle class using styled, an.dthat we know
Where. sbe stands on, the scale.--To:ascertsin-where a
male in the next older age grouping and the next higher
class'6would be for a E+ favored] ch'ange, we simply move
toward the Origin one isoldct each for hts maleness and
INis older age and then one isoleCt away from the origin
for his class. After these three isolectal steps' we
would then move two Slaw from the origin if the older
male were speaking*in style D.

'If in place of the dimension represe4ed bythe
values of the feature'tfavoreg13, we substitute an acra-
lect, a mesolect, aad a basilept in a decreolizing
gradatum; we find the interesting nature of polysyste-
matic mixture exhibited in Table 12. ThiS mixture is

%

a 1.1c)
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Talsle '12., Pattern of Jnixeure in a dec eolizing gradatuin.
'k.'"\_.

-
.

i
,

,

i -.The La guage Community 4
, (Na ural changes)

Linguistic .

EnvironnVs: '
..../

.
a b.... c d

IACROLECTAL

.

e

a .(
>1 aV4i
rl (1)
g )4o a
P 44

k$4'

8.',no64

,c
0 cu

Cw
01 $4
$14 RS

4111CA

4 a

-

P
.

SYSTEM .

t
e

Z .is a .

(-4'. favored] i_tent.

-
.

-

4
Z
ai

Z

Z
.

Z

""` IQ

Z *.

Z

-Z

V

V`
Z

Z

* V

1-40

V.

Z

MESOLECTAL
GRADAiUM ,

t

Y fis peculiar to
the mesolets.

. I .

'

.

Y,Z

Y;
.

-- -JX,Y i

X

I X

% X

Z..
Y,Z

#
Y /

.X,Y
X

X

Z

Z

Y,Z

Y

X,Y

X

',Z
Z

Z

Y,Z
Y

X,Y

BABILECT

X is a basilectal
item.

.
X

N. ,

X
.

. X
..

.

X

not random, but is governed by\an algo,rithin that requires
the order of itefis in theirial (vertical) dimension to
be/ preserved in 61,l.inguistic (horizontal) dimension.
In. some gradatums. X,Y,Z might be found in' place of Y
standing alone in A given environment in themesolects.
If Z in the acrolect is a t+ favored]. item, the pattern
will be different. For data illustrating the implica-
tional nature of, staih mi4ures, cf. Bickerton MS. What
is releVant to the pre'bert discussion is that the mixture
accords with the patterns gpnerated by a wave model; and
therefore. sociolingu1stic 4Norithms similar to those
discussed above are applicabt also in situations where
polysystematic mixture is involVed. What the interrela-
tions of different types of phenomena,in the overall pat-
tern might be is sometthing.. too complex to consider at the
prbsent time. It will be a fertile field for pature in-

) vestiga tion. 116
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1

4.0

t,'

P

M eth() view of the prevent writer, -phonetic markings. .

depend on the position of a segment in a syllable..
This approach is syllable-s6nsitiv e syllable-

. dependent and therefore) different fro most views
which have Iseen pUt forward heretofore. ,,

Sources or ascert4lining which featureotalues

elude rule changes the sort t ktie
are unmarked (u),_marked (m) , ort ,inermarked (0,E.

higher -level
(of t do not ivol

vel unmarkings and /nay eesult in increased
feature-mrking)t implicate l distributions among
lahguages of the world, and-,:where the evidence is
clear and A4oraant.with the icAegoing:--the order in
yhich children in their post- b'ab1!ing stage of lan-
guage.acquisition acquire the features of a language.
system (the marked being later than the unmarked).
'Where may be 'in addition considerations of physio
logital production of sounds orief *acoustical simi-
laritiesand'differences. 'Before giving the details
of feature markings, the ternary-valued features ac-
depted in the pre'sent writing may be listed as fqillow's:'
1. [pulmonic]

+ pulmonic airsource, always u
x 'glottal air source, always m
- velarie or palatar air source, always.M

2. regressive]

'+ Qgressive air stream, always u
;+, x,eboth egressive and ingressive (some

labial - velars),' always M.

- ingressive, ablays m
[voiced]

+ voiced, u for non-obstruents, m for obstruents
x voiceless, m for non-obstruents, u for

obstruents
- aspirated, alwalA M

Kim (1970) has proposed that the voicing feature is

'11
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. .

really a'feature denoting thp size oe the glot-
talopening. (I would hN/e used the feature name
[glot43liopening),'except that [Voiced) has'come

,

to be too well-known to make it worthwhile to
,;

.. 4 substitute a newt term.)
.4%. [pharyngeal widenirkg] - '

+ wider pharynx, te for vowels in open syllables
(see fn. 601 and sonorant consonants, m for

... 4 vowels in closed syllablu. and for- obstruents
-,.., .

$ x neutral, uldorvowels in closed 1,11Ables btt
. ,

m for vowelS inoPen syllables and forrsonorant
-

consonants, u for obstruents
- ,narrowed pharynx (pharyngealization), always1M

bet an the first biloc.of,rules.and the greater "
use of a resyllabication that ours in EnglistN

number of rules that follow (Bailey MSb, MSc), 4pg-
lish surface phonetics have an expectation of
[4- pharyngeal] vowels in open and in loosely closed
syllables' (those closed with only h weak cluster
not followed by.two weakly - accented syllables in the, .
word) and Ex pharyngeal) vowels in tightly,closed t

syllables (those closed because of a heavy cluster'
following the nucleus or because of.two following
unaccented syllables). These facts suggeqt that

-perhaps [length increment] (see feature no. 2
low) would be ,a more appropriate feature than
(pharyngeal width] ; but fn. 73 show's _that-there is
a difference Betweemnuciear decrements dud to
followA heavy obstruents and nuclear shortging,
due to following pacpented,syllables. (In an
accent-timedlanguage like English, an accented syl-
lable has to'be shOrter when unaccented syllables
interVeve before th.q next accented syllable and
perceptually are ma so as more unaccented syl-
lables folla.) As for consonants., it is believed

. that [pharyngeal width) is' he cause of differences.
pressure, so that a feature !'air pressure]

is notIrequired.
[thykoid]

.I:*raised larynX, always M
x neutral, marking values as for Ex pharyngeal]
- lowered, marking valves a's for4. pharyngeal]

6. [laryngeal] f.'

+ creaky voice, always M
.x.murmured (breathy voice), always m
- no laryndealization, always u

116 I
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-
7. ,[whisperr,

.

stagelwhisper, always M
x. plain whisper, always m
,

- 7 unwhispered% alWays u
8. Tnuclear3

sylaabic peak (sees discussion of values below)
X satellite of cbmpoUnd nuileus (unsyllabic'

nuclear)
- non-nuclear *

9. [turbulent) 7

Bbstruents (sediscussion..of values below)
x semiturbulent or defleetd air stream:
sonorants
non-turbulent: low and mid accented vowels

10. Tcontinuant]
continuants: fricatives and liquids other than
taps (see discussion of values below)

x semicontinuants (non-steady-state continuants
and semi-stops): 'glides, the glottal stop,,
:aps, nasal sonorantseo

- ocRlusives (including [nd is t1 thl, but not

11. [released]
The va'ue of this feature for consonantal and
nuclear diphthongs is unclear; see below.

12. [nasal]

+ fully nasalized (see discussion of values
below)

x partially nasalized, always M (found in
ChinantOO and in those kinds of English that
'distinguish aniile.from amole as [x nasal] and
[-1 nasal], respectiveiy).

-.non-nasal
Perhaps a feature, fair pr essurel, will also be

. _Teeded.
13. ,fiiquid)

+ lateral (see discussion of values below)
x grooved (sea [sulcal] below)

undofiectsd oral air stream
14., fsulcal ,

t.narrow- grooved, u for sibilants (-'nuc, trb,
+ cnt, = sul) in non-special,positions (see
below),,m for sibilants in special positions,
M otherwise

\
11
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.

.%
x wide-grooved, u f6r high vowels and sibilants

in special positions (as in Portuguese lects
and Swiss German), m otherwise

- non-sulcal, .0 for .non -high vowelstand n9n-
sibilants, M, for sibilants.

15. [vibrant]
trilled (see discussion of values below, and
also see rieleasep

x tapped or flapped
- non vibrant

16. [grave] .f s *4"

back rounded-voliels andtlaWal(ized) velars ,
rounded' labials (includingf.4), arid

apicals or labials (seetdiscussion'of
,consonantal values below)1 always m for
accented vowels and M-fop unaceented vowels

x central and back unfounded vowels and un-
rounded velar, pOstvelar, and labial con-

vsonants; always M for 'accented voweli and u
for unaccented vowels'
front vowels and apical and palatal con-
sonantsraltaa9S for accented vowels.and m
for unaccented vowels.

Since this feature does'not distinguish unroundee
back and central vowels, [..,...grave] may have to be

made to include all back vowels. See:Figs. 15 and
16.

17. [lingua l] .

. 4.'dorsal or rhyzolingual (see discustiorof values
below)

x apical
- labial

18. [low]
low vowels, always u for accented and M for un-
accented vowels (perhaps used for glottal con-
sonants Aithm value)

x mid vowels, hlways M for accented vowels and u
for unaccented vowels (perhaps used for uvular
and labial consonants with M value) lb

-.high vowels, always m (perhaps. used for dorsal
and apical consonants with u value)

1,6;)
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e,0

U

a

Fig. 15. Schematization'of values of [grave]
for vowels.

, t'7k

0 0 10\ /0
®/

a

kr

iig..16. Possible allocation of values ok [grave] for .

vowels and consonants. (Because of the prob-
lems for consonants, these values have. not-
been adopted in the syst&I of featurts pro-
posed in this writing.)

4
19. rdorsall

convex dorsum*(dorsals), u for all vowels (see
discussioa of values in consonants below)

x dorsurn neither convex nor concave, M for vowels
- concave dcrsum (retroflex articuplation), m for

vowels (e.g. DoOt
Note tho'following,distinctions:

121
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20. [round') .

.,
.

+ ovei-round, in-ro!.AndFd-r.r more-roudcd,,
always'M .

'

x plain rounded, u-for high back bowels, tw),
- [r], and wide-grooved aibilants

.- unrounded.u for other Vbwels and consonants
'To"acqoant for .the agsimilati.d [s) to round-
ing when ad3acent to a labial onant in En4-

-lish, tx ronnd] might also r9 to labiaJity,
A. reserving [4- round) to [7:0w mw) and the ',Ike.

0 NoteNthat English (w)4 in more-rounded. as .in
.woo, whereas classical Latip (w 101 and,earlier
anglist?.4F) were fx *aund)* and tfi*efeee swal-
lowed up -in t61lowing rounded vowels.. ,

,

-

21. [coronN11
,

,

- -
.* apical, u'for ix' coKionants, M for,

.."

-vowels and ptiler consonants vs, ,

.

x laminal; m fear fx lngiconscagotsa d all
.sibila.Rts, m for vowels ' ' .

- non4yoronal, u for ve,welo,tR'Ing.1 consonants
,dentalr . .

. 1

0,

* prechantal or -addental'(Value0 depending on
.

foregoing), u for nonVibrants
. x alveolar Igingiv'al),a for trills

-.7 neither,, always *1 ,for:.411 c.3egments except

, . '' [X3d91. consonants dthar than trills
23. Theio may be a feature Cperlphei.all. 112t this is

not certain; it would be aputely phonetic (i.e
non-phonological feature) ir".

. 24. [aocentl, a purely phonolugioal feiyre
.', + fullyisaccented, m for vowels'-

. .c
. x mid-accented, ti for vowels

,K
.

accented, u for all segments
25. [leagth increment)

..

1: length 'increment (rules may add several such.o
,Ingilenents), M for vowels, m for consonants
x neutral!, u for all segment'

, 124-x-
.. .
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- length decrement. m for vowels, M for con-
.

lenants
Note tnat a l(rotn inzrepit can be added to
others cumalatively, qs in 'r-less' bird

26. (tune increment) . .1.,.:,

increased pitch, loudness, and duration.
u (from Y addressee-oriented))

.

x neutral, M c
.

.

.-- j decreased pitev 'oudness, and duratioi,
m (used for foregrounding, iinpecorOves, and

$ i compounding; foregrounding includes initiial
whelements). m (from C- addressee-oriented1)

The arrows denote gradient values. The feature
. trhyttmic length] (no. 36) is not to be con- .

.C-- fused with [t tune increment).
27. trailed pitch lila) . %O_

t raised upi.er pitch .limit, m (from C4 vivid))
x neutral
1

. f raiced lower pitSh limit, m (from .

C,4 tentative')

28. tampliO,cation
amplified reef pitch, loudness, and tempo
(, relardati.lin), m (frorN+ high-lighted)) ,

x neutral, (rem CN high-lighted))
I contracted v:Inge .-.. of pitch, loudness, and

tempo acceleration), M (from'C- high-
lighted)

29. r.cadence) N

4 falling unaccented ...:yll)bles at in of phono-
logical phre. u (from (4 conclusive))

x level. M (from r+ sinister) or Ix conclusive))
- rising. m (from (- conclusive], which is in
"turngenarated from various features)

----' 301 ;.r.laTral .
.

,

4 lagged envelope with unaccented syllables
;,

- upFerl. u
x iaggeki envelope with unaccented syllables
't4 upper). M

- envelope not jagged. m
This is *probably a purely phonological feature,
whose values are respectively derived from the
force features, r4 assertive, - assertive,
n assertive). .

I
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. 31. [smooth]
'+ smooth envelope, with unaccented syllables

averaged between surrounding pitches, m
x stair-step envelope, with.mnaccented syl-

lables on same pitch as preceding accented
syllable, M

.neither (i.e. jagged), u
This` feature has itsyalues derived respective*
from [- detached, + detached, x detached].

32. [kinetic]
+ bidirectional pitch gliding, M
x unidirectional pitch gliding, ;a,

unglided, u
Kinetic tones with one vertically long and one '
vertically short glide (i.e. N,/\, 1\ / ) are .

to be treated as compound tones (pivoted compounds
with both sides vertically long'do not exist).
In most languages, kinetic tones which are pivoted
and have one side vertically long are compounded
of unpivoted kinetic tones; but in some languages,
it may be that the compound represents a .[,+ upper]

upper] pivoted tone and an unpivoted kinetic
tone in the other pdrt of .the pitch range.

33. [upper]
+ upper two-fourths of pitch range,' m
x middle two-fourths of pitch range for non-

glidqd tones, la; entire four-fourths of pitch
range for gliding (kinetic) tones,. M

- lower two-fourths of pitch range, M for uh-
glided tones, u for kinetic tones

Thifi feature is deri'ved from several others; note
that presupposed information is [- lower].

34. [rising-start]
+ rising-start kinetic tone, M
x level (non-kinetic) tone, u
." falling-start kinetic tone, M

35. [rhythm]
+ accent-timed, M -

x syllable-timed, u (often found in pidgins;
cf. also fn. 24)

- neither
36) [rhythmic length]

t gradient lengthening, M
x.nolengthening or shortening, u
.1 gradient shortening, m

revz
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This feature is phonetically deiendent on [rhythm',
but is peeded in phonological rules like rule 21
above 1,Its marking values depend on those of
{rhythm], but have ndt been worked out here.

. 37. [segmental]
segment (not a boundary.); u

x syllabic boundary., m .

- other bogndary, M
38. [word'boundaty]

+ internal word boundary (#), M
X morpheme boundari, (+), m
- neither of the'foregoing, u

-)3efore explaining features not defined above like
[felase], it. may clarify matters to point out that _

phonetic rph hp ad de't1 dZ pfae all arid the l'ke may
derive from phonolOgical units or froAtwo ph ologicel
segments. Thus, English TO] in fluid derives
/0/ (cf. fluidity), but ra °1 in loud derives,froM the

underlying unit /g/. And, English [di] derives from
/dy/ in verdure and didya, but from the phonological
unit /g/-in regent (cf. regal). The feature [release]
may be helpful for designating phonological units from
which there are generated more than one phone (e.g.

.

/ n d
d(r p/), provided onsets are distinguished from off-

sets. (The aspiration feature has to be used in con-
juncation with [release] for /hp/ and /ph/.) -It is

assumed that nuclear peaks would have homorganic per-
ipheral releases if marked [+ release]; e.g. Ai au/.
The mid-value could be used for in-gliding, or else to
distinguish /ae.a0/ from /ai au/. One might respec-
tively distinguish /c1P/ from a tap from a trilled /i'/
as [x releaser, [- release], and [+ release], but
problems are involved in this course.' As for /bn/
and the like, it ismell-known thht one may not.use
the aspiration featfte; possibly such phonological seg-
ments could be designated as both murmured and aspir-
ated, but this is unclear.

Here follows a discussion of the values of [nuc,
trb, cnt, grv, lng,'dor] and, as a group, [nas, lig,
vib, sul]. The special mentionel below are

- the position following a tautosyllabic accented syl-
labic peak and the position preceding a tautosyllabic
prevocalic consonant. Only the first of these is ,

N
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relevant to [cnt], but both are relevant to the place.
features (grv, lng];/

The values of Lnuc] Are (+,u nuc] for the pea,
where no other value is possible.; [x,u nuc] for a
satellite of the 'peak; obstruents can only be r-,u,nuc],

' except for those unusual cases of "sylapic sibilants
((+,M nuc]). But the values ofsonorants can range
Over all three values of [nuc], depending on the en
vironment; hence the specification of these values is Ap

iterative. The unmarked values of [nuc] can be ascer-
tained from the study by .Bailey and Milner 1968, where
they are posited for the binary feature; [syl] (syl-
labic). This statement depended on the evidence of
Indo-European in the alternations referred to as Sieves
Edgerton's Law (not-valid after the internuclear loss
'of the so-called laryngeals) But compare modern French,
where Cy] is preferred to (i] in the environment heard
in rien, whereas [i] is preferred to Cy] in 'that heard
in triomphe. In'English [x nuc] is grouped with [+ nuc]
as [= nuc], but in PIE it-was grottped with [- nuc] as
[ .1.]nuc].,

To understand the values ofjcnt],.it is necessary
to begin with the syllabic peak--[+,u cnt], unless a
compound nucleus or syllabic nasal ([x,m cnt]), [ -,M -
cnt] being impossible--and work away from it iq both

directions. One,tOn establishes the values for the
segments preceding and following the peak; after which
the values of the segments farther from the peak are
relative to the next segment neater the peak, [-. cnt]

alternatin4 with [7- cnt] as the unmarked situation for
all consonants except in the prevocalic cluster [sn]
(see fn. 83). Except for the peak and the special
Positidn immediately following it, [x cnt] is DA cnt].

rhe valuel for the Segments next to the peak area

Post-peak
Prenuclear: (special position):

[=,u cat] [x,u cnt]

[4m cnt] (+,m cnt]

[ +,M cnt] [-,M cnt]

The values of the ether non-nuclear segments depend on
what is found in the positions just described:

Ado
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Prenuclear:

Before -,u cnti: cntra

[-,m cnt]

Before [x,m cnt] or
cnti:83 [ -4,u cnt]

[+,m cnt]

Postnuclear:

.'After.tx,u cnt] or

[+,M cnt]: [-,u cnt]

[+,m cnt]

After [-,M crii4:

E-t-,u cntie4

[-,m cntl

The immediately preceding definitions must be applied
iteratively as one proceeds,away from the nuclear peak.

To understand the remaining features, it,is nece -
sary to note the expectations for the occurrence of
different segments in different environments, but espe-
cially in the special. position 'following the peak,of
the syllable. Here glides are more expected than nasals,
nasals more than liquids, liquids more than fricatives, ,

and fricatives more than stops. Thus, [x.' cnt] is

[u,ont] here, [+ cnt] is [ m cnt], and [- cnt] is
cnt];. and [x too] is Eu txb], while [+ teblis .

[m trb], and [- teb] is hardly possible, given'the
limit of one peak per. syllable. Except for.fricativeS,

.4 where [s] is expected in all positions, velars are more
expected thaplabials, aild'these more than apicals, in
the. special 'position.' Thus velartzed liquids and glides
are preferred to others in the special position follow-
ing the nucleus, but not elsewhere.- ,Of the liquids,
/r/ is preferred to the lateral everywhere' (including
the, peak position) except at the beginning of a syllable
or followimg[s] (note the relative rarity of /tl skl
sr/), though-a tap is preferred to a tall syllable-
finally. (Note the change of 2], al, etc., to Is, aL,
etc., in POrtuguese.) The features designating the
liquids must therefore have the appropriate values to
ensure these expectations,. In the,non-special positions;
apicallnon=fricatiVes are preferred to labials, and
these to velars; thiS accounts for the prenuclear and
postnuclearmatathesis of /tpf and /tk/ in various lan-
guages. Palatals are regarded in the following markings
as being, like labialized velars, unexpected segments in
the Special positions, except wheffotheresult
lation,.a higher-level unmarking prOCesi.71 (Note the
change of.underlying/ I/ to [1] in Spanish aodel,.)
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Non - special positions:

More expected: Apicals: [-,u grv, x,u ing, x,u dor] .

Labials: . [x,m grv, -,m lng, x,u dor]

,r Palatals: [-,u grv, +,M lng, +,u doi]

.3.21

Less expected:. Velars: Ex,m grv, +,M lng, t,M dorl:

Special pdsitions:
I;

More expected: Vdlars: [x,u giv, +,u lng,'+,u dor]

Labials: [x,u grv, ing, -,12 dot]

Apicals: [-,migrv, x,M"lng, -,u dor]

Less expected: Palatalg: [-,111 grv, +,M .

Note that' the values of [lng] and [dor] are relative to
. . and-dependent or the heavier-weighted 'ifeature, [grv];

this .is true of [lng] only in the special poEitioni.
In languages like English, where post - peak\des are
[= nuc], glides ([x trb, - nhs, x'cnt]),are part of th
nucleus and therefore unpermitted in the special pbsi-
tions, which may still be occupied by other sonorants,.
at least in the postnuclear part Of the syllable. In
languages where glides are ET nuc], the [+ grave]'glide
[a] is preferred in languages having only one glide in
this environment, juit as[- grave] [y] is preferred
before the vowel in languages having only one glide in
this environment. Where both glides occur as satel-
lites, it appears that the unmarked oneis [w] after
back or central vowels and [y] after front vowels.
Where palatals occur, laminopalatal sibilants aremore

\ expected than the pure palatals and are- to be marked
[x,u dor]5 Such segments are then less marked than
labials in the non-special positien§7-possibly indi-,
eating an incorrect feature analysis--and no more marked
in the special positions than apicals. -abii must be
left as a problem for further ihvestigation here... (Note
that the metathesie.in classical Attic Greek of /ny ry/
to /in -1.r/ after /a o/ does pot prole that palatals are
preferred to apicals in the postnuclear special position,
bince glides are preferred, to other sonorants there.)
While some langitages have syllable-initial [11] but not
t[A] and over languages exhibit syllable-initial [A]

12u
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but.not [n], the only way to resolVe the issue of
which is preferred in this positiOn is tq aseme that
the velar is preferred and- to. tip underlying I /ny /I

or something similaikc .fcr.f,p1, ruling' out palatals in
all' underlying repreuntations. A

The marking Values'for fricative obstruenes have.
been indicated only for the sibilants thus far. Pre -

sumably, as with otheilconsoriants, laobials are more
expected thanm0.ars in the non-speCial positions,
while velars Are' more expected than labialsin the

*s.SpecialpoSitionss. The palatal, bilabial, and inter-
liental fridaiives are. rarest; %the' former prestinabli
results only froM the higher-leVel unmarking process
.of assimilation, whi-klbe interdental'fricatives pre-
sumably arise only in Ite h.tgher-level unmarking pro-
cess of chain shifts. The place features have to
depend on the combination of C-1- trb, 0 then
have to be calculated for fricatives to insure the
foregoing results.

(7:
Sometimes boundaries classify with consonants in

rule's; at other times, they classify with 'vowels.
Some provision should bp made for this in a feature.
system. .

It is'importane to observe'in connection with the
`writing of.lrules thatthe abbreviations V (vowel) and
C (consonant) may sometimes abbreviate quite complex,
even bracketed, environmentx. But the abbreviations
certainly seem justified in terms of language-users'
coFpetence. As is well-known to all who have been
extensively engaged in writing rules with marking fea-

\ ture values, some of these rules are much simpler and
cithers'are much more Complex than rules utilizing abso-
lute.(plus and minus) values.

For feature-stripping and for correlations of
various prosodic phenOMena with unmarked rhythm and un-
markedsyllabication, see, fn. 24. Thus, [h] is often
peferred.te.;k4) in the special position. Note_that
When a riokenftrked phenomenon (e.g. a uvular trill)
'replaces a less marked one (e.g. an apical tri as

the result of borrowing, it is still incumbe the

linguist to posit a natural,orAgih.for the marked phe-
nbmenon. ,gyular trills may be presumed to begiq in the
envirommentof segments with lowered uvIla, and in fact
they often begin in languages having nasal vowels (e.g.
Frenar, Portuguese); they dan then spread to. other

120
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environments by a crazy-rule generalization (cf. Bach
and Harms).

The reader .is warned against the, frequent con-
, fusion of unmarkinci with leveling. Maximizing feeding
/ order, but not minimizing bleeding order, results in

. leveling.. 'Mixture often res
stts

in leVeling, but also,
*a- s in the preceding example, results in increase of
markedness; cf. also the bbrrowing -of DI voiced] word-
initial )fricatives into Old English from Frefach.

Besides Saussure himse.lf, a number of scholars
hake 0,iseussed hierarchies of strength among features
or sounds: Hoenigswalc.1 .1.44,. Foley, 1970, Vennemann
.1972a, Chen mil, Friedrich 1971, and Zwicky 1972; cf.
also ,Krohn 1969. 'Varicius approaches are possible to
determine then relative weightings. I have mainly used
reweighting changes (first discovered by Labov 1969);
cf. the exposition of rule 3b in §3.1. This often con-
vergb's with the results of other approaches. One is to
regard features as less heavily weighted than others
on whpse markings their own markings depend when. they
are bin-idled together in a single segment. Fe'ati:i4re
'values which are implied by others in the phdnological
inventories of natural ).anguages offer a good mode of
determining relative weightings, but frequency in lan-
guages of the world may be a less secure criterion.
Very important is the order in which most.children ac-
quire features systematically (cf.-fn. 16), i.e. after
the babbling stage, especially when such facts converge
with the results of the other approaches. (But note
the caveat in Fromkin.) The general convergence of
these approaches,lends credence to the view that there
is a natural physiological and/or acoustical basis for
them all. But the air - stream features rnasal, voiced,
continuant, lateral] are scattered throughout the,
hierarchy and two very assimilable featuresaving

- large neuromuscular indexes in KrmpotiC's (49* .cal-
culus of nerve sizes, [voiced] and [round],'dif'fer

.

vastly in their unmarked relative weightings' in the
'hierarchy: This does not mean, however, that a natural
basis for weighting will not be discovered. Chen MSb
found a natural basis for natura,l, rule 6a in §3.1, and r`
the work of other scholars coul be cited?,

In the following hierarchical listing of the pro-
visional unmarked 'relative weightings of features, a
list which lias been generally' found serviceable, only

(-)
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.

fifteen of the twenty -three non-prosodic features, odly,
one of thirteen prosodic features, and only one of }two
boundary features are included; [accent] and [word
boundary') are both non-phonetic (i.e. purely phon og-
ical) fea.6ures16 while [peiipheral] (Labov 1972a:161;
this feature has been included in the numbers cited
in tte, foregoing) may be a purely' phonetic feature:

17. [nuclear] 4

16. [accent]
.

15.

.14.

.

[word boundary]
[turbulent]

13. [nasal]
12. [liquid] .,

11. [voiced]
10. [continuant]
9. [sulcal]

.

4

4
8. [grave]
7. [4.Ingual]

6: [vibrant]
5.. [low]

., 4. [dorsal]
3. [pharyngeal widenidq]

..

2. [thyroid]
1. [round]

This list will doubtless undergo further revision and-
expansion as the'still incipient investigation of
weighting progresses., Further work is required to
determine whether flip-flops (like that of stark and
stork, card and cord, etc., in some TeXas lects, which
achanges'm and u values of [round]) are amenable,to

.

q . Principle 1 in any way. It is worth noting that t
x .. .tab binary features to which any alleged ternary fe -,

ritikture can be reduced e t different predictions about,: r
..,

feature-weighting from th se implied by a single''ter-
nary featuret the two binary features imply a difference
in their relative weights which should be impossible-id

. the case of, a single ternary feature. Note further that
,i) the problem of marking the mid vowels in a binary -

feature system ,(cf. Chen MSa) is obviated in the ternary-
feature system.

Two formalisms exist for building relative weights
into. rules. Where the features are tautosegmental4 the
heavier ones may simply bewrAten (as suggested by
Bruce Fraser) above the lighter- weighted ones. _Where
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this notation is not possible, i.e. where the features
do not belong to the same 49ment, numerical relative-
weight operators may14 employed, though without any
claim that they are 'psychologically real'., What is
psychologically real-4 the im?licationdl arrangement
which the relative heaviineps and lightness of rule
features generate acco4ding to Principles 9, 10, .etc.

The ?aiculus of f4ature weightings for a given
rule enveronment is ba4ed on the numerical weight oper-
ators and the, absoiute,(plus, mid;' or minus) values,
not the marking values of their featurest" (Pending

1

further investigation, the mid value of a feature is
counted as zero and that feature then has no effect on
the calculus I,. the) calculus in Tables 1 and 2 in
§3.1, tam'segps are seen. Tirst, the absolute value
of'a variable feature'is muiplied with the numerical
operator. ,If the feature is negative and the operator
is 'also negative, the result is positive. The sum of
such value's for all variable features then constitute
tie weight of that environment.

.. .
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1. Viewscyf'the sort expressed in this writing are
indicated in Bailey 1972 (summarizing a presenta-
tion given in early ;1969) and'in Bailey.1971,

2. Bailey 1972 advocated my present views On impli-
cational patterning, the role of time in descrip-
tive linguisticS, and transpersonal language sys-
tems. Important theoretical work of the same
period'or earlier it to be found in Weinreich,
Labov, &Herzog 1968, and in Labov 1972a (read at
,the same 1969 conference when Bailey 1972 was read).

3. The manifestations of parole are "individual and
momentary': and are not homogeneoUs (Saussure 1962:
38 = 1959:19); language gets its unity from the

social phenomenbn of langue (1962:27 = 1939:11).
References to Saussure are giveh for both the 1962

French printing of the third edition and the 1959

English translation; the renderings are my own
throughout.

'4. I am not unaware of rejections of the distinction
between competence and performance by various lin-
guAts nor of new senses of the term performance 1

being advocated by scholars in the social sciences
who deal with language. Nevertheless, it does not

seem possible for any scholar seriously to include

in his analysis aspects of raw linguistic data which,

are unsystematic,and unintended such as coughing,
sighing, distortions due to eating, and the like.
Slips of the tongue are another matter, and may be

systematipally predictable with an adequate marking

theory; cf. fn. 36. I hope scholars who object to
the distinction between competence and performance
will be disarMed by my admitted aim of making the'
sc pe of performance as exiguous as possible, inocu-

lat'ng it from thet harm it has brought too
iscussions in recent years through its use as

i3eJ
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4,
a waste basket for problems that linguists have
not wanted to face, preferring to treat them as
inessential or accidental. As for newer pro-
posals by scholars in the'soial diciplines to
broaden the meaning of the term performance, the

4
reader will be excused from adopting either of
these because they run counter to his interest in
inoculating the, term from the very serious con-
fusions which it'has already occasioned. (See

also fn. 36.below.)
5. Bloomfield (1933445) admittiyd "that no two per-

sons - -or rather, perhaps, no one person at differ-
. ent times--Espeakt) exactly alike".

6. A latqr paradox ofillockett's is discussed in
Weinreich et al. 119.

7. For al strongly dissentient view, see Foley 1970;
and cf. Shapiro.1972:345fn. 6. Contrast the views
of the phonetician-phonologists Ohala (1971) and
Fromkin (1970). The writer's own advocacy of
naturalness below should not be construed as ex-
clus'vely 'physigalist', any more than his favor-
$61e comments on the empirical aspects of lidguis-
tic study should be understood as a sign of hostil-
ity toward abstract entiti in the mind, explana-
tory hypotheses, etc.; see 12.0. It is now widely
agreed that phonological changes /for example, may
be semantically and slintictically environed.

8. As regards the final clause in\ple quotation from
ChomsAy 1965 cited above, many scholars would be
If the opinion that a. 'cogent reason' for modifying
the homogeneity, doctrine had in fact been already
provided'in Labov 1963.

9. These differences are by no Meant necessargy of
equal probability in .their occurrence isra...speaker's
utterances. Not only linguists, but also language-
users themselves often tell us that certain usage's
Aare frequent or usual,' while others are not.* In-

.

deed, they may tell us, that a given phenomenon de-
.pends,on (implies) the presence of some other.
(Language - teachers tell students that when dne calls
a man Monsieur, one addresses him with the pronoun
vous.)

10. Although it is styles that are spoken of in most of
the literature, I prefer tempo as the more objective
and quantifiable concept and'ohethat corresponds

'134
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..

more intimately with the degree of Monitoring of 4

one's own speech. As Bierwisch (1966) was able.
to specify phrasings in terms of tempos, one Can
also specify relative tempos in terms of phrasing
phenomend (cf. the,simplification of Bierwiscl-'s
approach and its adaptation to English in Bailey
MS). . .

11. Since I reject the term idioleptas the designa-
tion of any worthwhile notio i., is employed here
purely for expository purposes. .

12. The formulation of interpersonal variants in a,
single polylectal grammar representing language-
users' internalized competence is justified be4ow
on the basis of the acquisition of language by
children.k

13. "...the evidence has beet! disappointing: an un-
selected4Etopf isoglosses does not divide a
territory into. clear -cut areas, but rather into a .

crosshatched continuum of finely subdivided frag-
monis" (Weinreich et al. 151). In rejecting the
notion of dialect, Schuchardt (M-13) complained
against the notion of "a completely homogeneous
speech community" and against the practice of
"deseenging] t the language df the individual
and specificall .,to its msmentary average, in order/
to find real ho ogeneity..." (Cf. fn. 11 above.)

14. Various coinage like sociolect-ditd-varilect, as
well as proposa s to use idiom,-v.arietv, and tongue
for t'he purpose -=,4or which I am using lect have ..

their drawbacks. The first of these terms obscures
the similarity i principlr betwedn regional and
other social differences among varieties of a lan-
guage.* When dealing with creole continuums, it-is
convenient to spiAakof-the lect which is linguis-
tically mostremqe---from the prestige language as

s the basilect,--the7/prestige language of the area
may be called % matrileet or the acrolect. FUr- /

tiler comments 9 the notion of dialects is found
in Bailey 197 b, where 'a number of implicationalVpatterns f r English are cited and the possibility-
of,implicational patternings of lexical items-is
discussed.

15.
.
Ttie similarities between Saussure's outlook and.

.

that of E. Durkheim have lid a number of scholars
to attribute to Saussure4a gloater influence from

.?,
. , $ oI.n
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6urkheim than was prpl:Aablyt,he case. In contrast
with Siussuie's views, 'just quoted, to the effect
that past-is past and present is present, Green-
berg (1966:6I). sensibly maintains that "some con-
nections between diachronic process and synchronic
regularities must exist, since no change can pro-
duce a synchronically unlawful state and all syn.-.

states are the outcome of diachronic pro-
cesses." . - -,

.

16. Arthur Compton (personal communication) has ap-
--pr4sed me.of some interesting aspects of a child's

non-instantaneous acquisition of English sounds.

...""

\ At.t.-:.e stage when she was first investigated, the
child possessed three consonants in her repertoire:

\ [p m w]. One may assume the presence of the fea-
tures [continuant] and [nasal] in he'r competence
at this point; [a] was used'for adult [rlas well'

.1..
s [,w], so that ring,sounded like wing., Then
oicedr was acquired, adding [ID] to her inventory.

. an [f] in opposition to .N1--whic now got re- .

placed *.th tvl as the.voicdd correlate of [f].
On the face of it one might.supposethat 'unlearn-
ing' the correct pronunciation'of wing (now vino)
aftevit had been correctly pronounced. would be
anything but optimal progtess in the acquisition
of language. But in a framework of non-instan-
taneous acqdisition of featyres, the child des-
cribed here exhibited progress (in acquiring fea-

.

tures) at every stage. . .

.

17.. An- qiception to the reluctance of transformation-
a.lisU to.admit the effncts of performance on com-
petence io Bever & Langendoen 1972, beside Kiparsky
1972:222; see also Bolinger 62-: Kiparsky 1971
attributes instances of grad al sound change to
the allegedly scalar nature o phonetic features
(and would presumably'now att ibute semantic
changes.to the fuzzy nature o semantic features).
The speciousness pf this artif ce becomes apparent

. from the fact tha=t the gradual a'sing of tense
1W in New York City changes th= lus-minus values, -

of two phonologic61.features-- i they are binary.
18. A recent study maintaining the s e general point

of view as the writen's is House elder 1972; cf.
also Bhat 1970. Th6 prImat'y do nt'temains

, ' Weinreich et al.

t.)̂t)
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19, Seo T'raegett 1973 for further discussion of the
ef creolizatien in vaTiation studies.

else-Abere I cractetize natural changes result-
ing fre.f, the maener in whez:11 children acquire
'their native languages as r,* natural): changes
d e to torrtwAi from other systems. are Ix
naturall, where 4x represents the mid value of the

r- ---1 feutere: 4nd 1- natural) characterizes really un-
natural deeclopments (cf. fn. 29). Besides borrow-
ipg.-other :.e.n.ircei cif increased markedness may be

rr,entioned briefly. It is well-known that unmark-
ing one segment may leave 'another marked. Since
the markings are dependent on position within the

according to the views of the present
writer. tpenthesis and deletion will greatly alter
maotinv.'. See further fn. 24. Special markings
*l ri n order to distinguish different kinds

Oene-u:na. Contract the clUed syll4ble in
-r &A-Ai-A with the open syllable (at least

in leeks) preceding an underlying sonorant
not preced.A ly a deleted underlying vowel in Mava,
1.-e...ver.. and hill; and the rising diphthong in

oei with the falling diphthong in bouillc.
That reco;nition precedes Fioduction in child Ian-

Le Wc, been recognized for a long. while (e.g.
rein 1964:164). It is too early to attempt

ansvering uc que.;tions as whether rules begin
eariably in one's understanding competence before
becoming (varlble) rules in the subset.of one's
c:mpetence whieh is e4loyed in producing speech.
Peeause of th:.. .eLymmetry between understanding and

. rAuction (sZ-e .2.3), one might hypothesize that
,urpr,r.;tanding is to be analyzed wirh binary fea-
tures. while production is to be analyzed with
ternary or scalar features: Such .difference is
nnIrkely, and in any case listeners are able to
scale what they hPiar, e.g: as more typical of a
banker or telephone operator or as more typical of
a diteh-digger.

21. Leveled varletv:e. of a language exhibit the merger
or neutralization CL items which are unmerged in
unleveled leers. The more items merged or not
merged, the more levifled or unleve the lect.
rezpectively.

22. Since the orthedce, tran:.formationalists have

1 3 V'
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objected to polylectal grammars precisely on the
grounds of psychological reality, it is para-
doxical that many of them are now first to give
up the requirement of psychological,reality in
their own work'.

23. One of the most far eachinclinvestigations to
determine how well e ideas mentioned in this
paragraph stand up in the study 6f regional vari-
ation Is being conducted by Gary J. Parker (cf.
MS), who has found that a number of problems which
were but artifacts of the old framework can now be
easily dealt with in the new..

24. Higher-level unmarkings can overrule feat6re un-
markings and result in the marking of previously
unmarked futures. See'Principal lb in §3.0.
(Parker & Bailey 1970 tuggest writing m upside-
down, i.e. as w, in such instances to show that
the new value is a natural me.) These higher-
level unmarkings include assimilation, dissimila-
tion, rule-reordering, chain,shifts, crazy rules,
and perhaps others' (e.g. flip-flops? See also
Vennemann's [1972b.:240] typological. adjustment rules
rot the principle of symmetry). See also the dis-
cussion following rule 21'in this,book,' where the
compiomise of two opposite values may result'in an
M (overmarked) value. Polarization cats easily be
illustrated with Hawaiian. When k became a glottal
stop in this language, t changed to k to become
maximally different from the only other stop re-

,Since t is unmarked for place of ar-
ticulation in the syllable-initial position (see
'the Appendix)', this change represents a change of
to lingual, u grave) to [ol lingual, w grave].
Alternating accents represent a polarization of
maximal oppositions. The relation between marking
and chain shifts will be taken up again below; such
phenomena include the changes formalized with the
implicational and c) coefficients discussed be-
low. Metathesis:, epenthesis, and deletion often
change marked feature values to unmarked ones, and
may change the tyllabication, .accentual, and ryth-
mic patterns of a language. Note that unmarking,
one feature may leave another marked. Intimately
connected with marking, but little understood (spe,.
however, Schane 1972;211, where the changes in

133.
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question fall under the rubric of polarization),
is what the writer calls feature-stripping. This
process deletes oral articulations for voiceless
or heavy stops (leaving them as [9]), fric4ives
(leaving them [h] or, if they were voiced, /10r.
Similar to\these is the change of liquids to the
voiced glides [y w], depending on their place of
articulation.

There is a,ProbletiViith chain shifts, which
appear to be almost the only way thacertain
fricatives[ p b a], if not [h], arise. (Simi-
larly, [c] isgenerated only in higher-levellun-
markingsassimilation, in this_case.) Given that
such changes begin gradually, in accord withPrin-
ciple 2, one must ask hoW a language-user krifws
that a given change is but the first step in a
shift, rather than a single change, say of 0# to
Vh]. Do changes begin one way, and then get con-.

vetted to another species? Or are all suet changes
_potentially chain changes, always affecting certain
classed of fricatives before others? Much empiri-
cal evidence is yqt needed-to answer such questions. .

Another aspect of these queitions is that lan-
guages seem to,group into two classes of related .

prosodic phenomena. The A class has either no accent
or one which does not combine pitch and length;
syllable-timed rhythm; little vowel-weakening; un-
marked syllabication (open syllables); rising

. diphthongs (fallifig diphthongs would close syl-
lables); liaison; full voicing of light' onsonants
next to boundaries and consonantal lenition; and
voice assimilation of an obstruent to a follotling
obstrueht: There is a basic distinction between
open and'closed'syllables, if the latter exist in
type A languages. In type B languages, one finds
a heavy accent usually combining pitch and length
(so- called 'stress'); accent-timed rhythm; vowel-
weakening, syllabic sonorants, and syncope; marked
syllabication, with consonants clustering around
accented nuclei; falling, diphthongs; apocope; de-
voicing of light obstrents next to boundaries and
consonant strengthening (as the High German con -
sonant shift) ...Here there is a basieTietinction
between open and loosely clo4led syllables (the
lattet heard in sane, deep) vs. tightly closed

.7
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syllables (e.g. sanity, depth). See further on
accent in Jakobson 1968:33. Cemttatt the assimi-
lation in Frenchooserver and English obzerver,
slipt, maps. (Lost and left'have a peculiar
history in that the' penultimate obstr *ent in each
was the underlying one; it became an obstruent of
the light order in lose and leavd between vowels.)
In type A languages //x1 palatalizes before front
vowels and vdWels often nasalize after nasal con-
sonants; an type B languages, ilx// palatalizes after
front vowels (e.g. German), and vowels often nasa-
lize before nasal consonants.

Note that 'r-less' English distinguishes
marked, and unmarked syllabication of underlying
obstruents, the former syllabication (agreeing
with that of obstruents) being used for special
cases, viz. where a glide is generated from a
single underlying vowel or where a satellite'liguid
results from a vowel-deletion (Bailey 19,68a). In
,French, where all consonants prefer unmarked syl-
labitation in lento tempo, we find marked syllabi-

)

cation being.used for special cases; contrast
normal [wilj.n oui with [ui] in bouille (where an
earlier lateral has been lost). %Latin changed
from type A to type B in Romance, perhaps as the
result of many losses of unaccented vowels. Portu-
guese seems to be changing, for whateVer cause,
back to a type,'__ language with vowel-weakening
and falling diphthongs (aid few rising ones; cf.
Port. foqo thth Span. Fuego 'fire').

25. The' writer's+conventions for marking ternary (non-
prosodic and prosodic) phonetic features, which
markings depend on a segment's position in the
syllable & d on the marking of heavier-weighted
features,'are given in the Appendix. The defin-

71'itions could be replaced with natural rules (see
§3.1; cf. the natural processes of Stampe 1969).

i26. Although it has been fashiopable in post- Saussurian
circles to think of sense and sound as the conterit
and expression of ,the gtammar (somewhat reversing

4..4000 the relation of form and matter in scholastic
1 thought) , we may think of both semantics and pho-

netics as the matter of the grammar with respect.
to content and of phonetics and morphonology as -

the matter and form of the grammar with respect to
its expression.

140
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.. E, .
27. Cf.. also the seven points listed in Weinreich .,"

et al. t87-8.
28. It will become evident in ;3 that rate in the

present dA'scussion is far 1 'cm having any con-
nection With the use of this term in glete-
chronology,between which and his own position

. the writer,ould admit no connection.
29.' inglanguages exhibit the opposite direction-

ality, as once - categorical rules become variable
(D esaler 1972). This development iaE.T. natural).

30. I am taking it for granted that mixtures of Aps=
tems'spoken by native' speakers - -i.e. creoleS--
May occur in different proportions and degrees;
like the process of decreblization, which con-
sists of recreodizing the basilect and the meso-
lects with the adrolect. Let scientists borrow
pairwise from German (helped by English otherwise,
which, however, is a de- adjectival adverb), and
let -wise become a .0rodtrct',.ve formative in ordin-
ary speech for deriving adverbs fromnolns, and.
this is creolizationt But one would not wish to
speak of creolization Where only a few lexical
_items were borrowed--in fact, not until relexifi-
cation reachedmassive proportions, the amount

`probably depending on the social situation--
because, ap. Bloomfield (1933:274) notea,,the lexi-
con is a fist of irregularities, of exceptional
and other unpredictable aspects of a language.'
For new insights into the systtmaticity of the
lexicon, see now Labov 1973..

't

31. For the different species of creolization and a
bria discussion ot-decreolizing'gradatums and

,.... other issues under consideration ,here cf. Bailep
1973a. Seehalso the end of §4.4. . 4.

32. Unnarked is abbreviated u: marked, m; and, in a
ternary system, over-marked is M. My usual prac-
tice is to place leXical'phonological representa-
tion.inside double slants:: representations for
some point in a derivation between underlying lexi-

----- ca-i.-representations and phonetic outputs in single
slants, and phonetic outputs'themselves in square
brackets. Names of features are also enclosed
within scare brackets. .

.)
33. Formalisms for indicating feature 194ghting in

F ---- rules, together with comments on how relative

14 :i

Mr,
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weightings are ascertained, are found in the
Appendix. See also on the coefficients c and n
below. Kim 1966:82-83 has propQsed'the coef-
ficient w for polar ppposites; if w stands for
plus, then (not w) will stand for minus, and
conversely, .A method of calculating environment
weightings is outlined in the Appendix gnd
trated in the texClater on.

34. All u values are equally unweighted; th6re are no
differences resulting from different feature
weightings.

35. Specifying that the segments follow anucleus is
necessary because of the different. markings of
place and manner features of obstruents in the
special positions (immediately following a tauto-

,
syllabic accented vowel, where the marked value of
[nuclear) is minus; and preceding another obstru=
ent in the preAclear part of a syllable) and in '
other environments. Thus, apical consonants are .

more expected immediately before tautosyllabic' ,

'vowels than labials; and these are more expected
inTtifks environment tpan Velars. But in. the spec-
iffesitionS, except for fricatives, velar con-
sonants are more expected than labialt, and these--
than apicals. See-the Appendix. ilnce Rumanian
oat (from octe) cannot rightly be ascribed to
assimilation, agglas been claimed his change
constitutes something of a problem for the pr(sent
view of marking, although it-is-confirmed-by-a.
vast number of changes, attested slips of the"'
tongue, etc.

36. When speech becomes eXtremely unmonitored as the
result"of haste, fatigue, ofemotional upsets,
marked phenoM4na progressively get replaced by the

4 corresponding unmarkdd phenomena. In terms of the
concepts proposed ,by Stampe (cf. fn. 25), who first
theorized on the matter, haste, fatigue, and emo-
tiona'17upset break down the monitored suppression
of natural rules, which are then permitted to
operate freely. Some natural rules are given at
the-end of §3.1 in an implicational formalism.
Studies ofdifferent sorts have established that vic=
tims of the apraxia of speech may exhibit changes,
which occur in a sequence which reverses tlk se-
quence'vf i3s.4 acquisition by mostchildren.' And

, 14(4
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Sasanuma & Fujimura 1971, building on older
studies, have carried on additional investiga-
.'tions to show-that the functional losses of ideo-
grams and p'honograms are not parallel in Japanese.

/The systematicity of'the 'disintegration' of
Speech (e.g. in slips of the tongue) is sufficient
to inditate that even performance variables are
predictable and may sz day be included in gram-
mars. Undoubtedly some changes in languages begin
as slips of the tongue or unintended unmarkings in
unmonitored speech, just as'others (over-correc-
ti6ns7.see below) begin in over:.7monitoring.t Pre-
dictions relating to such matters properly bel,ong
'to a theory of linguistic competence, in my opin-
ion. Unmarking should soon account for the things
which Sapir. (1921) discussed under the rubric of
'drift',- as well as.the.so-called 'conspiracies'
of more recent vintage.

37. There_is, of(course, nothidg. 'unnatural' or un-
usual in suchjborrowings. AP already noted,
borrowings have the mid value of the feature__
[natural]:

38. The directionality of change from marked to un-
marked may be set aside in bOrrowing between lan-
guage systems--creolization--as already observed.
Also, as".the basilect Or- mesolects decreolize
through borrowing from the'matrilect, items that
were unmarked in the lower-status Iects may get

--marked4-reverbing the'directionality cf--natural-
change.

The reconstructive task may present a special,
type of problem, which can be illustrated by the
problem of.deciding whether-the ward -final nasal
in PIE was *m or *nk. This is a problem because the
markedness of the different nasals is difeYent in
.most ehvironments from what is foilhd-in the specia
position followihg tautosyllabie accentetvowels
(it is quite coMparable to the same special posi-
tion for obstruentsl cf. fn. 35). Contrast the

0 usual changes of Imi!to /n/ to [n] in the word -final
environment (Chen MSb: diagram 1) with.the change
of Noe to En] in allegro tempos after unaccented,
vowels in EngliSh. Where a language permits a
neutralized word-final nasal., after accented and tn-
accented vowels alike, as PIE does, either nasal
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could - -so far as is now known--be generalized to
the other by a 'crazy rule' ofsthe sort disCussed
in Bash & Harms 1972. It is prethature to try to

.... guess whether the directionality of such general-
izing processes will be predictable under con-
straints yet to be discovered.

i
.-

. 39. Principle 2b may 11 be connected with the general
application prioriq`of,'properly ipclusive' formu-
lations over those included by them according to
the principle first proposed by Gerald A. Sunders
'(according to Koutsoudas, Sanders, & Noll 1971:10).
This general principle accords well With the prin-
ciple golvArning the application of disjunqtive
notation '}in Chomsky & Halle 1968:30 (since dis-
cussed in rldersop 1969), aswerl as the so-called
A-over-A p incile iii7linax. v

40. The featur is [w.b.]. Spe belapiNZe effects
of the morpleme boundary in pas+t. bviate.a'
confusion i to which some glottometrist have /

fallen, it May help to st(ite that there is no pho-

, -.I
netic cluste ing at the end of crank Plchrx k3,
work r'w3:1c, NaI:k 'wak), and board ['boo:A
sbcPd] (Eolils over-rounded in BVE and/Deep South--
ern White spp ch; Da3 is infective in BVE and ,

lor'tis in ,Dee Southern White pronunciation). Con-
trast the late` Pal cluster in old oul(d)] and
build Pbtl:(3 in BVE and Southern
In the rules that follow, # symbolizes an internal
and ## an extenaryord boundary.

41. The feature to nuclear] denotes vowels in this

I

en-
vironment; Ern uc) indicates,non-vowels, which'
class includes boundaries as well as consonants.
A number of factors Which are -ignored in the rules
may be mentionsd; since the rules are purely illus-
tratiyo here, incorporating these complications
would not serve the purpose or be compensated by
any advantages. ;Investigators of both BVE and
Southern States White English have found that the
deletion of a clustered word-final.api.el stop is
more likely if it ends an unaccented syllable than

* if i4 ends an accented syllable; e.g. breakfas(t),
fores(t),, den(t)is(t), fastes(t), ribal(0), husban(d),
and diamon(d). (The first bite in dentist is de-
leted by another rule irrelevant to this discussion,
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but discussed below in connection with sentInce4
My own researches of English in the Soiliihern
States indicate'not.only that'the deletion of 'le
clustered with a preceding obstruent and of hdY_
clustered with a preceding f,r1,'/ or lateral is least--
likely before ;11 or a vowel; but also that .the
deletion is normal only before an obstruent (e.g.
wastepaper, restful, left qoal,'handhag, windmill,
oldster; cf. acts, opts, rafts, etc.), or a nasal
or lateral (e.g. qoldmine, landlocked, shiftless,
exactly, softly, least likely, first news, worst
mess). (But epenthesis may restore a lost ildfi in

handrer.) Before /y/, the deletion of an apical
stop depends on whether the palatalization rule
follows (e.g.'ius' yet, las' year) or precedei=-----

rule. 3; in.the latter case, we have 1stB or EtI
in just vet. and lastvear, as well as in question,
Vestial, etc. Note that Yt:' is always, palatalized-
in the last examples, as well as_in_vesture, etc.
Before and , the deletion of a clustered
apical. stop depends on the syllabication, which
diCars for the two sonorants when they are fol-.
lowed by an unaccented vow. Compare the reten-
tion of syllable-initial 't dr,before :r/i in ---
vestry (contrast ves.ment), laundry, and foundry
with their axiable deletion (more likely in mire
rapid tempos) When.syllable-final before fiw::(:, as
in westward and landward. Before ifr plueaE=
cented vowels, there are two possible syllalpica-
tions of clustered apical akops:. cf. once tried,
run dry, twice twenty, tool drawer with ius(0:--
right, land) nights, mus(t) win, trus(t)worthy,
and gol(0) rush.

Note that in normal tempos the difference be-
taeen the presence of Iti-in.the phonological type
exemplified in piston and 'pistol and the absence.
of Et'. in the type exemplified by mois(t)en and

(where no underlying vowel follows 1.'t6f)
may be eliminated through,a reordbring which causes
the. deletion of ft t>> in restin' and--if the speaker
is 'r-less'--in western. For further complications
of this rule, see Bailey 1973c.

42. Note that the heaviest and lightest environments
are the same in both 4a and 4b, while the middle
environments are reversed (cf. Labov 1972a:124).
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table 1 is brought into accord with Principle 8b
(0.2) ih,Table 4 below (§4.1).

43. Some of the writers just cited have also arrived
at the pocition, 'first:advocated in Stampe 1969,
that unmIlr ed ordering is equivalent to non-
ordering.'" he point will, be amplified later
(§3.1) .

Since this writing was submitted to the
publisher, a.conference on rule ordering has taken
place at the University of Indiana (April, 1973).
The publication of papers from that conference
will be of supreme interest to readers interested
in rule ordering.

.

44. In addition to the examples of different rule,
oLderings that either differentiate lects of
English or mark off lexical exceptions from'other
lexical items in the same lect which are given

, below, cf. Bailey MS 'b, Where thirty.or forty such
differences are listed.

45. The change does not occur in American
lects'befo-e the geminato In which is automati-
cally generated in American and British EngliSh
between /V and a following vowel, as in covering,

-,Southern States Pkiinwrrinl. See Bailey MSc for
details of this process, which also affects the
other sonotants.

46. In thq.Southern States, a lateral which is non-
nuclear at the stage of derivation where rule v
applies is not affected by the rule when it folr:
lows a heavy (tense) rounded back nucleus; e.g.
tool ['thuul], mule ['maul), qule t'gial],

['goul], ball I'bol 930°1], and howl Phx013
(contrast Northern ['thul:), etc., where rule :v
has appried). tut a syllabic lateral, generated
out'o. unaccented /a1/, is affected by rule v even
in,suchenvironments; e.g. dualist Pdyullist] and

dual ['dyul:], from Pdiul/ from Pditil/ from
Pdival/ from as in duality. In like
fashion are generated fluid ['fluid] and poet
Pphoft) from /'fluid/ (cf. fluidity) and /'port/
(cf. poetic). Nq,only is rule v more. general
thanformufation v in these respects: it also

oapplies to ilr'/, as,in pore Pphc0:3 anti Jer'

Pc*0:3, with [ ~:] from p) by the late desul-
) cali Cation rule; contrast 'r-less' Southern

14;
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porous. ['phoures] and Jerry PArI),-where
'rule v has not applied, wit .the 'r-ful' pro-

nunciations Pphe /rasi and d e-a- ril, where the

geMination of / /r // before a cowel has' created an

environment in which rule qc'(in its more gembral
formUlatiOn affecting #r/ s well as nil) can
operate.. Compare the para lel gemination of filq
and the operation of rule in dualist above and
in' Northern silly PsfIli] (contrast Southe:n

['slit]). (The length mar is omitted between
such geminates.) An exam ie with //V that paral-
lels dual above is mower- 'me 'me:] from
/'mom/ from Pmoar/.

47. A later Southern States r
but lento tempos in the e
where tY is an unaccented
heavy #3# (cf. ekevail) t
to trisyllabic lightening
sense only if the strong
before the application of
nuclei in this environmen
high vowel becomes heavy
followed by a'vowel.

48. For valiant and mialion t
quires replacing rule vi
unaccented syllabic senor
vowels) to their correspo
before unaccented vowels.
'orderirig, the substitute
/'valiant 'milian/ to /'

le deletes /1/ in all
vironment, y V,.
owel. The change of
/a/ in value is due
in valiant, it makes

luster /1y/ is created
the rule that lightens
, since normally a non-
efore unaccented /1/

e illustration here rd-
'ith a rule that changes
nts (including high'
ding non-nuclear phones

. Thus. in the unmarked.Thus.

alyent ImiAl.yan/, and

rule v would convert this into Pva4:ant
'mil:yon/, which later rules would change to the
phonetic outp$t of Northern States Eng ish;
['vml:yat 'in41:yan]. Contrast Southe n States
['vim( )'yat 'Int(1)yanl. Note that ev n.a word

1Tand ry 18oes not count as a non-vowel: Southern
St4te telll#it ['thelit), hilly Oh/113. The
justi ication for the # in hilly is given in

.Bail MA; note that a phonological-phrase bound-
ary oes cause rule v to operate in the South as
well as elsewhsre. Note the operation of the late
rule describedtn fn. 47 across the word boundary
'in w 11 ou ['wiye -ye].

49, It-in not be amiss to observe that a good theory
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is a good discovery procedure. In addition to
examples later in this article, the following may
be instanced. Standard and Then-standard pronunci-
ation in the Southern States change i'!z!, to /d/ in
isn't,-doesn't, hasn't, and wasn't. Non - standard

pronunciation also has a rule, absent in standard
Otonurtciationt that changes /d/ to /t/ in the same
environment (as in couldn't and shouldn't), which
is converted finally to a glottal stop by arule
which is found in most parts of the United States.
Sishm non-standard Southern States English has the
two main rules in their unmarked order, so that

4 /d/ 4 /t/, the-analyst is. naturally led to
ser4k.relics of an earlier situation in which the
rules had their marked mutual ordering. This
would be a lect with P:d7t1) for isn't and [164.97t)
for shouldn't. Note also that holes in implica-
tiona4 ordered natural developments lead the
lingurSt to seek the representative lects, either
to corroborate or to discorroborate some aspect of '

leis theory 'of language.

'50. Creole studies are confirming the lindependence of
the coinponente. The independence of the lexicon
has long been recognized; cf. now Gumperz Sc.Wilson
1971. Carol Odo (msr has found that young Hawai-
ian children may pronounce the velar nasal in the
-formative -inn, a phonological trait of formal
style, while at` the same time de' ting the copula,
a syntactic Charatrerers
Cf:'Siso Sasanum, Fujimura (see fn. 36).

51. It is also probable that all adult-acquired lin-,
guistic phenomena 'are marked. If true, this would
mean that adults would have as much trouble learn-
ing the apical trill as the more marked uvular
trill, which in Europe has been borrowed to replace
the apical one.

52. Cf. Sapir 1921:17.4::, "We may venture to smmise that
while whom will ultimately disappear from English
speech, locutions of the type Whom did you see?
will be obsolete when phrases like The man wham I
referred to are still in lingering use": (I am

''indebted to William Peet for this citation.) The
Grecist will be familiar with the facts,in'Lejeune
1955:148-56, showing that in Ancient Greek *w was
progressively deleted in an implicationally pat-
,

1.44
r,

00.1110.
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terned succession of environments. *.These can be
generated with variable rules.

53. Charles Ferguson (personal communication) has
found in Ethiopia three/results of a change in
the esuAl position of the verb from its older !

location. Neighl.cring languages exhibit t'he !-

following temporally successive situations:
(a) the expected relation' between verb position
and pre/postpositions has been obliterated;
(b) an interim alternation between prepositions
and postpositions has resuAted; (c) areadjust-
ment of the particle posiion has resulted in the
expected implication.

54. Elsewhere I have employed'the coefficients
and-CO for gradient (ternary-valued) features in
intonational-analysis (cf. Bailey MS). The first_
Use of such arrows was by Fred Householder (per- .

sonal communication) in another connection.
55. Contrast my Principle lb with the way Schachter

employs the natural valleet and note that the assi-
milated C4 nasal) is jm nasal) in the vowel, but
Cu nasal) in the consonant in the special position.

56. Principle 9a is evidently counterintuitive, Since
a lighter-weighted feature, i:sr one with the least
effects on a rule's operationt is obviously very
close to being generalized - -i.e. irrelevant to the
rule. The writer began with this assumption, but
the variable segment in the environment of rule 11
1v-1%r-shows why 9a has been proposed. Here a
generalized [nasal.) includes Cu nasal), ttiU last
environment to become operative and the slowest of
the three operative environments (before reweight- ".

ing occurs). Hence, the feature specifying thp
slowest environment,, the lightest, must ba the
last' feature in the variable segment of the en-
viVenment to be generalized. No doubt further
ineestigation will show a way to make'PrinciPle 9a
generalize lighter-weighted features before heavier -

ones.
There is a psychological problem, related to

one discussed in fn. 24. This is the question of
how a language-user knows that (nasal) is a vari-
ant in rule 11 so long as it has only its marked
value and the nasal environment Las eot,become
effective in'tba rule. Unless the language-user
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0 ,

alreadyalread kno t3t :nasal 15 t+,'. 1 fc-a-
tkire On the hait.s of its relative
ether rules of vilk. leet, it (1,-;
that 1 h' ou1J ttnre,4 toss until .n.r.al`
general 1 Zed anti the nasal onfirnn-ents care into
play :.4t.oit, 1 1, tt:cn tiat.
is tht feat,re ir environ-
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art. no. cAlly he.aier and h:t fa:ter and
slot..er .),-:ctord!rui to thetr relative heaviness.
SInCe eri...iror.!!ent ings deper.d not only on
feat ;ro tr.:3 b.3f. tivit 'al (see

1. fr)-:- a heaetcie, *-3y tL' fl5ter c ictwit,r
tv .-kfc 3 t %Jr * r1(.... 'mid. or

es Ltctj varis
a' ' stieJt_er or: t!.#. tato,

*..xt 1 1..3. for 1 tinter
t1

.. 1.. . to
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that there are optimal articulatory'points
havrng TJantal C04StIC results which dominate
the phcnoir,13 (if particular languages in that
the ideal 'places of articulations for their
sounds tend to converge at such points. (Cf.

also Fromkin 38j19 and fnn. 17 and 81.) To assert
that a.si.eech sound ha:; an idealized articulatory

ofocus or target is hAt to deny that such sounds
are actualized as a compromise between such ideal
targets and the targets of adjacent sounds, in .

accordance with a temporal factor and a coefficient
for the degree to which the target of the soune
betro articulated can be affected by other sounds.1,
Note that the phonetic rules in Ohman 1967 include
a temporal factor: All of this is quite another
matter [rem asserting that' there are phonological
features ..hich are non-scalar and there are pho-
netic features which ark, scalar. since (if the
preseni r:osItton is correct) there are as many .

phonetic tariet7 for a feature as there are phono-
logical values cf it. .

60. The marking of 1pharyngeal widening] or 'tense-

! netls' in vowels is not without its problems. While
it L5 true that languages lacking the distinction
between 'tense' and 'lax' accented vowels normally
have only the former, it is also indubitably true
that 'tense' vowels are preferred in open accented
syllables,.while 'lax' ones are more expected.in
closed accented syllables, But this last may be
some -sort of assimilatory phkomenon. Since rui6

.,11 tenses /4/ mainly in closed syllables,*it als-
pears to contravene Principle la. Note that this
change rarely affects paroxytonic syllables, which,
however, are in English also closed if an obstruent
follows the accented vowel. .

GI. The rule would pr6gress'quite well through three
environments if the environment were specified as
.., continuant j, but this would not happen in the

Tiiht sequence. Even if this were not a problem,
changes in the rate of the three environments and
the, acceleration which is described below could not
be generated without the features in rule 11 and
the principles of generalization and reweighting
proposed here.

0.. The situation is quite different with Greek-letter

151. _;
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variable coefficients, since a gener lization of
the unmarked valueto the marked as ell as un-
-marked values causes an .acceleration of the marked
values ahead of the unmarked one, in accordance

L with Principle 10b.
63. BesidesimonosystematiC speech communities, there

are two kinds of polysystematic speech communities.
One has closely related overlapping systems in use
This is the decreolizing gradatum. Another poly-
systematic speech community has several:unrelated
or distantly related language systems in use. If
this situation persists for long, a kind of creole
would be expected to develop (cf. Gumperz and
Wilson 1971).

64. 'It-4essness' refers to the presence of rule iv
above; 'r-ful' speakers have the sulcal peak and

satellite [4 ] in barter; mere, mirror, etc.
651\ Psycholinguists ought to be able to tell us

whether it is easier for Irish speakers, who
alternate [e] and [e) in mean r meant to under-
stand beets in which the alternation here is be-

,

tween [4 and [ i) than conversely.'
66. One would like to know whether user§ bf English

Who have a four-way distinction between informal
'Suzie, less informal 'Susan'',; more forinal 'Miss
Susan' ,'and most', formal 'Mrs. Jones' are.able,to
deal more competently with the three-way dis-
tinclion lacking 'Miss Susan' than conversely.

6/. it is probable today that most adult varieties of
BVE are in the last stage of decreolization; i.e.
the BVE system has.only a minimal difference from

' system found among cultured Blacks and Whites
uncultured Whites.

-68. Loots in which r3 is heard .after the nuclear peak
in carm, palm, and walnut have a different explan-
ation which in fact also supports the "view of an
internalized polylectal, grammar. These ?acts be-
long to 'r-ful' speakers who:have had a great deal
of'contact with 'r-less' speech--or whose progeni-
tors have had this contact. From the phonetic out-

. puts Pkhom 'kho:m 'pha:m 'phom 'wo:not3s.'
the language-users in question have inferred under-
lying //parm karm wprnutP.on tW basis of pairs
like card Pkril:d '%11003 and t'kbed 'idled] in
their (understanding) cwilpetence.
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69. Principle 14 implies a cerebral organization of
--variation in terms of sets within sets--Venn dia-

grams. Any such storage principle in the brain
would severely constrain the kinds of variation
tolerated in languages. Note that ithas been .

found that variant signs used,1y the deaf form an
iMplicational series (Woodward MS).

70. The causes may be linguistic-(cf. Wang 1969:135).
or social.

71.' Fig: 5 is a spatial presentation. If Fig. 5a wee
a Venn diagram (cf. fn. 69), -the opposite impli
cationtwould obtain: A. B C.

72. In order to avoid the confusion that is current on
,both sides of thefence dividing sociologists from
linguists, it should be stressed that, whatever
problems deviant cases like the famous Nathan,B.
(Labov 1966:249'-53) present for the sociolinguist
or sociglogist, such cases present no problems for
the linguist, provided the subgrammars of such
deviant language-users areamong-the subgrammars.
(perhaps they are the sub4rammars used by othbr
sociological groupings) generated within the over
all grammar of the language.

73. One expects the light order of vowels in closed
syllables; hence the heavy order is marked inthe
input of rule 21. There is, however, evidence
that .pharyngeal width] (note its use in rule 11
for 'tenseness') is not the most appropriate fea-
ture for the distinction between heavy and light
nuclei. The'llaxing! or 'lightening.' of the heavy
vowels (cf. deep, serene) in depth and serenity is ,

due to rhythmic shotening (see fature 36 in the
Appendix). In depth, the lengthened cluster that
follows shortens the nucleus; in serenity, the
demands of accent -timed rhythm shorten accented
nuclei as one or mere unaccented syllables follow.
This rhythmic shortening is gradient and'hcceler-
ates the'operation.of rule 21, since later outputs
are heard in Friday and writing than in died, flies,
and night, But the non-gradient, or decremental,
shortening of nuclei that results from being fol-
lowed by tautosyllabic heavy obstruents (see fea-
tu're 25.in the Appendix). retards the operation of
rulp...214 so later mitputt are heard in bribe and
ride than in ripe and write. KolVfs data reveal

5.;
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another aspect of gradient' hortening.(input
[c rhythmic length]). in that /i/ has later outputs
in right-handed and wheelwright than in night (see
fn. 74 for fight). Later outputs are heard in
-wright, whose mid-accented status makes it shorter
than a fully accented syllable, than in right-,
which is shorter because of the following not fully
accented syllable. For the effects of shortening
on the Martha's Vineyard equivalent of rule 21, see
Labov 1972:123. For the Southern States, see fn. 76. .

74. A comparison of*Table 8 with Fig. 10will show that
the change spread from the South northward.- Where
[a] is present for a given word in the southern
part of the six northern counties, [i] in that word
hhs already been pushed out of -the North ofEngland.
The words employed in this study are not entirely
consistent with other words of the same general
type. In'contrast with sky (where we find mostly
[aej), eye has more [1) pronunciations than [ae],
and"most of the [ae] pronunciations are North of
theli] ones. It is not impossible that the'old
velar in_eye slowed down the change there. But
when we compare Dight (mostly [i]). with fight
(almost all [il]), this explanation hardly holds
up, and we must suspect whether the preceding
labial in fight hastens the nuclear change. There
is a known problem with velarvenvironments, dis-
cussed below; since the fastest environments, for
the rule are the velar and prevelar satellites,
While the slowest environment for obstruents is
the velar one. It is unlikely that reweighting
would affect single lexical items. For right-,,,
'see fn. 73.

75. In connection with this, it should be pointed out
that Lehiste 1970:20 shows that, other things be-
ing equal, vowels are universally shorter before /

labials than'before apicals and velars. .This mean

that what looks like incremental shortening ha-the
accelerating effects of gradient rhythmid shorten-
ing in rule 21, where labial environments are the
fastest. As for the accelerating effects of gra-
dient rhythmic shortening in paroxytones, other
examples are known: DeCamp 1959:60 foundthat in
San Francisco there are speakers who pronounce
naughty like knotty while still preserving the

154
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distinction of caught and cot. The writer has
also observed a speaker from Washington, D.C.,.
who has [a] in foggy out [o] in fog.

-76. Thqeffects of rhythmic shortening are discern-
ible in the Southern States ohly in clitics
(our is more likely to be [1a9:] than houris)
and in modifiers preceding their heads in rising
tunes. Compare [ae] (, Charlestonian [al]) in

united (where //tit has become [d]) and ninety
(where //V/ is deleted) with [a] (Charlestonian
[be]) 'in United-States and in ninety-nine. In

the last it'ems rule,22 has the unmarked ordering
after the ,changes of it# found in these words.
Note'typeriters.where the first two syllables
both have [ae(Charlestonian [99) in the des
cendinq'tune. (See further Joos 1942:)

Since pint, (cf. ninety in fn. 75) has

[e], not [a] in cultivated pronunciation $n .

Wet of the Southern States, it is-necessary to
assume either jarthat rule 22 follows the de-
letion of nasals when these are followed by
talltosyllabic heavy (under4ing voiceleps),ob=-\
struents, or (2)-thaerule 22 operates in the
environment'of a following devoiced nasal in the
same way that it operates'in the environment'of a
following heavy obstruent.

It may be noted here that Charlestonian Eng-
lish,has palatal.[c .1] before front 'vowels (in- ---

[ai] from /aril as in card, but not before

[oe]. n kite and [0°]41.9 cow) and i girl (which

is 1r nted'in British English_and is ear,0 by

some apanese as gyoru). Substandard ronunci-

ation
and e
inst
gird

[As
77. Fig.

McD
sup
tio

wri
78. Ta

su
ab

has the palatals before [2] (which is stand-
sewhere in the South) in cow-and before all
ces of [3.]- -not 175t girl, but also curl,

etc. (Charlestonian is 'r-less' except for
a frequent situation.)
11 is based in part on the data in Kurath &

vid 1961, but the writer has added necessary
lements and emendations from his'own observe-
s. In. Fig. 11 heavier-weightqd outputs are
ten beneath lighter-weighted ones.

le8 has not solved all thd problems involved in
h portrayals. The suspicious absence of,.[a] for
ut in lects -1, -3, and -5 may indicate that
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they should have been placed to the left of 0,
instead of to the right of&it.

79. Ados was discovered and first discussed by Labov
(1966).

80. Prenasalized stopS like [mb] are'[- cnt] and
'i

[4- b); fricptive -nasals are,[4- cnt, + trb].
All of these are t+ nas]: Fricative laterals
and trills are [4/ trial,- Sore rules treat plain
nasal consonants as [= cat] segments, grouping
them with continuants; other rules treat nasal
consonants as [T cnt] segments, grouping them
with stops.

81. If the trill-tap difference could ever be shown
to involve reweighting,thiS would be evidence
that the difference involves different features, .,
since feature values presumably cannot reweight.
A further complication is poied by' the tentative
inclusion of flaps as well as taps under the mid
value of feature 15 above.

82. But [x.trb] is highly marked here.
83. But when before [4- nes]: (+01 cntl and [7,m cnt.
24. But [x trb] is highly marked here.
85. This expectation canibe changed by polar oppo

sitions, since languages with,two kinds of wide-
grooved sibilants, normally have the convex-dorsum
([4- dor]) and concave-dorsum ([- dor]) opposites.`'
Some varietiesdof Portuguese prefer postnuclear

to [s]; cf. Swiss German in both special
positions. .:

86. The view that phonological and phonetic features
differ by being fixed-valued and scalar, respec-
tively, has introduced into linguistic diAussions
a number of confusions that could well have been
avoided. Cf. further,fnn. 17 and 59.

87. Larger numerical operators, whether negative or

)
positive, have greater effects on the rate of a
rule than smaller ones, whether negative -or posi-
tive. But the effect of the 'Positive or negative
sign attached to such a numerical operator is seen
in the actual calculus of the weightpf a given
environment.

156:
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